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Welcome to the tales from an imaginary heritage railway in the top
left-hand corner of Norfolk with rolling stock inspired by Rowland
Emett’s cartoons of the 1940s and 50s.
Truth to tell the author doesn’t get overly excited by locomotives or
station buildings, although wagons and carriages occasionally arouse
curiosity. His real interest is in the bigger picture of railways: why they
were created, how they dealt with the local terrain, what influence
they had on local farming, industry and settlements, and so forth. And
that extends to 'heritage' railways: how they acquire funding, how they
promote themselves as places of interest, and how they interact with
other tourist attractions in the vicinity.
The Whittlecreek and Eaton St Torpid Heritage Railway employs a
General Manager (who does not like being called ‘The General’), a
formidable Property Manager (who does like to be referred to as ‘The
PM’), a witticism-infested Operations Manager who socialises each
week with the neophobic Workshop Manager, and a Gift Shop
Manager (deemed ‘nice but useless’).
The railway staff interact with the somewhat overbearing Curator of the
nearby Arts Centre, her talented Curatorial Trainee on a year’s
placement, and several of the artists exhibiting in the gallery.
On the banks of the Creek River, close to the railway’s trackbed, is a
partially-restored tide-mill which unexpectedly evolves into a Daoist
retreat offering ‘Secret and Sublime’ weekends. The success of these is
all down to the local potter.
The author's soft spot for the Socratic Method ensures a wide variety of
topics – most of them decidedly arcane – emerge during numerous
evening discussions in the Le Strange Arms, or between ‘The PM’ and
‘The Management’ as they go about their day-to-day business.
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My fellow traveller on this journey
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Tales from the Railway
Introduction
‘Every story should have a beginning, a middle and end.
But not necessary in that order.’
Jean Luc Godard
The French New Wave auteur Jean Luc Godard was one of the few
people to influence the author in his formative early teenage years.
So if you are one of those people who likes to read books from the
front to the back and likes a book to start with an introduction then
you’re right out of luck. The introduction is at the end. It’s called the
extroduction. Well it would be wouldn’t it…
Welcome to the parallel realities and converging fictions about an
imaginary small railway in the top left-hand corner of Norfolk. And the
almost-conjoining art gallery. In a nearby town is a pub named after
the man who built it. The town, not the pub.

1

The Whittlecreek and Eaton St Torpid Heritage Railway is in the top
left-hand corner of Norfolk, running from Eaton St Torpid via
Lavender Halt to Whittlecreek, with a branch off to St Torpid's Bay.
A spur of track, now functioning as carriage sidings, is on the route
towards Brindlecliffe.
In the future the Whittlecreek and Eaton St Torpid Heritage Railway
may extend south from Eaton St Torpid to Dodd's Hill Staithes,
Canidringham (pronounced locally 'Canidrum' or 'Conundrum') and
Friars Ambling Halt (where a sand mining museum is planned,
complete with a short two-foot gauge mineral line).
Sadly modern developments mean the line could not be reinstated as
far south as Bishop's Snoring, nor Brindlecliffe to the north.
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Tales from the bar: I

Remembering Off the Rails
In his leisure time 'Marko' Cheney, the Operations Manager for the
Whittlecreek and Eaton St Torpid Heritage Railway, was an
experienced scuba diver. On Tuesday evenings he helped run
underwater training sessions at the swimming baths in Brindlecliffe. As
these didn't start until 7.30 then there was time for a 'swift half' in the
Le Strange Arms before. Although, truth to tell, Marko only drank nonalcoholic ginger beer. As Bill Wainwright, who headed up the Jackdaw
Works – which made all the rolling stock for the Whittlecreek and
Eaton St Torpid Heritage Railway – lived in Brindlecliffe there was time
for an after-work natter. Their workaday lives overlapped, in that
Marko needed to make sure the railway's locomotives and rolling stock
were maintained in full running order, so liaised with Bill and his team
on a fairly regular basis.
In almost all respects they made an unlikely pair, sat at one of the small
tables near the bar. Bill was nearly a couple of decades older than
Marko but still working full-time. Even sitting down he was noticeably
taller, and almost gaunt in comparison.
Bill was rather prone to take everything a
bit too literally, but was hugely
knowledgeable about the construction
and maintenance of just about any
railway vehicle you could care to
mention. Just don't expect him to change
his daily routine or adapt to anything
new. He was a traditionalist to a fault.
The heraldic arms of the Le Strange
family.
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In contrast Marko was significantly below average height, although
with notably broad shoulders as a result of a lifetime of swimming. In
one of the many self-deprecating jokes he would fire off, he said he
wanted to swim for the British Olympic team but 'was five inches too
short to be competitive as an able-bodied swimmer and five inches too
tall to be able to compete in the disabled swimming classifications'. In
contrast to Bill's quite thoughtful and deliberate manner of speaking,
Marko was lightning-fast with jokes and seemingly-irrelevant – and
often irreverent – banter. Yet the two of them seemed to rub along
without problems.
One evening Bill started the conversation by remarking that it seemed
a long time ago since the TV crews were filming the fly-on-the-wall
documentary at Whittlecreek and Eaton St Torpid Heritage Railway.
'I watched the DVD again the other night, and there's rather a
lot I'd begun to forget. Not to mention several sections I'd very
much prefer to forget altogether.'
'Yes, it does seem ages ago,' replied Marko. 'It was when you and the
crew were building the first of the wagons. Even Nellie was barely in
running order. I can see why they called it Off the Rails.'
'In all honesty I was rather offended by that choice of title. Not
that I could do anything about it. But watching again I can see
why it might have seemed appropriate.'
'My main memory is the director – what was his name?
'Eddy Yoxall.'
'Yes, you never forget anyone's name do you Bill? Larger-than-life
public schoolboy if ever there was! Anyway after a few months – you
remember he came every Thursday with the film crew – Eddy came
into my office almost distraught at the lack of progress in the Jackdaw
Works. Don't think I dared mention this to you before.'
'Well, he made it fairly clear to me on a number of visits that
there needed to be more progress on the wagons by the time he
came the following week. But, as you are well aware, that's not
how these projects progress. I did my best to make sure there
4
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was something interesting for his team to film on Thursdays,
but sometimes things didn't go to plan.'
'I'm sure you did everything possible. Anyway, after about four or five
months he was saying things like the project might have to be
cancelled because there wouldn't be enough material for the series.'
'No, you never told me that before.'
'Well, there was never any need. I simply said '"Why can't you include
some of the organisations which will benefit from the railway, such as
The Alex arts centre and Sal Marsh's pottery studio?" Sal's shop, her
"Emporium", was still in the future then, of course. I must have
mentioned that the local parish church in Eaton St Torpid had a
monument to Pocahontas and some medieval graffiti. "You could do
short magazine-style segments like they do on Countryfile and Coast,"
I remember suggesting.'
'Yes, I wondered why they all popped up. Seems it was your
doing…'
'Well I only suggested it! But he lit up like a firework. "Who do I need
to speak to?" and '"What's their mobile number?" and all that. Faster
than I could answer one question he'd fired four more. And you know
what really got him going?'
'No. Give me clue.'
'It was that everyone of these contacts – from Cynthia at The Alex, to
Sal, and even the vicar of the church – were all women. "A godsend!"
he kept repeating. He'd got dead worried that the programmes would
all be about decidedly blokey sorts of blokes and the audience might
be a bit too restricted. He was rather disappointed that the expert on
medieval church graffiti was a bloke not a girl.'
'Yes, Victor Matthews is definitely male not female. So far as I
can tell.'
There were times when Marko wasn't sure whether Bill was being
genuinely disingenuous or trying to crack a joke. As Bill rarely made
eye contact then it was even more difficult to know.
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Bill interjected, 'So you take part of the blame for those poor women
having to put up with being interviewed by Martin Pawl-Ratchet?
Another public schoolboy who was overly-full of his own selfimportance if ever there was. But I suppose that's to be expected for a
retired politician. But who on earth thought that pink blazer he wore
for one of the day's filming was a good idea? Truly ghastly!'
'Yes. At least Eddy had some sort of sense of humour, even when he
was at his most grumpy. Don't think I've ever told anyone about the
time we went into the café at The Alex and he became embroiled in a
rather heated conversation with Sandra, who was running the café at
the time. He was adamant that he needed English mustard with
whatever it was he'd ordered. Clearly she'd only got French mustard.
Sandra asked me who Eddy was, and Eddy interrupted saying he was
my brother from out of town. Sandra, becoming more exasperated,
understandably said "You two look nothing like each other" at which
point Eddy said "No, our mother worked in a circus".'
'Hardly surprising that Sandra left if she had to deal with
customers like that. Eddy's even taller than me isn't he?'
'Could well be. And twice your weight, if not more.'
'Did your mother work for the circus?'
Marko nearly choked on the sip of ginger beer he was drinking. 'No.
And his neither, I'm fairly sure.'
'Why on earth did they choose Pawl-Ratchet? I suppose it's
because he has some sort of interest in railways. But then he
didn't do the interviews with the railway staff and volunteers,
that was mostly the woman, Penny Kothari.'
'Well, I think Eddy and Martin were close mates. They'd both been
antique dealers on Portabello Road in their comparative youths. If I
remember right Martin asked Eddy to be godfather to his daughter
during the time they were filming. And haven't you guessed why
Penny was the "talent" talking to the workshop crew?'
'No. Passed me by.'
'Because she's a girl! And all the lads in the workshop are lads.'
6
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Rick Dobney at work in
the Jackdaw Works. A
production still from
Off the Rails.

'Oh yes. I suppose that makes some sort of sense. At least if
you're a TV director. And she's half-Asian, so that would tick
another box too.'
'Yes, doubt if that's a coincidence. Though has to be said she made a
good job of interviewing people about things she clearly had no idea
about. I just loved it when you were stuffing a gland box and she so
sweetly and innocently said "Oh that's a big one! Where are you going
to put that?"'
'Oh? Well I was going to put the piston in the stuffing box, of
course. But I suppose the piston would seem rather big to
someone not used to steam locomotives.'
Marko was quite used to Bill seeming to miss the point entirely and
changed tack. 'The TV folk had a field day with Rick Dobney. Though
I really thought we'd get a visit from the Health and Safety Executive
after some of the things they videoed him doing. He certainly had an
old school approach to risk assessment.'
'I'm not aware he knew what risk assessments were. Brilliant
engineer, especially on the biggest of the milling machines,
and in the forge. But I don't miss his "It'll be alright" response
when asked to conform to the workshop's procedures.'
'Is he still volunteering for the railway?'
'Sadly not. Didn't you know he died late last year? Seems he'd
been struggling with kidney problems for ages. But he never
said anything until they got so bad he couldn't put in a day's
7
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work any more. From what he told me, he needed a kidney
transplant but was too old to ever get to the top of the waiting
list. Some sort of infection got to him and that was his lot. Still
miss Rick, warts and all, as they say.'
'Yes, I can imagine. They don't make them like that any more.
Everyone said he reminded them of Fred Dibnah, although without the
steeplejacking skills of course. Tell you who else I've not seen for a
while who popped up a lot on Off the Rails and that's Col Stephens the
rolling stock designer.'
'Yes, Colin stopped coming last year too. I'm really not sure
why. So far as I'm aware he's alive and still in good health. I
suspect Colin had just done so many designs and re-designs
and all the tweaks that he'd rather lost interest. He just loved
doing technical drawings on a proper drawing board. Man after
my own heart. Nothing CADCAM about Col. How he came up
with some of the whacky ideas beats me though. He said it was
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because of the tablets the doctors gave him. But I'm not sure
whether or not he was being serious as he had a big grin on his
face when he said it.'
'Just think. Without that TV series – and it was only four episodes –
we'd have never got as many visitors as we did in the first summer. We
were barely operational and it gave me endless problems trying to
keep some sort of service running on the track. But look what it led to!'
'Yes, I suppose it must have been good publicity, despite the
derogatory title. But the marketing team in the main office were
rather ruthless in my opinion. They insisted everyone with a
mobile or email address signed up for news about the new
rolling stock and what have you.'
'Don't forget that inspired "Tell a friend" campaign that they started. So
simple but so effective! Got us to where we are now, no doubt.
Anyways Bill. Good to natter, as always. But I need to get to the leisure
centre to start setting up for the scuba training session. See you again
same time, same place next week?
'Yes, that would be good Marko. I know some people take the
mickey out of me for my routines, but I do like to know what
I'm doing each week.'
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The Great Annulus
Marko had arrived at the bar of Le Strange Arms soon after five. If
things had gone quiet in the office he'd got in the habit of leaving early
and coming over well before his six o'clock meet up with Bill. Over a
coffee or two he could use the free wi-fi to sift through the 'dross' that
collected in his email in-box, checking that nothing important had
been overlooked. This Tuesday all was well and there were no
awkward replies to draft apologising for inadvertently missed
messages. Though, he mused, he realised that several people had need
to chase him after sending their original messages…
Bill would arrive at almost exactly six. He was never early and, unless
something really untoward had cropped up, never more than five
minutes later than six. It was just the way he was: if you said you were
meeting at six then he'd arrive at six. Marko strolled over to the bar and
brought back last Friday's well-thumbed copy of the Brindlecliffe
ECHO! He missed seeing the old editor, Stan Railton, since he'd retired
last Christmas. Turned out he'd reached the grand old age of 83 and
worked for the ECHO! since he started just after the Second World War
as a tea-boy.
Before he'd retired Stan had frequently found the need to stop by for a
pint at the Le Strange Arms on a Tuesday evening. For some time it
seemed odd as Marko knew Stan's watering hole was the pub he
always thought of as 'Le Chat' but known to everyone else as the
'Golden Lion'. Well, if one establishment was Le Strange then the other
could be French-ified too as 'Le Grand Chat d'Or'. He remember trying
to explain the pun to Bill. They hadn't known each other for all that
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long at the time and Marko hadn't realised how difficult it was to get
Bill to see something that wasn't literal. Initially quibbling that French
for 'lion' was le lion not le grand chat, he then repeatedly said, 'But "Le
Strange" is the name of the family, it's not actually French.' Marko gave
up and changed the conversation. But Bill's inability to 'get it' meant
that 'Le Chat' became somewhat ingrained into Marko's mind.
After a few months of Stan wandering over to the table where Bill and
he were sitting and asking 'Mind if I join you?' the penny dropped. The
next day, Wednesday, was when copy for the ECHO! needed to be
finalised. Back then Marko didn't always see the paper each week. But
he started making sure he picked up a copy. And, lo and behold,
whenever Stan had idled over there was some sort of trivia in the paper
closely based on whatever they had been chatting about, especially if
it was railway matters.
Marko twigged that Stan's 'random appearances' were anything but.
Rather, knowing he was short of copy he'd realised that either Bill or
himself would stump up some sort of 'goss' which would be of interest
to some of the paper's readers. Marko had remarked on this insight at
the next management meeting and was immediately leapt upon by the
publicity manager at the time. Not quite literally leapt on. But as she
was quite tall for a lass – making her about eight or nine inches higher
than Marko – and seemingly as lithe as an Afghan hound, then it did
feel like she might pounce on him whenever she got excited about
something. Marko struggled to recall her nickname. He seemed to
think she went by the name of 'Shiv'. Although that must have been
because her family knew her as Siobhan. The gist of her enthusiasm
was that Marko and Bill must make the most of this opportunity and let
Stan have as much information as he needed about whatever 'release'
she was about to, well, release.
Marko was 'on message' – one of her pet phrases – and made sure to
at least speak to Shiv on the phone sometime during the day on a
Tuesday so he was, as she put it, 'primed' for a meeting with Stan. Who
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may or may not turn up later. But when there was something fairly
important to promote Shiv was good at giving Stan a nudge that he
might need a drink that evening. Shiv had smiled when Marko called
this 'good teamwork' and said she was more than happy to leave it to
'the boys' to do the after-work drinking sessions.
Like all the publicity managers Shiv didn't stay long. If they did a halfdecent job for the railway then they would add it to their CVs and get
more interesting jobs in far more interesting places. The only ones that
stayed seemed to be the ones who lacked aptitude. Such as Sue, the
recent incumbent. Marko phoned her each Tuesday morning and had
to virtually beg to be told what was going on in case Stan came to the
bar. In the end Marko had to tell her these were planned meetings with
Stan – even though they weren't – to get her to co-operate. 'Oh, he'll
get the press release with everyone else on Thursday when I've got it
ready.' 'Yes, but his copy deadline is Wednesday not Thursday.' After
several such conversations Marko added Sue to his list of people who
simply didn't get it, no matter how hard you tried.
Marko was so lost in thought he hadn't noticed Bill walk in. 'Good
evening, Marko. Are you all right for pop?' Bill always gently took the
mickey out of Marko's preference for non-alcoholic ginger beer while
he sipped his way through a pint of whatever IPA beer was on offer. He
drank the same variety for as long as it was available and was
invariably grumpy when compelled to select a different brand or brew.
Marko never commented, though sometimes wound Bill up by asking
what flavour crisps he'd bought. 'Don't show me! Let me guess! Um!
Erh! Oh?? Could they be salt and vinegar?' Bill of course always bought
salt and vinegar. And would be even grumpier if they were 'off', often
opting not to have any crisps at all.
'Hi Bill! Thanks but I'm fine for "pop".' After Bill had been to the bar
Marko broke the ice by saying he'd just been thinking about when Stan
Railton used to join them and pick their brains for gossip.
'Yes, does seem as if he doesn't need us as friends now he's
retired. He's sometimes in the Golden Lion when I go in. And
he does say "Hello" and asks after you. But I don't go there
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often as the people I recognise all drink a lot more than I'm
inclined to do.'
'We need to get the new head journo at the Echo trained up. It's Jim
Stevens isn't it?'
'Yes, that's him. Don't think he needs any training at drinking
in bars though. He's a proper Scotsman I fear. Pints of mild
with whisky chasers I'm told. But that must be later in evening,
after I've left. He's only been on pints when I've seen him
there.
'Anyway, I think you're still in his bad books. The first time you met
him he'd asked about your name and you said it was really "Mark O.
Cheney".'
'No word of a lie there.' Marko smiled, knowing what Bill was about to
recount.
'He then asked if you had any family. And you said there was a
new baby and you'd called him "Mark Two Cheney" because
your middle name was "One". He duly printed it in the next
issue. And then you sent him a snotty letter saying that your
middle name was not "One" and, to the best of your
knowledge, you didn't have any children and that he must
print a retraction and "apologise unreservedly for any
embarrassment caused".'
Marko broke into laughter. 'And, bless him, that's just what he did.
Should always check your stories from an independent source, I
reminded him. You never know when folk in Norfolk are going to
wind-up a new "blow in" like you.' I think he saw the funny side of it.
But I guess you're right, I probably do owe him one. Must talk to the
new publicity manager once she's got her knees under her desk and
make sure we get the old pincer action going on Jim just like we did
with Stan.'
'Pincer action? I'm not sure I follow.'
'Oh don't worry Bill, just one of those strange expressions I use to
confuse folk.'
13
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The first Russell and Hobbes cartoon.
Rapidly trying to think of a different topic of conversation, Marko said
'Must admit I think the Russell and Hobbs cartoon has taken on a
whole new life now that Glöda the Toaster has been given the elbow
and a stove called Aga the Orrible has come to the fore. We're getting
some top of the range jokes.' Marko knew his one-liner was wasted on
Bill, but said it anyway.
'Perhaps. But I did rather like the final one with Glöda.'
Marko looked quizzical.
'It was the one where Russell says "I want a toaster which glows
blue when it's making toast." and Hobbs, the kettle, replies
"You'll have to invent a new universe." Russell doesn't say
anything but just looks puzzled. I think the cartoonist just drew
a question mark by his head. In the final illustration Hobbs asks
"Didn't they teach you Wien's Law at school?"
Marko noted that Bill, quite correctly, pronounced Wien as 'vee-in'
then said that the joke was arcane even by the standards of Russell and
Hobbs. To which Bill replied
'But this is exactly what blacksmiths and the like have known
since metals were first smelted – the colour the metal is
glowing at is as good as a thermometer. Every metal, whether
it's bronze, steel or titanium is at the same temperature when
it's the same colour red or yellow or whatever. And toaster
14
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elements, once they've warmed up, are at about 960C if I can
guess from the colour of mine.'
Marko thought about this briefly and realised he'd known this since a
kid. Just that he'd not known it was called Wien's Law. But he realised
that Bill could only take things literally. So maybe this cartoon was far
funnier to him that it was to most people. Marko made a mental note
to think that through sometime. In the meantime Marko responded by
saying his preference was for when Russell had said that toasters
should come with a game to play while waiting for the toast to go
brown and Hobbs had said 'It's-a me, Mario!' and Glöda popped up
with "All toasters toast toast!"'
Bill said, 'Sorry Marko but I really did not get that one at all.' Marko,
somewhat tongue in cheek, said, 'Oh, did you never play Super
Mario?' 'No, Marko, computer games are for people much younger
than me.' Marko, who had played Pacman and Mario back in the day
smiled wryly. There was a slight pause in the conversation while
Marko tried to think of something else. But it was Bill who spoke first.
'Now that Stan isn't part of – how did you used to put it – our
"social circle", then we don't see Cynthia from The Alex either.'
'That's true. Perhaps she's too busy keeping up pace with that
curatorial trainee she took on. She seems more fired up than most kids
of her age.'
'She's hardly a "kid", Marko. She's done a degree and this is her
first work placement.'
'Well that makes her easily young enough to be my daughter. And
perhaps your granddaughter, if you don't mind me saying.' Marko
didn't often take a pot at Bill but couldn't resist the occasional
opportunity. After all, he was far more restrained with Bill than with
almost any other colleague.
'I hardly think either of us could be one of her parents. Hadn't
you noticed that she seems very Afro-Caribbean in
appearance? Nothing half-caste about her, I'd say. Hard to
imagine that before she came to Eaton St Torpid she'd only
lived in Leicester and never been to either Africa or the
15
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Caribbean. When I asked she said something about the nearest
to home that she'd ever got to was when visiting family in
Brixton. But I didn't quite get what she meant.'
Marko nodded. Yes Lucia was certainly striking in appearance. And
not just for the colour of her hair and skin. He tried to recall which
country she'd said her family was from. Was it Madagascar? Bill
continued:
'I'm fairly sure that the only reason Cynthia ever came here was
because she knew there was a good chance of seeing Stan on
Tuesday evenings. She'd drawn the same conclusion that you
had – if he was short of stories for the next edition then
anything said in this bar on a Tuesday evening was likely to
end up in the paper.'
'You think so?' Marko hadn't put Cynthia down as being quite so
clever. But, truth to tell, the bar in the Le Strange Arms was probably
not her idea of an evening hangout. Somewhere a bit more bistro was
more likely her style. Not that Brindlecliffe and environs had many, if
any, such options. She'd have to drive all the way over to Chipstead
Market to find places where she might feel more at home. Not for
nothing did Marko always call it 'Chipstead Upmarket'.
Marko moved the conversation one step sideways. 'Remember that
first evening Cynthia came in and introduced Lucia as her new
curatorial trainee. Lucia was so bubbly and enthusiastic. "Cynthia tells
me The Alex is the busiest of all the galleries for miles around", she'd
said, "Not even Bishop's Snoring has a gallery with so many visitors".'
'Yes. And you went and said something rather rude to the effect
that these were visitors who came to Eaton St Torpid for the
railway and couldn't find anything more interesting to do
before going back on the train to Whittlecreek.'
'Certainly got Cythia's mo-jo going!' Marko laughed again. 'Don't
think I've got her so riled before or since. I think she then said
something to the effect that with Lucia's help perhaps she could get
more visitors to come to The Alex who might then condescend to take
a trip on the railway. Lucia just burst out into one of her big smiles and
16
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said "I'd love to be able to do that much to help" and we went on to
talk about something else.'
'I seem to think you mentioned the Iron Age hoard. It was the
first time I knew that another gold torc had been found so close
to Whittlecreek station, and there wasn't just the ones from Ken
Wood at the other end of our line.'
'Seems I hit gold, so to speak.' Marko moved swiftly on, knowing the
pun was probably lost on Bill. 'While Lucia was doing her museum
studies degree she'd become really interested in prehistoric
archaeology. But she couldn't get any trainee vacancies at museums
with archaeology so, almost as a last resort, she'd taken this post at
Eaton St Torpid at a decidedly provincial art gallery, not an
archaeological museum.'
'A very bright girl. I wonder why she struggled to get a placement?' Bill
asked.
Marko didn't like to say that it might be precisely because she looked
so Afro-Caribbean. And, so far as he was aware, didn't have a 'posh
school' background. 'Who knows?' he ventured to respond. 'But their
loss is our gain. And by that I mean both Cynthia at The Alex and us at
the railway. She left very fired up to research the gold torcs and see if
she could get something about them on display at The Alex.'
'And next time we see her and Cynthia then Cynthia's at her
most full-on – and, if I'm allowed to say so, there are times
when Cynthia is very full-on – about "her" exhibition which
will be called "Bling BC".'
'Yes,’ agreed Marko. ‘Cynthia was at her most insufferable that
evening! I did manage to get a word in edgeways and ask if perhaps
Lucia had helped with putting this together. To which she breezily
replied "Of course" and then carried on as if it was all her idea.'
'Well, from what Cynthia said then it was her contacts with
local artists that were key. She'd given Lucia the necessary
details and told her to try to commission anything she could
that was relevant to the torcs.'
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Tony Gumley's 'Three Buxom Ladies'. Installation at Holme Pier Point
summer 2018. Welded and corroded CorTen steel sheet. Each figure
3800 x 2900 x 14 millimetres. Credit: Tony Gumley.
'I doubt very much that Cynthia expected anything much to happen.
"Normal for Norfolk" can be about the same as "not a lot". She certainly
didn't bargain on Lucia getting nigh on every single one of them to
agree to doing at least one piece of new work. But would you turn
down someone so enthusiastic as Lucia?'
'Well, I'm not artistic. But I suppose if I was then Lucia would
make a wonderful muse. I'd want to do a painting of her
wearing one of the torcs. But I don't have the skills. As you well
know my drawing skills are all about engineering drawings for
locomotives, wagons and those sorts of things. I just might be
able to draw a torc. But the geometry is rather complex.'
'That sculptor chappy who did the fat ladies in welded steel… '
'Tony Gumley.'
'… that's him. He must have come up with his idea for a ten metre
high torc quite literally overnight, from what he said.'
18
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An artist's impression of 'The Torc of Norfolk' spot-lit at dusk.
Credit: Tony Gumley.
'Yes, I think he said he worked on it the same evening Lucia
phoned, starting a couple of hours before he went to bed and
then again sometime between two and four in the middle of the
night. Strange way of doing things, in my opinion. But
presumably artists are like that.
'And it's not the torc which is ten metres high. The steel
construction stands six metres high. It's the four metre high
concrete base which takes the top up to ten metres.'
Marco was used to Bill's utterly pedantic way of thinking. And his
ability to seemingly remember any conversation almost word-forword.
'"The Torc of Norfolk" Cynthia named it. Seems she'd been trying for
some time to come up with ideas for a big sculpture to go at the side of
the Coast Road around Canidringham. And this ticked all her boxes.
And she managed to get her mate Abbie Dore, who'd just become
Chief Executive of the borough council, to give it her full support.'
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'And Councillor Dore then put Cynthia in contact with a chap
who had sadly lost his wife a few months before and was
thinking of donating a substantial sum of money for a project
which would be in his wife's memory.'
'All rather remarkable. I seem to think the planning app is up before
the full council meeting later this month. Cynthia seems quite
optimistic it will be passed. I'm not quite so sure.'
'I just hope none of the councillors share your thought that it
should be called "The Great Annulus". That does sound rather,
how can I say, scatological.'
'Oh that was just me winding up Tony Gumley! He had a spot-on reply
– "You're talking out your arse! You don't know the difference between
an annulus and a crescent."'
'Indeed. Tony was hoping we could make his Great Torc at the
Jackdaw Works. But I had to explain that we don't have that
sort of welding equipment. When we need that sort of welded
steelwork we subcontract out to a specialist fabricator.'
'Remember when we came in here about three weeks ago and the
place was almost full of birdwatchers. They'd spent the day netting and
ringing birds up at the nature reserve and had almost frozen to death. I
know you weren't keen on there being so many people around. But as
it was noisy I wound them up that the sculpture was going to be of a
Great Auk rather than the Great Torc. We batted that back and forth a
few times, then one of them twigged and asked if it was going to be
illuminated by four candles. To which one of the others answered "No,
but the feathers will be made from fork handles" and then proposed a
toast to the memory of Ronny Barker.'
Bill managed a smile. 'And you said, "And to the ever-fasting melody
of Lady Mondegreen" but I don't think anyone else heard you. If they
did it didn't sink in.' Yes, Marko thought, on a good day Bill could get
mondegreens.
'Strewth Bill! Just noticed the time. I should have gone off to set up for
the scuba training ten minutes ago. See you again here next Tuesday
though. Take care!'
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Reprinted with permission from
the Brindlecliffe ECHO!
December 2019

Proposals for a ten-metre high
sculpture on the west side of the
A149 road near Canidringham will
be discussed at January’s meeting of
the North-West Norfolk Borough
Council. Although the Highways
Department expressed reservations
about the possibility of distracting
drivers, by moving the proposed
location slightly closer to the road
then these concerns have been
alleviated.

The Curator of The Alex, Ms
Cynthia Smythe-Smith FRSA, has
for several years sought to
commission a dramatic sculpture
to enliven the Coast Road,
formally known only as the A149.
‘Everyone travelling to the towns
and beaches along the Norfolk
coast almost inevitably uses this
stretch of road’, said SmytheSmith. ‘Yet for several miles to
the west of Canidringham it is just
a very boring vista of trees. A
suitably dramatic sculpture would
transform this road into a
“gateway” to north-west Norfolk.
It would give an identity to the
area in the same way “The Angel
of the North” has become
inseparably linked with the Tyne
and Wear district.’

The sculpture, called the ‘Torc of
Norfolk’, was designed by Tony
Gumley. According to information
provided by the Queen Alexandra
Arts Centre, on Station Street in
Eaton St Torpid – known to all
simply as ‘The Alex’ – Gumley’s
design was inspired by the Iron Age
gold
torcs
discovered
at
Canidringham and Whittlecreek.
‘Although I have not made any
attempt to mimic the decoration on
the original torcs,’ stated Gumley,
‘my design creates a modern version
of the iconic shapes.’

Tony Gumley’s temporary
installation of 'Three Buxom
Ladies' on the beach at Holme Pier
Point
in
2018
brought
considerable acclaim, reported
Smythe-Smith who continued by
explaining that ‘When Lucia
Anderson took up the one-year
post of Curatorial Trainee at The
Alex in the spring of 2019 she
immediately took an interest in the
Iron Age treasure discovered in
the area and now on display in the
British Museum.’ Anderson
approached a number of local

The ‘Torc of Norfolk’ –
North-West Norfolk
Borough Council expects
to approve plans
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artists to produce work inspired by
the torcs for an exhibition to be
called ‘Bling BC’. Tony Gumley
responded almost immediately with a
maquette, or small-scale model, of
the ‘Torc of Norfolk’.

Preliminary discussions with the
landowner and the planning
department of the borough council
identified a number of concerns, but
all these could be resolved once
funding was available. The Chief
Executive of North-West Norfolk
Borough Council, Cllr Abbie Dore,
made Smythe-Smith aware of an
anonymous local benefactor who
would be willing to fund the
sculpture as a memorial to his
recently deceased wife, who had
been an enthusiastic amateur
archaeologist in this area.

exciting and transformatory
proposals the Borough Council
have been asked to consider.
While I am aware that a minority
of councillors have expressed
reservations about spending
money on something which does
not obviously benefit the local
community, at the end of the day
this is a proposal which is not
being funded by the Council.
Many other councillors have
already realised the unquantifiable
benefits that such a dramatic
statement will bring to this part of
Norfolk. I am incredibly
impressed that the sculptor, Mr
Gumley, has been able to create
such a dramatic and contemporary
work of art while clearly
referencing the archaeological
treasures which made the vicinity
famous. I would also like to
express my appreciation to
Cynthia Smythe-Smith and her
assistant, Lucia Anderson, for all
their effort in commissioning and
progressing this proposal. When
this planning application is
considered by the next full
meeting of the North-West
Norfolk Borough Council in
January I very much hope that it
will be approved.’

Cllr Dore said ‘This planning
application is one of the most

Gumley said that the steel
sculpture is intended to be six

Smythe-Smith recognised that, if
scaled up sufficiently, this would
make an excellent ‘gateway
sculpture’ for the Coast Road. A site
on the western side of the road was
identified where Ken Wood, where
the hoards were discovered, would
be clearly visible in the background.
Indeed, the sculpture could be
aligned so the wood appeared to be
in the centre of the torc when seen
from the road.
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According to Gumley ‘The steel
torc is estimated to require about
six tonnes of so-called ‘weathering
steel’. This is a special alloy, often
called “Corten”, containing small
amounts of copper and chromium.
Under normal British weather
conditions, the surface corrodes to
a stable patina which does not
easily rub off. Initially the
corrosion forms a ferrous oxide,
which looks like rust, but over a
couple of years or so this steadily
changes to a ferric oxide, which is
a darker shade of grey-brown.’

Tony Gumley has prepared artistic
impressions of how the sculpture
will look in daylight and after dark.
metres high but will stand on a
concrete base itself four metres high.
The total height will be ten metres,
which is half the height of the
“Angel of the North”. But, stated
Gunley, ‘as the “Torc of Norfolk”
will be closer to the road than the
“Angel” is to the A1, then it will
seem to be of a similar size.’
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The design of the concrete base is
in the form of two truncated
pyramids, with the bottom
pyramid inverted thereby creating
an overhang which will make it
difficult for people to attempt to
climb the structure. From thirty
minutes after sunset until midnight
the sculpture will be spot-lit with
monochromatic yellow LED
lights,
transforming
the
appearance of the steel into
something resembling gold. A layby will be created on the western
side of the A149 close to the
sculpture to enable visitors to park
within easy walking distance.

Tales from the bar: III

The snorkel trail
As usual the bar of Le Strange Arms was deserted at 5.30 on a Tuesday
evening. The wet and rather chilly weather certainly wouldn't
encourage any tourists to be there. Marko had time to check his laptop
for any emails that were lurking in the more forgotten corners of his inbox then settled down with the bar's well-used copy of last Friday's
Brindlecliffe ECHO!
He knew that Bill Wainwright, head of the railways' engineering
workshop, would arrive at almost exactly six. Marko imagined him
walking from the bus stop towards his flat so he could change into
clean clothes before coming on to the Le Strange Arms. He'd arrive no
sooner than six and no later than five minutes past. It was just the way
Bill was. Try to change his routine and he'd almost start to panic.
The Russell and Hobbs cartoon on the back page made Marko
chuckle. The talking kettle, Hobbs, asked the boy, Russell, 'What are
you looking at?' Russell replies 'Does the thermometer on the old stove
still work?' And Hobbs responds 'Only to a degree.' No good
explaining that one to Bill, Marko thought. Bill would probably come
back with a remark like 'But one degree is quite good for an oven
thermometer. Usually they're only calibrated to plus or minus five
degrees when they're new.' Bill was all right when you got used to
him. But Marko fully realised why most people thought him decidedly
odd.
Marko then spotted an article which also amused him. The headline
was 'Leicestershire company replicates Eaton St Torpid to inspire staff'
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A workplace in landlocked Leicestershire has been partly
transformed into a seaside town over a hundred miles away.
Femto Technology in Coalville, who employ nearly fifty staff
to design and manufacture nanoparticle growth systems,
commissioned a makeover of their staff canteen to replicate
the West Norfolk Inn, next to Whittlecreek and Eaton St
Torpid Heritage Railway's station in Eaton St Torpid –
although the 'bar' serves nothing stronger than fruit cordials.
There is a real dartboard and a false window showing a view
over the beach at St Torpid's Bay. In addition, near the
reception area there are now pretend beach huts and a replica
boat used for meetings. These are surrounded by fishermen's
nets and seagulls suspended from the roof.
The Chief Executive of Femto Technology, Tessie
Brownfield, said that the 'seaside areas' are not simply a whim
but a deliberate attempt to encourage staff from different
departments to socialise. 'Many of our employees have had
holidays in north-west Norfolk and visited Eaton St Torpid, so
the newly-refurbished canteen brings back happy and relaxing
memories. And these staff seem happy to tell those who have
never visited about how wonderful the area is. It's been a real
"ice-breaker" and already led to more co-operation between
sections of the company which did not previously engage with
each other.'
Perhaps the railway should offer them a special deal on tickets, mused
Marko. But at the same moment Bill duly arrived and went to the bar
to get his usual variety of beer and crisps. He started the conversation
by asking Marko if he'd seen the advertising hoarding near the Coast
Road which says 'While you were reading this you could have hit a
cyclist.'
'Is it just me,' asked Bill, 'but I can't help thinking that if you
hadn't put it there in the first place the road would be safer for
cyclists.'
'Yes, I see your point,' Marko replied. Ever one to be irreverent, he
continued. 'Perhaps they should have been a bit more witty and
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written "Instead of wasting your time reading this you could have been
aiming for a cyclist."'
Bill was clearly quite puzzled by this and lost for words. Marko, as ever
in these situations, simply changed the conversation to whatever came
into his mind. 'Seems it's not just cyclists who can end up dead round
here. That was quite a big whale that washed up on the beach here.'
'Indeed,' agreed Bill. 'The experts said a minke that size – it was about
ten feet long – might weigh as much as five tonnes. The build up of
gases inside the gut after death can create tremendous pressure. If it
had exploded then pieces of intestine and what have you could have
ended up on top of the cliffs. Let alone large pieces of blubber which
might hit people nearby on the beach.'
'Doesn't bear thinking about. "Death by exploding whale" can't be the
most common wording on death certificates.' Bill gave Marko a
sideways glance. He almost never made eye contact but just
sometimes needed to see the other person. Marko remembered Bill
had long ago said 'If I see you smile then I know you're trying to be
funny.' Marko, long accustomed to delivering his attempts at humour
quite deadpan, flashed Bill a quick smirk just to reassure him that he
wasn't being too serious.
'Wasn't it found right by the old sewage discharge pipe where
you set up the snorkel trail last summer?'
'Trust you to remember the details of everything Bill. Yes, indeed,
though it will be some time before the water's clear enough for me to
dive and check whether there's been any damage. No doubt there has
been, but more likely from winter storms than from the occasional
dead whale.'
'From what I've heard, your snorkel trail has been quite a
success. Correct me if I'm wrong but the first one was over on
the north-east corner of Norfolk. But yours ended up getting
more visits because of where it is, as people pass this one long
before they'd get to the original one.'
'Yes, so it seems. Their sewer pipe is totally defunct, unlike ours.
Thankfully there hasn't been a time during the summer when the storm
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drains have discharged through this pipe. There's red flags which
should be raised when this is likely to happen. But I wouldn't trust the
local water company to remember to do it. Or even to phone me so I
can run them up the flagpoles.
'Cynthia at The Alex was saying she might be interested in putting on
a display of photographs taken underwater along the St Torpid's Bay
snorkel trail. Though she did say they'd have to be of a suitable
standard. Whatever that might be. Must remember to put a shout out
on social media when the diving season starts. There's certainly many
types of crab, lobsters, shrimps, prawns and fish. It's just that the water
is rarely clear enough to see them properly.'
Marko stopped and looked up at the chap who'd just walked in to the
bar. 'Dave. Am I so late for the diving training that you've been sent to
drag me away from the bar? I could swear it's not a minute past 6.20.'
'No, mate, you're alright. I just heard that the baths have been
shut all afternoon. Something to do with the water purification
system being on the blink. So I guessed you'd be here – good
evening, Bill, sorry to interrupt and all that.'
'Not a problem, do continue,' replied Bill.
'Well, if there's no need for me to get to the baths by seven to set up
then you'd best join us here, Dave. What are you drinking?'
After Dave had checked what was on offer Marko went towards the bar
to order, but stopped and spoke to Dave. 'Before we get stuck into a
natter, probably best if you try to get hold of everyone on your mobile.
There's time to catch most of them before they set off. Ask each person
you speak with to contact one other person. And those that are already
on their way can come here instead.'
'Good thinking, guv'nor.'
They settled down and, after the necessary messages and some banter
– much of which seemingly passed Bill by, but he was used to this –
Dave said to Marko
'What was it you said the other week about father's name being
Markov Chain? Was that just another of your wind ups? I was
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taught about the Markov Chain when doing mathematical
modelling at uni. Not that I got the gist of all it. But isn't a
Markov Chain a way of modelling stochastic processes when
the system's behaviour is based only on its current state, and
what has happened in the past has no relevance?'
Bill actually turned to look at Dave. This was unusual enough for
Marko to pause for a moment.
'Really?' said Marko deliberately looking bewildered. 'That would be
an excellent way of describing how my job at the railway works.
Trying to make an operating schedule out of unpredictable locos and –
with all due respect to the workshop manager in our presence – the
availability of rolling stock with all the wheels going round the same
way.'
Bill scowled. Marko made sure he'd seen him give a big smile. Marko
continued
'On a bad day it all seems like Someone Up There is rolling dice and
leaving me to make some sense of it all.'
'So if your father really is called Markov Chain – or even
Markov Cheney’, replied Dave, ‘then it would be a remarkable
example of nominative determinism.'
'Indeed, truly remarkable. But no more so than the head of our rolling
stock works here being called Wainwright.'
'Yes, I suppose so,' responded Dave. 'Generations of "wagon
making" – presumably mostly for farms – followed by a family
member with a career making railway wagons. Nice one!'
Bill had never quite got to grips with 'nominative determinism'. Marko
had several times drawn attention to his surname and occupation, but
Bill could only reply 'But that's just my name. It doesn't determine
what career I might have.' Marko had long since given up trying to
elucidate such matters to Bill. But, truth to tell, Marko rather liked the
idea that Dave had spotted he'd invented an ancestor who, if he had
been so named, would describe rather too well a key part of his job.
Indeed, it was the first time anyone had spotted the connection, even
though he'd run the pun past various people over the years. Not that he
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had any intention of letting on to Dave that his father's name wasn't
Markov. Though it was Cheney, as suspected.
Bill had interjected 'Dave, don't believe anything Marko tells you
about his ancestry. Only the other month he was telling Cynthia at The
Alex that he was the "scion of a conspiracy theory". Don't ask me why,
I haven't the slightest clue. And I don't think Cynthia had either.'
'I was just checking to see if Cynthia was some sort of expert on
conspiracy theories,' retorted Marko. 'Seems not. So my cover is still
intact.'
Dave looked clearly bemused. 'You see, Dave, my father was once
part of the Illuminati. Really hush-hush and no one could know.'
'So why are you telling me, Marko?' responded Dave. 'Is this just
another of your wind-ups?'
'Well, if I said "Yes" you'd be none the wiser because I might just be
bluffing,' bounced back Marko. 'And the same applies if I said "No". So
perhaps best if I say nothing more.'
'Indeed, it probably is best,' Bill chipped in, seemingly without one of
the slight pauses which preceded almost every sentence. Marko,
realising that this was as close to cracking a joke as Bill had got in quite
some time, burst out into quite genuine laughter. Dave remained
slightly bemused.
Seven o'clock – the time when Marko would normally have been
leaving to set off to set up diving training at the pool – came and went
unnoticed. Only when other members of the club started to appear
closer to half-past did Marko glance over at the clock behind the bar.
He deliberately said to Bill 'You're very welcome to stay here if you
can cope with us all.' But, as expected, Bill said he needed to get back
to prepare his evening meal. Marko wasn't in the least surprised. Even
though there was perfectly acceptable food available at Le Strange
Arms, there was almost nothing that would make Bill change his daily
routine. And, as he'd said to Marko a few times, he was never
comfortable when there was more than a couple of other people in a
group.
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Not far from Eaton St Torpid station, on the banks of the River Creake,
are the ruins of a tide-mill – although with more surviving than the
scant remains depicted in one of Rowland Emett's illustrations. The
management of Whittlecreek and Eaton St Torpid Heritage Railway
acquired this dubious asset with vague plans to restore the building
and machinery to provide an additional attraction for visitors to the
railway. But a full restoration would take far more time and money
than currently available. So the minimum amount of effort was
expended to make the roof as watertight as possible, to minimise
further deterioration. Although, as the scaffolding was the most
expensive cost, one of the trustees loaned enough to cover the cost of
replacing the worst of the
windows. However, from a
distance nothing much had
appeared to change.
During the summer of
2019 the management
went out to check on the
mill as one of the
volunteers
doing
permanent way activities
on the track nearest the old
mill had been surprised to
see some whiffs of smoke
Rowland Emett's sketch
of a very ruined mill,
captioned 'The Early
Morning Milk Train
passing the old Cloud
Cuckoo Creek tide-mill.'
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One of Britain's few
surviving tide-mills, at
Thorrington, Essex.

from the chimney. Someone must be squatting in the somewhat betterpreserved upper floors – even though there were no stairs to gain
access.
Expecting to encounter some dubious drug-fuelled vagrants
surrounded by rubbish, the management entered to see a curiouslydesigned, but recently made, wooden ladder leading up. Unlike British
ladders, it was much wider at the bottom than the top. It was for all the
world like a traditional Chinese ladder. To add to the oriental
impression, the smell of sandalwood incense was drifting down. Were
some New Age travellers chilling out? Abandoning caution, the
management simply climbed up the ladder. And was astounded.
Indeed, lost for words…
Far from drugs, rubbish, New Age travellers, there was a rather stout
grey-haired man dressed in a traditional Chinese robe and hat, sitting
in deep meditation on an elaborately-embroidered cushion. He
seemed unaware of the management's presence, and all-but exuded a
sense of awe. There was some simple but stylish furniture – mostly
doubling as storage – with an unlit fire laid in the cleaned-out
fireplace, and several Chinese landscape paintings hanging on the
walls. The management know just a little bit about Chinese painting –
at one time having dabbled themselves – and these were pieces of a
quality which would reach useful prices in an auction house.
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Chinese landscape paintings.
After a few moments of taking in the scene, the management had a
strong sense that they should finish ascending the ladder and take the
spare seat. Not that anything had been said – the old chap was still
meditating and, seemingly not even breathing let alone talking or
moving.
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After sitting down as quietly as possible, a sense of complete serenity
overwhelmed any other thoughts. However long the contemplative
recluse would continue meditating was not at all clear, but this ceased
to be any cause for concern.
After a few moments – maybe a few minutes – the man suddenly
turned around and, in the same moment, spoke. 'I am sorry to keep
such august company waiting for a mere dabbler in the Daoist arts to
complete his routine, but I am most grateful that you have been so
patient.' Without allowing time for a reply, he continued, 'Would you
allow me to make tea for us both? I have recently acquired some of the
most excellent oolong – reputedly picked by monkeys from bushes
which grow on an inaccessible cliff – and it would taste so much better
if shared.'
The management could hardly respond to such a disarming opening
remark with a question such as 'Why are you squatting in this
building?' or even the slightly less mealy-mouthed enquiry to the effect
that did he know he was talking to someone from the organisation who
owned the building. A rather ineffectual 'Well, yes, that would be
rather nice – if I'm not interrupting your routine any more than I have
done already.'
'Not at all, not in the slightest. I was expecting you to arrive,
though I had rather lost my sense of time while in meditation. I
am pleased to meet you. My friends call me Lao Weng, which
means "Old Gentleman" – although it has other connotations
too. You, if I understand correctly, are from the management of
the heritage railway which plans to run trains again to the old
station.'
'Erh, yes, indeed I am. How did you recognise me – I don't make a
habit of people taking photographs of me.'
'Oh, no it's not from your photo. I have my own ways of
knowing who my visitors are. I think you are well aware I was
able to make you feel serene while I kept you waiting. It isn't
the only "trick" I've learnt over the decades.'
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The next hour or more was spent in slightly overly-formal
conversation, with frequently self-deprecating remarks from Lao Weng.
When asked about which part of China he was from, he guffawed with
laughter – not for the first time – and revealed that he was known to his
family as Nigel and had grown up in 1960s and 70s suburban housing
estates in Leicestershire and Hemel Hempstead. At the age of about 25
he had first encountered Daoism and had taken an increasing interest
in the extensive literature and techniques of meditation. By the time he
was in his fifties his ambition was, once starting to get his state
pension, to find somewhere where he could live a simple life close to
flowing water and away from noise and modern distractions. It seemed
an almost impossible ambition as properties in such locations seemed
to sell for improbably vast amounts of money. But while on a rather
impromptu visit to north-west Norfolk he had strolled away from the
footpaths and discovered that this mill was not as ruined as it looked
from the outside. He had moved in several weeks ago and hoped he
could stay until such time as the management were ready to restore the
property.
Frankly there was no reason to turn down the request. Since the repairs
to the roof the council had unhelpfully started charging council tax,
exactly as if a large family was living there. Having someone
unobtrusively occupy part of the building would reduce the chances of
it being trashed by decidedly less-sympathetic visitors.
And, anyways, if the old station to the south of the magical light
railway running from Etwell-juxta-Maris could become an Eastern
Orthodox shrine and
centre for icon painting
then why couldn't the
Whittlecreek and Eaton
St Torpid Heritage Railway
help create a Daoist retreat
with a sideline in Chinese
brush painting?
St Seraphim's – the former
station at Walsingham.
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Glandford mill (near the
north Norfolk coast)
photographed in1956.
Reportedly hindered
rather than powered by
the tides

background
Almost all of this exists only near the wilder frontiers of the railway
management's imagination. But there is a semblence of plausibility.
The trackbed for the one-time West Norfolk Junction Railway passes
close to Caley Mill, now the main building for Norfolk Lavender.
Despite its proximity to the coast there is no indication Caley Mill was
ever a tidal mill.
The location of the tide-mill-cum-Daoist retreat invoked above would
need to be further downstream, closer to Eaton St Torpid station.
Indeed the lake of Old Hall (in private grounds to the west of the
church) could plausibly have once been the mill pond of this entirely
fictional mill. In reality this lake was almost certainly constructed as
part of a major landscaping 'make over', presumably in the eighteenth
century.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
first update
Having spontaneously offered 'Lao Weng' the opportunity to continue
living in the tide-mill, there was the tricky issue of informing the
Whittlecreek and Eaton St Torpid Heritage Railway's Property Manager
of this decision taken without prior consultation.
While generally most affable, she could adopt a seriously intimidating
demeanour when occasion suited. She'd once said she'd only taken
the job because it made her 'The PM'. The management weren't
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entirely sure she was joking – she certainly wasn't doing the job for the
modest salary. Her efficient way of running any number of repairs and
renovations while keeping everyone enthusiastic was laudable. There's
plenty of organisations which would pay well for such abilities. But he
never dared ask her she was serious about wanting to be 'The PM'. At
the same time he never again used the acronym and always referred to
her as the Property Manager. When praised about her organisational
skills she'd cheerfully reply. 'Oh, it's all on my spreadsheet.' As if…
A suitably roundabout start to the conversation built up to the moment
of 'fessing up. Clearly the tactic worked as, surprisingly but with a great
sense of relief, there was immediate agreement and the meeting soon
concluded.
About twenty minutes later there was a knock on the management's
office door. The Property Manager, with brimful tea mug in hand,
stepped just inside, smiled wryly and said 'I've been thinking.' This
seemingly-innocuous phrase always preceded some sort of bombshell.
The full mug of tea confirmed this might take some time. 'Come in and
take a seat… '
'If we give the "Old Gent" you call Lao Weng – and his mother
presumably calls Nigel – a licence to occupy then he won't just
be squatting. And we can set out some simple terms and
conditions which means, if we really had to, we could give him
notice to move out.'
'Yes, that seems a very good idea. I once had a licence to occupy my
father's house, so I know of what you speak.'
'Oh good. Most people haven't a clue such things even exist.
And it would be even better if he was an employee.'
'What! Nearly everyone here is a volunteer. Can't imagine what the
reaction would be if we started paying someone to seemingly squat in
a ruin!
'No, I wasn't thinking of paying him. Just some sort of zerohours contract with a clause that he acts as some sort of
caretaker for the mill. Nothing arduous, just enough "duties" to
justify a hour or two each week. The licence to occupy
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effectively amounts to "grace and favour" accommodation in
lieu of wages.'
'OK, if you think that will all be legit, then seems fine to me. Except I
don't think we should call him a caretaker.'
'Oh, why's that?'
'Sounds like a euphemism for someone who cleans the toilets and
mops the floors. I think Lao Weng would prefer if we refer to him as the
"custodian".'
'OK, if you think he'd be happier. Perhaps you can put it to
him. Speaking of toilets – if we're offering a licence to occupy
and trying to make things seem legit then we'd better provide
some sort of basic sanitation. I seem to recall the Permanent
Way crew have one of those portable chemical loos. You
know, bright blue plastic.'
'… and known to the maintenance lads as the Turdis. Seem to recall it
was in anticipation of some girls coming to help with the track
maintenance… '
'… but the girls didn't stay long and the lads just carried on
doing things in the, ahmm, manner to which they were
accustomed.'
'So it seems. I'll ask if the Turdis is sufficiently dimensionally
transcendental to be moved through time and space to the mill. There's
space inside the ground floor of the mill so it won't stick out like a prop
from Dr Who.'
'What about potable water? Presumably Lao Weng has been
dangling a bucket in the river. We'd better get hold of some of
those barrels-on-wheels that campers use and fill them up once
a week or so. At least we can claim to be looking after his wellbeing.'
'Sounds good also. Leave it with me. I'll stop by and have a chat. I'll let
you know what response I get.'
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Intrigued by what the response might be, the management found a
need to pass nearby later that day, so parked up and walked the
trackbed from the level crossing then, after a couple of hundred yards,
took the path towards the mill. But the ladder had gone. As, seemingly,
had Lao Weng. But a faint whiff of incense was just discernible, more
because it was such a distinctive smell. As fragrances are wont to do, it
brought back memories of their amiable meeting. Had Lao Weng left
for good? The management felt a wave of disappointment that their
meeting might have been just a one-off occasion. Perhaps, now
someone knew of his presence, the attraction of living there as a
recluse had palled? Or had Lao Weng just gone shopping and hidden
the ladder to stop someone walking in and taking his belongings?
Making a mental note to bring some sort of ladder next time to access
the upper floor and take a peek, the management slowly walked away.
A couple of days later and, even after realising a ladder might be
needed even though this had otherwise been forgotten, the
management started strolling towards the old mill. By the time he got
to the gate from the trackbed he could see that once more a hint of
smoke seemed to be rising from the chimney. The management
couldn't stop there and then as this would have meant missing a
meeting with Bill Wainwright, the Whittlecreek and Eaton St Torpid
Heritage Railway's Workshop Manager. Bill was having a little
difficulty with the designer of the Bulrush dining car, who kept coming
up with what he called 'better ideas' even though the construction
drawings had been signed off over a month ago. Well, trying to come
up with what seemed to be the world's first Art Deco dining carriage
was always likely to require a few 'afterthoughts'.
However Bill's concerns were easily addressed – seems he was mostly
worried about the project slightly over-spending the very tight budget –
and, even though it was already quite late in the afternoon, a walk to
the tide-mill on the way back seemed necessary. The ladder was back.
And there were sounds of movement. Lao Weng's face appeared
above the ladder and immediately broke into a big smile. Despite the
overly-humble greetings which he had clearly adopted from Chinese
practices, the pleasure at seeing a visitor seemed genuine. He
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repeatedly apologised for his absence a few days before, then
continued
'I'd like to think I was "cloud-hidden, whereabouts unknown"
as the old Daoist hermits who went wandering in the mountain
forests were fond of saying. In reality I was hidden by a sea fret
but quite aware of my location along the coast path up near
where so-called "Sea Henge" was found. But, in my mind at
least, almost as enchanting as being lost in a rocky forest.'
After the preparation of tea – approached by Lao Weng as if it was a
reverential rite but nevertheless seemingly more an act of spontaneity
than rigid ritual – followed by the somewhat formal but nevertheless
light conversation while drinking, it was time to raise the topic of
legalising Lao Weng's residence. He seemed visibly moved that the
Property Manager was not only accepting of his occupation, but
wanted to make everything 'proper' without trying to make things so
straight he no longer wanted to be there. However, the notion of a
bright blue portable toilet didn't initially go down well. Even the
scatological nickname produced barely a smile. But having explained
that the railway couldn't allow someone to live there without providing
such facilities, the management remarked that whether Lao Weng
preferred to use 'alternative facilities' instead was, of course, his
prerogative.
Lao Weng uttered one of his charactistic guffawing laughs. Quite
clearly he had already worked out some satisfactory 'facilities' in the
time he had been living there. There was no need to ask what they
might be.
The suggestion that he might prefer to be a 'custodian' rather than
merely a 'caretaker' brought on a wave of happy laughter. '"Custodian
of the Abode of Mysterious Origination" indeed,' he managed to say, in
between laughter.
'Abode of what… ?'
'Oh, the Abode of Mysterious Origination is a rather mystical
expression from the T'ang dynasty, which refers to the place
where the whole of creation is in a constant state of
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emergence. But it just struck me as a suitable name for this
home.'
The real meaning of the name sounded most intriguing, but this would
have to wait for another occasion.
Lao Weng seemed even more moved – this time triggering a whole
string of self-effacing remarks – when the management suggested that
he might be willing to take on a little 'property improvement' – if
Whittlecreek and Eaton St Torpid Heritage Railway supplied the
materials – as, judging by the ladder he made, he seemed to have real
skills as a craftsman.
'Truth be told, even if my skills are as nothing to real masters of
their crafts, making and repairing things gives me my greatest
pleasure. But it's the one thing I can't do much of while I'm
here. Yes, tell me what you think needs doing and I'll say if I
think I could help.'
When Lao Weng revealed that the wood to make the ladder had been
'blagged', it was the management's turn to laugh out loud, explaining
that Whittlecreek and Eaton St Torpid Heritage Railway restoration
projects often relied on materials which had been 'blagged' in one way
or another. 'You could be a real asset, Lao Weng!'
'Oh, I could never think of myself that way. But, on the basis
that I might in some trivial way be of some minor assistance to
the maintenance of the railway's property, might I ask one
favour? You are, of course, at liberty to decline. Could I arrange
for the occasional letter to be addressed to the railway's offices?
I would of course collect about once a week. It's odd that I can
order something which comes in a package using a mobile and
opting for click-and-collect at a local shop but I can't expect
the Post Office to deliver letters to a seemingly-derelict mill,
especially as I might be out when they came and, as you are
well aware, there isn't exactly a front door with a letter box.'
The management quickly concurred, noting that the hypothetical
postie would have to walk a couple of hundred yards alongside the
heritage railway's tracks, jump over a locked gate clearly marked as
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'No public access' before discovering there was no door or letterbox.
The management was about to recite one of his favourite passages
from Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy about the planning notice for the
destruction of Earth being on display at the bottom of a locked filing
cabinet stuck in a disused lavatory with a sign on the door saying
'Beware of the Leopard'. But then thought better of it.
There was access to the mill through the grounds of the Old Hall, but
the owner, though generally very amenable, would probably not be
overly-happy about Post Office vans driving the length of their garden,
which would be the only practical option. Back to more immediate
matters. How would Lao Weng know when letters had actually turned
up? Wouldn't it be better if they were dropped off in a day or two,
which might coincide with replenishing the potable water containers?
'And if I'm not here I'll show you a hiding place that you can
use. And if you leave a distinctive piece of old wood – I'll show
you where it is normally – on the ground near where I set up
the ladder then I'll know to check the hiding place. Even if
there's no letter and you just need to leave me a message, then
the same arrangement would work.'
Presumably Lao Weng had been thinking about this, as it seemed a
little too good to have just been made up in the moment. This seemed
almost certainly the case when he continued
'Although I rather like the name "Abode of Mysterious
Origination" it would be best if this was just between you and
me. If the letters are addressed to the "Valley Spirit Hermitage"
care of the railway offices then would this suffice?'
The management couldn't think of a more fitting name – not least
because this too borrowed a somewhat mystical phrase from Daoist
literature, although one that would be known to anyone who had read
the Dao de Jing – or Tao te Ching as it used to be romanised.
After more enjoyable conversation it was time to return to the road. A
bit tricky as it was now almost dark. But Lao Weng lent one of his
torches. He understandably had several. Two things the management
must do. Keep a torch with the hi-vis jacket he donned before walking
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down the side of the track. And have a chat with Tony, the owner of
the Old Hall, to let him know the old mill had a custodian living there.
Though probably best not to say he was a Daoist hermit.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
second update
What should have been just a quick phone call to Tony to pass on the
information that Nigel – he deliberately used Lao Weng's ordinary
name – had been employed by the railway to act as a live-in custodian
while the interior was being restored soon took off in an altogether
different direction.
'Ah, pleased to hear progress has resumed. Thanks for letting
me know. But I suppose the real purpose of this call is to ask
me for another ten grand?'
'Well, actually, it wasn't.' The management could feel themselves
blushing for not even thinking that this might be Tony's expectation.
Caught completely off-guard he could only blurt out 'But if you were
feeling that way inclined then I'm sure my finance officer would be
pleased to hear from you.'
In all honesty the management had not even thought about 'tapping
up' Tony for yet more funds. After all he'd effectively given away the
old mill, and paid the farmer who owned the adjacent field for enough
land to make an access track and – at some time in the very indefinite
future – a halt at the side of the line. Not to mention making a major
contribution to the cost of the scalfolding and re-roofing, which was
then matched by two different grant-giving organisations – plus a
useful donation from one the railway's trustees – so the windows were
repaired or replaced and the walls repointed where necessary as well.
Without Tony's deep pockets the mill would most likely still be rotting
away.
Though, as Tony reminded the management, this was not entirely
altruistic. If the mill had remained in his ownership then he would
have had to restore it as if it was a listed building. Not that it was listed
– thank goodness – but because it had been legally part of the curtilage
of the Old Hall, which was indeed Grade II. Simply by selling it – more
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or less giving it away in this case – changed its legal status. Although
the management realised that Tony still thought about the mill as if it
was still part of his property. Indeed from the hall it was visible at the
far end of the park-like garden. Tony reminded the management that
paying part of the costs of getting the mill restored was both much
cheaper and easier than organising the restoration himself.
Tony was indeed happy to 'make a contribution' on the understanding
that the railway applied for grants to at least double his money.
Although such grants were very time-consuming to apply for, with no
certainty that the time would not have been totally wasted, if
successful then quite significant improvements to the inside of the old
mill could be accomplished as the money would mostly be spent on
materials. A surprising number of volunteers with experience of doing
up buildings could be called upon by the management team. Lao
Weng seemed to have added himself to their ranks.
Plans for the rest of the morning largely went out the window and
instead an hour or so was spent putting together a list of what could
sensibly be achieved for around thirty grand plus lots of free labour.
What was left of the mill machinery would just have to stay as it was
for the time being. As the ground floor was always at risk of flooding
there was little point in doing anything more than had been done
already. Top of the list for the inside was replacing the staircases as the
old ones had mostly rotted. The lower part of the one up to the first
floor had suffered badly from flood damage and had been removed to
prevent an accident, which is why a ladder was needed to get in.
However if this staircase was replaced then a secure entrance door on
the first floor was necessary. This might be the trickiest part as the door
which was there was flimsy and hung from a frame which could be
easily dislodged. But where there's a will there's a way…
The best way to deal with the inconsistent state of preservation of the
floorboards would be to cover them with plywood. A lot of plywood
but cheaper than redoing the boards. The ply could always be lifted in
the future if a full restoration of the floor was necessary. The
floorboards in the top storey were especially ropey as, prior to the roof
restoration, birds had been nesting, pooping and dying there. Indeed,
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clearing out all the 'crap' (literally and otherwise) had been decidedly
unpleasant and very time consuming. And, to make things as cosy as
possible for the custodian, the old living quarters could be drylined
and the ceilings renewed.
Lao Weng would have to put up with volunteers being around – the
Turdis would be essential. And a lockable steel tool store would have
to be set up outside.
A chat with the Property Manager before talking to Lao Weng seemed
the only sensible strategy. Should anything be added to this list?
Making a quick guess about costs – but not assuming any special
discounts or other generous offers from suppliers which, in practice,
were likely to arise – then this seemed to be be about the right scope
for the amount Tony had offered. So any grants could be used to fund
the tricky matter of getting mains water all the way from the road. And
burying a septic tank to deal with the water after it had been used.
Being so close to a watercourse did create problems when it came to
disposing of anything resembling sewage. An electricity supply seemed
unnecessary until such time as the mill was likely to be opened to the
public, and that still seemed a long way off.
Knowing that these proposals would not necessary fit in with Lao
Weng's idea of a quiet life the management broached them rather
gently. Seems Lao Weng's woodworking skills had been acquired in
the 1970s, when he was very much still Nigel and working as a
chippie on building sites in West Yorkshire. This was in the days before
power tools had taken over the construction trades, so he was ideally
suited to supervise a project on a site which would have only a
generator to call upon.
No, this wasn't the management imposing a generator on Lao Weng.
The not-so-gentle whirr of a small portable generator had greeted his
arrival. It had been one of Lao Weng's first online purchases after
getting the thumbs up to stay. 'How else can I recharge my mobile and
torches?' had been his response. The tool store, most surprisingly, had
been welcomed – so long as he was told the combination for the lock
as he now had a bicycle to conceal. He made two stipulations about
volunteers. Firstly, that only a small number knew about the fact he
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was living there, and were sworn to secrecy. Secondly, they would not
arrive before nine in the morning and would be gone by five in the
afternoon so his daily routine for meditation was not disturbed.
As the volunteers were most unlikey to arrive that early, and no doubt
would be quite happy to leave by five, then that was easy. Ensuring
secrecy might be trickier… The management left with the impression
that Lao Weng was entirely happy with the plans for him to co-ordinate
the restoration of 'his hermitage'.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
third update
After the management had been visiting for nearly two months, and the
conversation was flowing amiably, the moment seemed appropriate to
ask a question which did not seem to have an obvious answer.
'Excuse me for asking, but what exactly do Daoist recluses do?'
'Such a silly question!' Lao Weng roared in mock indignation,
'Be very sure we do not!'
'Do not what?'
'A Daoist's cardinal principle is wu-wei, often translated as
"non-action". So asking Daoists what they do is like asking
Christians which sins they prefer.
'But we do have our own way of doing. A more informed
translation of we-wei is "action rooted in the Dao". Which
means that we avoid calculated activities but happily engage in
seemingly intuitive and spontaneous ones, especially those
responding to immediate needs.'
'I see,' was the hesitant-sounding reply, with the tone of voice
suggesting that clarity of insight might be lacking.
'Spontaneous actions arise from a mind that resembles a deep
pool of stillness with barely the wind ruffling the surface. This
comes from meditation practices before dawn and after
sundown. These induce circulation of the ch'i or qi – the subtle
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energy which gives its name to both Reiki and Tai Ch'i. Which
is why I rise about two hours before dawn. Although when the
sky is clear I am often up much of the night anyway.'
'Yes the stars can be seen quite clearly here when conditions are right
– sometimes even the Milky Way.'
'Indeed. Though the Chinese know it as the Sky River and it's
by far the most important part of their sky lore. Did you know
that one name for Daoist monasteries was kuan, which has the
literal meaning of "watch places" or observatories?'
Without waiting for an answer, Lao Weng continued
'By the time of the T'ang dynasty – when England was still in
the middle of the Anglo-Saxon era – Daoism had something of
a heyday. And astronomy was to the fore of Daoist interests at
that time. T'ang sky lore is something which especially interests
me.'
Which, the management surmised, was Lao Weng's characteristically
self-effacing way of saying he was something of an expert.
'Depending how one choses to translate an account from 710
AD, they could recognise noctilucent clouds. It took till
towards the end of the twentieth century for occidental
meterologists to make the same recognition. Get some good
ones from time to time here, has to be said.'
Lao Weng was clearly in his element. But, sensing that his visitor's
understandings of such matters were not sufficient to sustain the
conversation, he seemingly changed topic.
'Did I tell you I saw a hoopoe not so long ago?'
The management's enthusiasm for birds knew that such sightings were
not uncommon in Norfolk, but still notable.
'In China the hoopoe is a Daoist sylph. It's like seeing the spirit
of a Daoist Immortal, dressed in an archetypal crane-feather
cloak and star hat. In Western mythology the hoopoe has a
much more limited role – acting as a go-between for Solomon
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and the Queen of Sheba. Rather an interesting role, has to be
said, but not a patch on how the Chinese view the hoopoe.'
Seems Lao Weng's understated expertise extended beyond arcane
aspects of Chinese culture. He wondered if Lao Weng had managed to
acquire a crane-feather cloak and star hat. Whatever that might be.
Seemed a little unlikely but not totally impossible. But perhaps it
wouldn't be polite to ask.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
fourth update
Things steadily evolved according to plan. A grant was applied for but
with the pessimistic thought that who knows how many iterations of
'jumping through hoops' would be needed. As it happened the phone
rang just a few days later. 'You've got the application wrong,' sounded
the rather jolly voice at the other end. The management's heart sank.
How do you deal with women who sound so jolly when delivering
bombshells. 'You could apply for a bigger grant if there's anything else
that needs funding.' The management's heart seemingly missed several
beats…
Apparently their way of calculating match funding took into account
the value of the volunteers' not inconsiderable time. It was agreed that
the application would be resubmitted after getting an estimate for the
cost of laying both a water supply and an electric cable – although the
cost of the latter really was likely to be too high. And so it came to pass
without any undue ado. The grant would cover the interior renovation
and the water supply. But anything else – including a septic tank –
would have to wait
The local timber merchant said 'Leave it with us' when asked for a
price for all the materials. Then came back with generally sharp prices,
apart from the biggest item – all the plywood for the floors – which was
offered at a price just a small fraction of list. Seems it would be worth
importing a whole container load and, after 'offloading' what was
needed for the mill, enough profit could be made from the rest of the
delivery. Most helpful – the 'left over' money would go a long way
towards the septic tank.
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Only one detail changed. The sheer difficulty of regularly swapping
over portable loos where there's no easy road access meant that the
Turdis never made it to the mill. It would be much easier to buy a
portable 'potty' as sold for camper vans and create a simple cubicle for
privacy. In the event one of the volunteers had a friend with an old
caravan he needed to dispose of and offered to tow it to the mill so it
could go into retirement serving double duties as a toilet cum 'mess
room' for the volunteers.
None of the railway's previous projects had ever come together so
smoothly.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
fifth update
When the management reported the surprisingly easy progress Lao
Weng cryptically replied 'But I told you this was the Abode of
Mysterious Origination.'
After allowing the perplexed silence to continue just a little longer than
was comfortable for the management, he continued
'You remember. The Abode of Mysterious Origination, when
it's not merely a fanciful name for my humble abode, is the
place where the whole of creation is in a constant state of
emergence. You – and the restoration project – are all part of
the Dao so everything flows nicely according to we-wei,
"action rooted in the Dao".'
'Well, if the smooth progress is anything to do with your rituals and
observances then the railway is as grateful to you as we are for your
assistance with the restoration, supervising the volunteers while doing
a large proportion of the trickier carpentry yourself, if I've been
informed correctly.'
'Well, it's my pleasure to help in whatever small ways I can.
But I can take no credit for making the project go smoothly.
You must give your thanks directly to Great Master Po Yuen.
Come with me. I've been waiting for an opportunity to
introduce you.'
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Oooh shit! Lao Weng had invited at least one of his cronies to stay.
That wasn't part of the licence to occupy. Following in a silence that
could easily have been thought stony, they went down the ladder then
over towards some undergrowth which followed the boundary with
the Old Hall gardens. Set on a plinth made from old bricks piled up
without mortar was a stone sink. Or, rather, two fragments of such a
sink which had been bound together with rope in such a way that they
were able to hold soil. But not just soil. Within the small confines was
a complex landscape of fantastically-shaped stones, alpine plants, a
miniature tree, a model of a Chinese bridge in ceramic and some other
curiosities. It all melded together to be something much more than
simply the sum of the parts.
Lao Weng bowed down low and muttered some formal greeting which
the management failed to catch.
'It's best if you follow custom and bow down before the Great
Master, apologising for disturbing him while he is at home.'
The management did their best to emulate Lao Weng's earlier posture,
feeling a little bit of a fraud for it not seeming at all natural.
'Not that the Great Master seems to be at home. Po Yuen had
human form in the seventeeth century but as an Immortal he
chooses to assume the form of a small dragonfly, although one
which is generally invisible.'
The management were at a loss to know how seriously Lao Weng
believed this. In all their previous conversation there was an erudite
understanding of Daoism, for sure, but nothing as, well, whimsical as
the idea that the spirit of a famous Daoist who had been dead for over
three hundred years had chosen to live in a beaten-up Belfast sink near
the Norfolk coast. Although it had been done up in a way which a
small dragonfly which was generally invisible might well think was
attractive…
Lao Weng brought some incense out from his robe and then some
matches, and proceeded to let it burn at the front of the sink, then
invited the management to thank Po Yuen for all his assistance.
Happily – although perhaps a little unconvincingly – the management
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acquiesced. More bowing and polite obsequences preceded their
departure.
To restart the conversation the management remarked that Lao Weng
had done an excellent job of making the badly damaged sink into a
shrine to Po Yuen.
'Oh no! It's not a shrine to Po Yuen. The sink – as it was once
– is indeed now a shrine, but one dedicated to the Supreme
Consort of the Yin-numen Jade Purity of the Nine
Quintessences, who sits within the Dipper with purple mists
swirling about her divine figure. I am honoured that Po Yuen
wishes to make my modest assemblage into his earthy abode.'
If the management had been both perplexed and bemused before, then
both those sentiments were quadrupled.
'Do you have time before you go for some more tea?' asked Lao Weng,
breaking what might have been a heavily pregnant pause in the
conversation.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Later that evening, after the somewhat bemusing visit to Lao Weng, the
management thought again about what he'd said about the Abode of
Mysterious Origination. In some hard-to-pin-down way, since the 'Old
Gentleman' had manifested at the old mill – heaven alone knows how
and why he discovered it – the whole railway seemed to be moving
forwards much more smoothly than hitherto. Even Bill, the Workshop
Manager, who was known for being a tad tetchy at times, had become
more relaxed about any changes and modifications which proved to
be necessary. And it seemed the volunteers were rubbing along
together, even the ones who had not been sworn to secrecy about
what exactly was happening at the tide-mill so – presumably – knew
nothing about its custodian.
It was if – and this sounded far-fetched – the whole railway operation
was now safely in the Abode of Mysterious Origination. Could what
Lao Weng said really be real? Indeed, could he have meant far more
than he said? That alone would be quite typical of his usual modest
way of speaking.
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Progress inside the old mill was surprisingly swift. A team of three
volunteers – not always the same chaps – usually turned up
Wednesdays and Thursdays. In between Lao Weng did what he called
'this and that'. Which was seemingly far more than the four of them
could do in two days. But this wasn't some supernatural ability to turn
lengths of timber and sheets of plasterboard into drylining and new
walls (the plywood flooring had been laid first).
It turned out that Sal, who in the tourist season made and sold pots
from her 'emporium' of two grounded coaches at Eaton St Torpid
station, had volunteered to lend a hand on some of the days when 'the
lads' were not about. Turns out she and Lao Weng got on well. 'But not
in that way', insisted Lao Weng, 'I'm well aware I'm old enough to be
her grandfather. It's just that we're both creative people at heart. And
she turns out be nearly as useful with wood as she is with clay.'
Sal, in turn, had said that it gave her something to do other than look
at the walls of her little flat until it was time to start making pots again.
And she was keen to learn about Daoism from Lao – 'It's going to help
me make better pots,' she had said. Everyone except the management
called him by this abbreviated form of his adopted name, despite his
protestations that he would prefer to be 'Weng' not 'Lao' as that meant
'gentleman' rather than just 'old'. But no one seemed willing to call
him by a name which seemed like a surname, so 'Lao' had stuck.
The caravan proved useful as more than just a mess room and toilet
once the nights had got really chilly. It was easier for Lao to use the
Calor gas fire in the 'van than keep a wood fire alight all night in the
mill. And far less draughty. But he still did his meditation sessions in
the mill, with thermos flasks of black tea to hand as his main way of
keeping warm. The volunteers joking said that on Wednesdays and
Thursdays they spent more time boiling up the kettle for Lao's
seemingly insatiable thirst for his preferred way of taking tea than they
ever spent working with wood or whatever. But once the dry lining
had been completed then Lao moved back into the mill. But he did say
that the biggest outgoing he now had was buying loads of firewood –
and the most amount of exercise was getting it shifted from the road all
the way to the first floor of the mill. The management promised to have
a word with Tony and see if deliveries could be made through the
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grounds of the Old Hall. And, although he hadn't admitted it, Lao had
already blagged some rope and planned to get the mill's original sack
lift working again – though without the original water-powered
arrangement.
In the event Tony not only said 'Of course! Just ask him to tell my
housekeeper when a delivery is expected.' Then followed up with 'But
why's he spending good money on firewood? There's enough stacked
up here by the gardeners to keep him going for a couple of winters at
the very least. But it will need cutting down to more sensible lengths.
Can Nigel use a chainsaw?' Generous as ever, Tony gave the mobile
number of the head gardener so Nigel could sort things out. 'But I hear
that most people call him "Lao" not Nigel,' Tony continued. The
management explained as briefly as they could, without quite saying
that the intention was to set up a Daoist hermitage. But, knowing
Tony's astute ways of thinking, he might guess as much anyway.
The Property Manager herself had put in a few visits to check on
progress. Lao had persuaded her that it would make sense to fit electric
wiring and sockets, as well as the basic plumbing, before finishing off
the dry lining. He was well aware that connecting the water supply
might take a little time and electricity somewhat longer. But until then
the wiring could be fed from the generator, so long as it wasn't
overloaded. Installing these services later could be done but would be
trickier. The plumbing he could install, so long as plastic pipes and
push-fit joints were acceptable. But the electrics would have to be
supervised and signed off by someone qualified. For once this was a
project not lurching into over-spend so this eminently sensible
approach was quickly approved.
Word went out among the local contractors to keep an eye open when
replacing a kitchen sink, loos, wash basins or a shower to pass on
anything which was still serviceable. It took less than a fortnight for
several of these to appear at the railway's goods inwards – along with
lengths of pipe, assorted joints and other things which the tradesmen
said were spare to their requirements and 'just might come in handy'.
More than enough of each appeared – the loos alone came in a variety
of styles and colours – along with three cooker hobs, two ovens, no
less than four extractor hoods (one brand new) and a fridge-freezer.
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One thing about folk in this part of the world, they were happy to help
the railway in any number of small ways. The electrician also said he'd
do the job for as little as possible – which turned out to be £60, even
though he'd spent the best part of two weekends working with Lao.
The budget for the water supply was still untouched.
And so it continued. The farmer whose land had been acquired for the
access from the railway track was happy to allow the water pipe to be
mole-ploughed into his side of the boundary. 'Let me have a word with
young Dave. From what his dad, old Dave, said I don't think he's got
that much work on right now. If I offer to pay for his diesel then we just
might get it done for a few beers. Well make that quite a few beers. Still
acts like he's a young farmer, even though he's turned thirty.'
There was still the tricky issue of getting the water alongside the track
to the road, but the 'pee-ways' (the Permanent Way team to those not
in the know) saw no reason not to run it through the concrete conduit
which otherwise had only the signalling cables in it. 'And we'll know
which is which because the pipe will be blue and the cables are black.
So no one should cut through it too often.' A wry comment which
recalled a recent accident when compacting ballast which had led to
one of the trains being stranded on the way back from Whittlecreek
when the signal cable had been severed. 'And while we've got the lids
up we might as well drop the power cable in. Is the chap who's moleploughing the water pipe in also handy with a backhoe attachment
too, so we can bury the cable? That ways we'll know where the water's
been run and there's no risk of cutting it when the trench for the
'lectrics gets dug.'
The combined savings in expenses here, there and almost everywhere
meant that the not inconsiderable cost of the cable and whatever Dave
or a mate might want for a day or three with a big JCB would just about
be met from what was in the pot. OK, there wasn't enough left in the
kitty to pay for the water and electric to be connected just yet. And the
septic tank would just have to wait. But no doubt 'something would
come up' in due course.
And indeed. Within a month planning permission was granted for a
new café and much-needed toilets for visitors to St Torpid's Bay.
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Nothing to do with the railway – except that running trains to the Bay
had greatly increased the number of visitors there, hence the need for
the loos. Which the local council had tied-in to the permission to build
an equally-necessary café. A discount on the business rates by
offloading the need to clean and maintain the 'facilities'. Just might
work…
Of course the café and loos required water, electricity and sewage.
And to get from the road to the site these would have to pass
underneath the railway tracks. Not too long afterwards a suitably
formal letter from the developer requesting wayleave arrived on the
management's desk. Knowing that such letters in effect say 'Name your
price – we haven't got much choice except to cough up' the
management chose instead to pick up the phone to the person whose
name appeared at the bottom, above a suitably imposing job title.
Opting to throw all formalities out the window, the management
started 'Hello. It's the Whittlecreek and Eaton St Torpid Heritage
Railway here. Can we do a deal?' Indeed, after less than a quarter of an
hour of amiable discussion, rather than part with the modern day
counterpart to hard cash, the developer was quite happy to meet the
railway's costs of connecting up water and electricity by the level
crossing as well as to his new property. And even to dig whatever
trenches were needed to get from the road to the concrete conduit.
'Leave it with me,' the bigwig at the other end of the line said, 'I'll drop
you a line confirming all this.'
So the mill would be getting everything needed except the sewage
arrangements. No need to panic about that just yet though. 'Something
good will turn up', as Wilkins Micawber would have said. Was
Dickens aware of wu-wei when writing David Copperfield? Probably
not.
Yes, the railway could have requested a tidy sum of money for
wayleave – and probably got it. But then there would be the hassle of
getting the water and electrics suppliers all organised, plus the
potentially even bigger hassle of organising contractors. Far better to
take what might seem like less, but to leave nearly all the effort to
someone else. There was enough for everyone involved with the
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railway – staff and volunteers – to do without doing something which
could more easily done by an outside organisation. And, no doubt, the
developer would be happy for his 'bottom line' to look a bit better than
he anticipated. And, if so, perhaps creating a small reserve of
'goodwill' which might be called upon at some future occasion…
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
sixth update
Lao's living arrangements were approaching completion – once the
water and electrics had been connected then only the septic tank still
needed to be sorted, and the paintwork actually painted. But the 'Old
Gentleman' himself was rarely to be seen. Was he spending more time
with Sal, despite everything that they'd both said?
But no, when the management stopped by at her 'emporium' – it was
already time to start renewing stocks of pots in time for Easter and then
the main tourist season – she said she'd only been getting the
occasional email from him. Seems he had family down on the south
coast and needed to visit 'Before they pop their clogs,' as he'd put it.
Lao had been vague even to Sal and she thought it wrong to ask more.
She also said that, although he had greatly enjoyed working on the
refurbishment, Lao was happy that there wouldn't be volunteers
around two days a week. Lao had said he could 'rub along' with Sal,
she reported, but found 'blokes' more difficult. Not that there was
anything difficult about the volunteers, Lao just had difficulties with
engaging with most other people.
Oh, thought the management. Does Lao think I'm a bit too much of a
'bloke' too? He'd never thought it might be the case. As if reading his
thoughts, Sal said 'But that doesn't include you! Lao said he's never
met anyone who seems to be so understanding. I think I can see what
he means.' Caught slightly off-guard, the reply of 'Oh well, that's good
to know,' seemed decidedly understated. 'If you get a chance, let me
know when Lao's back. I'd like to have a meet up just to check if
there's snags which need sorting, and what the next phase – beyond
the all-important sewage arrangements – could shape up like.'
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In truth, the management needed to have some idea what Lao's ideas
for the greatly upgraded 'hermitage' might be. It wasn't important that
the railway made money from the premises and any thought of
creating a money-spinning tourist attraction was in the indefinite future
as this needed the mill equipment to be at least partly restored, and for
the halt to be built as well the path to be upgraded. Could there just be
a way of 'quietly' promoting it as a Daoist retreat? At most, offering a
few 'exclusive' weekends for those interested in learning more about,
say, Chinese paintings? The management would not be in the least
surprised if Lao had not already had some thoughts about what he
would like. And, more importantly, what he would not like.
Sal once again seemed to be right on the ball. Without any prompting
she asked 'Lao did say, once the toilets are properly plumbed in, he
was going to ask if he could run a few "weekend retreats" for some of
his Daoism students. Well, you know how modest he always is, so he
doesn't call them "students". But a rose by any other name, and all that.
I think it's all by invitation – nothing so common or garden as
advertising in the Sunday papers.' The management said, 'Well, that's
certainly something we can discuss when he's around.'
In truth it fitted in well with how the old mill might be used. There was
just the practical issue that, unless the means could be found to
improve the access then, to conform with the law, each of Lao's
'students' would be required to wear hi-vis while walking alongside
the railway track. Not perhaps the apparel of traditional followers of
the Way, for whom daopao robes, crane-feather cloaks and 'star hats'
would be the norm. But he didn't see it as a deal-breaker. Anyone
working or volunteering with the railway was issued with hi-vis as a
matter of routine, although most of the volunteers working on the mill,
because their day jobs were in construction trades, already had a full
set of safety gear in their vans. Lao had simply responded to the request
to comply with law by offering to wear his reflective cycling 'tabard'
when alongside the track. He seemed to have passed the suggestion on
to Sal. Both of them used bikes to get around so their hi-vis tabards
were always with them.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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seventh update
The management were getting used to this improved way of getting the
bigger projects done. 'Young Dave' was as good as his word and did a
full stint of mole-ploughing and trench digging. When asked how
much he'd spent on the fuel a small wad of twenties was offered.
'Here. That's twice what you've spent on fuel. I understand the driver
might need refueling on beer. Have a few on us.' Genuine surprise and
appreciation duly followed. 'Are you sure? I thought the railway was a
charity and needed all the help it could get.' To which the
management responded, in all truthfulness, that his help with the JCB
had been worth far more.
Young Dave then said if there was anything else he could help with
then just ask. And it was only appropriate to ask if he might be willing
to dig the hole for the septic tank.
'Of course I'd be happy to. When's it being dropped off?
'Well it's quite a big one – we've been told to get a 5,000 litre job in
case we ever get lots of visitors. Is that a bigger hole than you were
thinking?'
'Well, a hole's a hole, in'it? Some come big and some come
smaller. No worries, that'll just keep me from under the feet of
the missus for just a little bit longer.'
After telling young Dave it would be a few weeks yet as the tank hadn't
yet been ordered the management reiterated it was most a most
generous offer and he'd be in touch when he knew more.
Back in the office he duly reported back to the Property Manager.
'Ah good! I've been sitting on about £3k of the maintenance
budget in case your work at the mill went over-budget. I know
what you're like… But seems things are staying on target for
once. It'll soon be the next financial year so anything
unexpected in the next few weeks can be funded from next
year's budget. Shall I raise an order for the septic tank and
pipework using that spare money?'
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'Well, I'm hardly going to say "No" am I? I won't rise to the bait about
my well-honed abilities to keep expenditure to just a little the wrong
side of agreed limits.'
The conversation dealt with some practicalities of whether to trouble
Tony for access via his garden or to offload at the roadside and use a
Telelifter to get it along the railway track and down the track to the
mill. The management agreed in principle but asked 'Perhaps we
should put a shout out for someone who has the right equipment
before we commit to offloading by the road, just in case there's no one
willing or able to help.'
'Don't see why we won't get an offer of help. There always
seems to be one of those Teleloaders in front of me whenever
I'm trying to get to the main road in any sort of rush, so there
can't be a shortage. Would be a first if we couldn't get the
necessary assistance.'
'Indeed. I can't understand why the local lads involved in some aspect
of construction or another almost bend over backwards to help the
railway out. Can't seem to do enough for us. Not that I'm
complaining!'
'You know why that is, don't you?'
'No, not a clue.'
'Surely you're aware of what the railway has done for the locals
like them? We've brought almost as many tourists to the top
left-hand corner of Norfolk as the RSPB. And ours spend more
in the shops, cafés and pubs – the twitchers tend to bring a flask
and sandwiches. As some of that money goes straight out again
as wages and building maintenance and such like, then a good
proportion of what's spent by the tourists does another iteration
through the tills of the local businesses. As one of the pub
managers said to me, "What's good for the railway is good for
everyone who lives and works round here." And I doubt very
much he's the only one who thinks that way.'
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'I'd never thought about it like that! Too busy trying to keep the show
on the road, or the wheels on the tracks, or whatever.' A sobering
thought that setting up what still aimed to be the world's whackiest
railway could have such an impact – and a generally positive one at
that – on so many people.
'There's at least one other reason too. It's because we're
meticulous about giving each of them a thank you on the
railway's web site.'
'Really? Is that all it takes?'
'Well, yes and no. Seems they're more than happy for what is
tantamount to free advertising. But one of them told me last
week that there's a bit of "needle" going on between them. If
one of them hasn't put in a few days volunteering for the
railway – at least the ones who don't have full-on commitments
to young families or such like – then there's a bit of ribbing
until they do a stint, or donate something useful, or whatever.
Just pointed remarks like "I've not seen you up the railway for a
while."'
'So to be one of lads means helping the railway out? Well, can't say I
have any objections! Though I do hope no one feels unduly pressured.'
'No, seemingly not. From what the chap I spoke to said it
seems the sorts of jobs needed to help the railway make an
interesting change from building extensions or whatever their
usual trade entails. A bit of "job satisfaction" combined with
kudos with your mates – not to mention the buckshee publicity
– and all seems to add up to make working for free for a few
days worthwhile. Perhaps helps that some of the ones I've met
are winding down their businesses as they get older. And there
can't be enough paid work to fill every day of every week for
all of them.'
'Whatever. Here's to keeping the "tradition" going. And I wonder if
there's some sort of "needle" among the local suppliers too? Getting all
that plywood for the floors for next-to-nothing wasn't the first generous
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assistance. Remember when we were doing up this place and a whole
roof's worth of trusses and purlins were offered at about half the proper
price? And then, when the invoice hadn't arrived after nearly three
months, I mentioned this to the branch manager when he was quoting
for something else. "Oh, haven't you seen it? My dog must have ate it.
Difficult for me to raise another one now. Just don't mention it to
anyone and everything will be fine."
'You never told me that before.'
'Well he said not to tell anyone, so I haven't before. I asked him to
thank his dog for being so generous, and he couldn't stop laughing. So
far as I'm aware the chap's never had a dog. I could hardly ask. But
one day, much later, when I went to collect something or other, he was
on his computer and clearly in a bad mood. "The dog's just eaten an
invoice again!" There was no indications of an offending hound. "Oh
dear," I said, 'Can you raise another one? "Not easily, that's the
problem. The daft 'a'p'orth what wrote the software hadn't a clue.
Would you believe there's an option to cancel an order even after
everything's been delivered? And no undo button if you click it by
mistake. Interestingly it doesn't put the cancelled items back into stock
– 'cos they've been delivered – so effectively they've just evaporated. I
did it by mistake just after I'd joined. The Devil's own job to reinstate
the order to be able to invoice because the system – rightly – blocks
using the same order number twice. I had to mistype the order number
to sort out that pickle. After about a year or so I wanted to see if the bug
had been fixed so I clicked on it on purpose when your invoice for the
roof trusses came up. Knew that it wouldn't be causing you any
problems, like." And smiled enigmatically. "As you gather the bug was
still there. Just don't expect it every time. Else the twenty-somethings in
shiny, pointed shoes who do the audits might just think it's a bit of a
coincidence."
'Wicked!' responded the Property Manager. 'Not heard the
expression "daft 'a'p'orth" since my dad was alive! "Half-apenny's-worth" must have been an expression used in the
1930s, probably when buying loose sweets and the like. Latest
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it would have had any real meaning would have been the
1950s.
'Anyways, thinking of people about the same age as my dad,
when was the last time you spoke to the chairman of the parish
council?'
'Why? What have we done wrong now?' The management recalled
some, let's say, 'fiesty' face-to-face meetings way back in the days
when everything was at the planning stages.
'Far from it. Seems the current incumbent is gunning for us. Not
quite literally. But I'm not entirely sure about that.
'Heard on the grapevine that the people who moved in to the
house just up from the level crossing about five or maybe six
months ago wrote a snotty letter soon after they arrived about
the noise every time the level crossing gates are about to come
down. Turns out the chairman and two of his councillors
turned up in person on their doorstep and told them the error of
their ways. "Everyone who has lived here for some time is very
happy we have the railway to help the shops and businesses."
From what was said to me that wasn't what this couple wanted
to hear. "We moved from London to live in a peaceful rural
area, not to hear a siren go off twice an hour. We'll be talking
to our solicitor."
'Blimey! How did you get to hear about this?'
'Never you mind. One of the chairman's "heavies" was
celebrating his wife's birthday in the Station Inn and his talking
tackle was well-lubricated. Seems the chairman said something
to the effect that now they'd moved to a rural area then unless
they started to blend in then they'd need bodyguards as well as
a solicitor, because "The lads round here still do things the
country ways." "Fit in or get out" was the gist of it. The parish
council have never heard from their solicitors.'
'They wouldn't have a leg to stand on anyway – the crossing was there
long before the house went on the market.'
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'Maybe so. But now word's reached us, a few words of thanks
might be in order, as and when your paths cross.'
'Indeed, indeed. Do you happen to know the current chairman's
name? I know the information is supposedly online but such things can
be out of date. The person who knows the passwords for the web site
leaves and then no one can make any changes. One county council
not a squillion miles to the west of here had to change its domain
name and set up an entirely new web site because they'd made the IT
team redundant and everything was locked behind unknown
passwords. Slightly embarrassing for an organisation which, in almost
all respects, is about admin.'
Ignoring this aside entirely, the Property Manager continued '"Peaceful
rural area" indeed! Perhaps they'll get their solicitor to write to the RAF
to stop them sending their jets over at zero feet lining up for the
bombing range just off the coast north of here.'
'Well as the RAF only seems to fly during the week, perhaps they're out
at work then and aren't troubled by them. For all you know the chap
flies one of the ruddy things. Who knows?'
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
eighth update
Lao duly reappeared. Apart from when he went out rambling, which
seemed quite often – even when the weather was less than clement –
he was mostly at home and could be relied on to prepare some tea
prior to a chat. Rather than acknowledge that Sal had let the cat out of
the bag about Daoist retreat weekends, the management suggested that
perhaps he might want to do some weekends teaching people about
Chinese landscape paintings. This brought a frown to Lao's face. 'Not
something I'm able to make any useful contribution to, I'm afraid.
Much as I enjoy looking at the scrolls I have here, and I know that they
are regarded as quite good, they were all gifts from well-meaning
friends.'
So clearly this was not Lao's customary modesty, he simply wasn't that
knowledgeable. But Lao did venture to ask if, now the sinks and loos
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were about to be connected up, small groups of these friends could
come to stay for long weekends? How did that fit in with his licence to
occupy? Ah, thought the management, 'friends' must be the
euphemism for 'students' that Sal had primed him about. The
management said he didn't think it would be a problem, and if there
were any obstacles the Property Manager would no doubt find a way
around them.
'Ah, yes! "The PM". Quite a character isn't she? Can't imagine
many obstacles remain in her way for very long. Hope she's
never thought of you as an obstacle – I wouldn't like to come
up against her, wonderful as she seems.'
After reassuring Lao that he and the Property Manager had never seen
each other as any sort of 'obstacle', he raised the sensitive topic of
what sort of money Lao might be charging for these long weekends. If
the building started to be used for what the council might deem to be
'commercial purposes' then the business rates would be horrific. But
that thought was not shared. Lao's reply was characteristically laconic.
'Well, some could pay – probably easily – while some would
find it difficult, and a few wouldn't be able to pay at all. But we
could work that out between us. Anything we've done before
involved hiring village halls and staying in one of the more
affluent friend's biggish house. It's really always been about
covering any costs with an entirely optional donation to myself
if they are willing and able. Most do, some of them very
generously – as the paintings confirm – but I don't think any the
worse of the ones who don't have any spare dosh.'
Weekends with no more than a dozen 'friends' at any one time seemed
sufficiently low-profile not to create any obstacles. Accommodation, it
was agreed, could not easily be inside the mill itself, apart from
perhaps a few who could not afford any other option than dossing
down in sleeping bags. Lao was well aware that the better-heeled
would use local hotels and B&Bs, or rent a caravan as they preferred.
Ideally, Lao said, it would be good to have some caravans to
temporarily park next to the mill to provide accommodation – or,
better still, some yurts as these could be packed away when not in use
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– as staying right alongside the mill would enable their daily
meditation routine to be performed at the customary times of dawn
and dusk without worrying about when breakfasts and evening meals
were served in the real world – 'Always just when we're doing our
thing,' Lao wryly observed.
There were legalities to check over and cost implications if the railway
needed to stump up some yurts or second-hand caravans. However,
seemingly some of Lao's 'friends' weren't short of a grand or two, if the
management's guess about the price of the landscape paintings was
anything like right. Presumably they might respond favourably to a
request for donations to cover the costs of some yurts. The
management's catch phrase 'Leave it with me' seemed to cover
everything that needed to be sorted for now.
The Property Manager confirmed that for less than 28 days a year of
camping then a planning application wasn't needed. But the yurts may
be exempt anyway, on the basis that, in the eye of the law, they were
'tents' being used in connection with the owner's dwelling. Although,
as Lao wasn't the owner, but legally a licensee, then that might not
hold water. 'Just tell Lao about the 28 day limit – they don't have to be
consecutive, of course. If he's thinking of setting up a "glamping"
business, we need to put him straight.' The management laughed.
Yurts or not, he really could not imagine Lao's friends – whatever the
word really meant in this context – turning up merely for poshed up
camping.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
ninth update
After the niceties of preparing and drinking tea – the management
especially liked Lao's current batch of pu-erh – the conversation turned
to yurts. Lao said he'd been working out how much it would cost to
make one. Quite a lot of wood, and the tarpaulin covers might need to
be made to order, but he'd sent out a few emails and put together a
budget price.
Lao then asked how difficult it would be for the railway to deliver and
collect his friends to the trackside closest to the mill. 'Then they could
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park their cars near the station, instead of parking up from the level
crossing – which certainly won't please the neighbours. And save them
carrying luggage from the road alongside the railway track. I'd make
sure there was an assortment of wheelbarrows to help move anything
heavy along the path from the tracks to the mill. And it would be rather
magical to arrive at the Valley Spirit Hermitage in one of the more
eccentric of the railway's carriages. And arriving that way, my friends
would not realise that it's actually not that far from a road – you're
simply not aware of it when you're here at the mill. I'd make sure there
was money for tickets in the basic price for the retreat.'
That all made a lot of sense. Lao had clearly been thinking things
through rather effectively. Some simple wooden steps would allow
passengers to get off safely before such time as a halt could be
constructed – although this had always been part of the plan. And now
the mill was in good enough shape, perhaps the halt should be the next
phase of funding?
The management did suggest that if necessary they would create a
Chinese counterpart to the Hogwart's Express and renumber one of the
platforms at Eaton St Torpid as 'Platform 9¾'.
Lao was clearly not impressed, so the management apologised then, in
a roundabout manner, managed to get an indication of how many of
these 'retreats' Lao thought he might run in a year. Assuming he got
about ten people on each of them then a 'contribution' of, say, thirty
pounds a person to cover three day's parking at the railway and
transport to the mill would generate enough to cover the Council Tax
the railway were required to pay on the building. Of course there were
other costs – the railway wasn't passing on the costs of water and
electricity consumption to Lao as he had contributed so much time and
effort getting the building done up – but, overall, if finances were
closer to breaking even that would be good enough for now.
Not too long afterwards the septic tank had finally been dropped in its
hole and the pipes from the mill were being connected up, so the
management stopped by to inspect. 'Would you care for some tea?'
enquired Lao. There was no reason to refuse. After the customary
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rather inconsequential conversation while the beverage was enjoyed,
Lao said
'Seems my Dad was worth more than he knew. After he died
last Spring we had to send his collection of militaria off to
auction. Not an interest I ever shared with him, I'm sure you
won't be in the least surprised to hear. Well, seems he was
sitting on rather a lot of items that other nerds were trying to
outbid each other to get their hands on. Even the auctioneer
was a bit taken back. Not that he was complaining, as you
might guess.
'And most of the costs of putting my Dad in a box and all that
malarky had been covered by some pay-up-front scam he'd
been taken in by. So once I've done the oath to finalise probate
then I'll have enough in my bank to pay for putting together
about five yurts and all the kit to go inside to make them
habitable. But only if you and the PM are entirely happy with
that many. And they'd need to be stored away when not in use
– is it possible to keep the steel tool store here? Unless you can
think of a better option?'
The management couldn't see any reason why not. It's not as if the
pee-ways had been asking when they could get the tool store back.
And they were easy enough to acquire. Lau then, in an even more
periphrastic manner than usual, raised the topics of toilets and maybe
showers.
'The one's inside the mill are fine, of course, but not really
enough if we have about ten people in the yurts. I'm not sure
whether you'd consider this. But the ground floor of the mill is,
I understand, unlikely to be used for anything which won't
withstand the occasional flood. But campsite toilet blocks are
designed to be reasonably “water resistant”. Could we put
some cubicles and a shower or two inside? I know the drains
are easily accessible, because I helped put them in. Probably
best to put some concrete screed down to improve the floor,
but that's not rocket science. If it's OK with you and The PM
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then I could rustle up the hardware and do the installation
when I'm not doing anything more useful. Which, as you
know, is much of the time.'
Actually, thought the management, Lao didn't 'help' put the drains in,
he'd done most of the work himself with only a small amount of help
from others. Anyways. 'Yes, that certainly saves having to apply for
planning permission for a toilet block. Will have to clear it that there's
no need to apply for change of use. But as the amount of camping
we're planning on running is within the regs, then I can't see why
having a suitable number of loos would conflict. What does the
council expect – the campers to pee into the hedge?'
Lao smiled a little sheepishly. After all, till the caravan had appeared
he'd had little choice apart from 'peeing into the hedge'. Or
wherever…
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
tenth update
As the next summer had come and nearly gone, the management
stopped by at the old tide-mill and, after the customary excellent tea,
asked Lao how the retreat weekends had been going.
'In almost all respects exceptionally well. The yurts seemingly
suit everyone who uses them and the arrangement with the
railway to park up at the station and travel here by train is
regarded as just adding an extra magical touch. Indeed, there is
only one problem.'
'What's that? Can the railway help in any way?'
'Well, maybe. Although I've not worked out exactly how. And
you may or may not think it's a good idea.
'OK, well try me out.'
'The retreats are going so well that the more affluent of my
friends want to offer donations. That's all well and good except
I don't have any need for such sums of money. And if they're
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paid into my bank account I'll have to pay a lot of tax on them.'
'Well, surely these payments won't come to much more than your
personal allowance?'
'Well, some of these friends are seriously wealthy. Any one of
the donations, added to my state pension, would take me over
my personal allowance. And add them all together and I'll be
in quite a high tax band.'
The management stopped and took a breath. Lao had arrived and,
effectively, squatted in the then-ruined mill. And now he's effectively
saying his income is much more than the management's.
'Well,' the management replied queriously, 'How can the railway
help?'
'I would like these donations to be for the benefit of the
railway, not for me. After all, without considerable goodwill
from yourself and the PM – the Property Manager, as you
always call her – then the Valley Spirit Hermitage would not
have come into existence, still less be held in such high esteem
by my friends.
'So, instead of the donations being paid to me, me paying tax,
and then passing the rest on to the railway, then I was
wondering if the money could be paid direct to the railway
instead.'
'Well, in principle, I can't see any reason why not, should you choose
to be so generous.'
'The only condition would be that these payments would need
to be kept entirely confidential. If at all possible not even your
accounts team would know the names of the donors. Though I
do realise that there's laws against money laundering, so just a
very few people would need to know.
'All I can say is that everything is entirely legal and above
board. Just that some of my friends are, shall we say, people
that even the public might recognise because of their business
acumen.'
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'OK. I get the broad drift. I'll have a chat to our accountants and see if
there's an established way to do this. We can't be inventing something
new here.'
Having confirmed that these donations were often paid in US or, more
often, Canadian dollars for amounts that were roughly £10,000 – but
occasionally even more – and there were likely to be a couple of
dozen such gifts in a year the management was decidedly puzzled
about who Lao's 'friends' might be. But he'd already sworn not to be
inquisitive. Lao had previously indicated that the rather expensivelooking Chinese landscape paintings on the walls of his meditation
room were gifts from friends, so the idea of these people making
substantial gifts of money was not implausible.
In the event the management was having a relaxed mug of tea with the
Property Manager the next afternoon. In as nonchalant a manner as
could be mustered, the management just dropped into the
conversation that there might be a couple of hundred grand extra
income coming into the budget next year, and asked if she have any
suggestions how it might be spent. After the initial 'You can't be
serious' response the management confirmed that, to the contrary, it
did seem entirely possible.
This meant taking the Property Manager into his confidence, although
he knew she was the one person within the railway team who he could
trust most to keep confidences. 'What's a Daoist recluse in north-west
Norfolk doing to persuade rich list Americans and Canadians to come
here?' she asked. Neither could imagine. Perhaps Lao might drop some
clues at a future meeting. So long as it was indeed all legal – and there
was no reason to think otherwise – then the Property Manager said
'Well keeping the donations confidential is a doddle. Get the
finance manager to set up a new account called something like
the “Eaton Mill Fund” but make sure only you and someone
sworn to secrecy are the signatories and no one else has access
to the statements and such like. That way the generous donors
will have every reason to think their money is going to Lao and
his activities. But the signatories can simply siphon off the
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money from that account into the main railway account as and
when appropriate.'
It seemed almost too simple to be true. The railway's accountants and
auditors said they couldn't see any reason not to set up a separate
account for donations made to help out with cost of running and
restoring the mill, so long as everything was declared in the annual
accounts. The management opted not to say that the sums involved
would not merely help run the mill, but would be the biggest source of
income for the railway after ticket sales.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
eleventh update
The management duly reported back to Lao. He seemed pleased that it
all seemed to be straightforward.
'At the risk of making things just a little more complicated, after
our last meeting I realised that I should have included an
additional request. In the same way that the management has
kindly waived all the costs of living in this mill, by greatly overvaluing my attempts to help restore the building, I was
wondering if the donations I would like paid to the railway
could be used to relieve Sal of the costs of renting the coaches
she uses for her "emporium".
‘You see, while I cannot say more, without Sal then the retreat
weekends would simply not happen in the way they do, and
certainly would not be so successful.'
In reality the railway charged Sal a rather nominal monthly rent, so
waiving this small annual income would not be any sort of problem.
And, indeed, if Sal's help was in some way instrumental to getting
these donations, then the railway could make sure her electricity and
water costs were met too. Her kiln no doubt took a lot of electricity, so
would be a major outgoing for her. That said, since Lao's arrival she
had constructed a wood-fired kiln outside, as well as the electric one
inside, and had started making rather good tea bowls of the type used
in Japan and China. When the management had asked how much she
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was planning on selling them for she stated a price several times what
seemed sensible for the tourists in Norfolk. 'Who are you hoping will
buy them at that price?' he'd rather gruffly enquired. 'Oh, Lao Weng's
friends are into this sort of thing. They'll happily pay for a "souvenir" of
their stay here.'
But selling some seemingly over-priced – although, indeed, rather
tastefully-done – bowls and handle-less mugs to Lao's 'friends' didn't
quite add up to why Lao's retreats would not be a success without Sal.
Presumably she was also taking charge of catering or other 'domestic'
duties. Didn't really seem to fit with Sal – the management were sure
she could do such tasks if asked, but she was certainly not the
'housewifey' type. The management just added it to the growing list of
things that didn't quite add up, but which weren't actually cause for
any concern.
In the next meeting with Lao, several weeks later, the management's
curiousity had clearly come too close to the surface. Lao, reverting to
the somewhat formal and self-effacing speech which had been so
characteristic of his initial conversations, said
'I'm sorry my modest attempts to establish a Daoist retreat here
means that some of what we do must be hidden from you. If I
told you I am teaching them to be immortal you would laugh at
me.'
The management nodded.
'Well, indeed neither they nor I am so foolish, rest assured. But
what we do may seem equally fanciful to those who have not
spent the time in preparatory meditation. The retreats which
take place here might be thought to fall into the usual beginner,
improver and advanced categories. Though no one knows that
there is either a second level – still less a third one – until they
are invited to take part. I must stress that you treat this insight
with strict confidence. Not even the PM needs to know –
although I am aware you, understandably, share much of what
we talk about with her.’
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'Would I be along the right path if I thought that you were imparting
some awareness of Daoist mysticism?' asked the management.
'With all due respect, no, you wouldn't!' Lao chortled then continued
'While I have some awareness of the more mystical aspects of
Daoism, it is neither what my personal practice involves nor is
it what I share with my friends. If you want a label for our
approach it is "quietism" not "mysticism".'
The suggestion that Lao had 'some awareness' was no doubt a
smokescreen for being one of the most knowledgeable in the county, if
not further afield. But the management accepted that this was not core
to what Lao did, whatever it really entailed.
'At the risk of saying much too much, the retreats which result
in the generous donations are those for friends who have been
on the previous two. Most of my friends are only invited back
for these "preparatory" retreats, not for the White Tiger and
Green Dragon retreats.'
Lao stopped himself.
'Oh, please forgive me. I should never have used the
alchemical cognomen of the retreat with someone who is not
familiar with the significance of the metaphor. Please do not
share this with anyone, least of all any of my friends. Truth to
tell, you are so understanding of what I am trying to do here,
that I forget you have never been on one of the retreats.
'To anyone who has not attended before, they are known only
as the "Secret and Sublime Retreats". It's not just some
alliterative newagey marketing speak – even though it might
seem that way – but a direct reference to the source of the
practices.
'Though in practice the location is indeed as secret as is
practical in the modern world – all thanks to you and the
railway. And, with considerable assistance from Sal, we seem
to be able to accomplish something which is as sublime as is
reasonable within a few days of retreat.'
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Lao then turned the conversation to something entirely different and
the management took the hint that this was intentional.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
twelfth update
The management and the Property Manager decided that it would be
best if both went to see Sal and outline the new financial basis for her
'emporium'. Frankly, any excuse to have a chat with Sal was welcome
– she was infectiously enthusiastic about her vocation and also the
railway with which it was so closely allied.
Sal was visibly moved that Lao Weng – she alone among the
volunteers and railway staff always used his full name – was so
considerate as to think of her financial situation as well as funding the
old mill. Clearly she was not aware of the size of the donations Lao
envisaged, and there was no way this could be shared or intimated.
After all seemed sorted, the Property Manager, in her usual lighthearted way, said to Sal that she'd better look after Lao well as this
arrangement was only for so long as Lao was alive and bringing in
friends. 'If you can work out how to make him immortal, then it would
be to the advantage of you and the railway,' she joking said.
Sal looked at her slightly odd. 'Don't you know that he is an immortal?'
and then smiled. When both the management and the Property
Manager seemed lost for words, she continued
'Not that Lao Weng or myself – or even his friends, as he
always calls them – thinks this is literally true. But the formal
way to address Lao Weng, although only used as a greeting, is
"Your Immortality". It's just an honorific, in the same way we
call the Queen "Your Majesty" or a Christian priest "Reverend".
It's just the literal translation of the honorary title given to
Daoist adepts throughout China.'
The Property Manager looked at the management with eyebrows
slightly skew-whiff. The management mimicked her facial expression,
then said to Sal, 'I fully understand from Lao – His Immortality, as I
suspect I ought to be calling him – that much of what takes place at the
retreats is shrouded in considerable secrecy, if only because some of
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the people attending need to keep out of the public eye. But whatever
it is that means Lao is held in such high regard is clearly having a great
benefit for not just his "friends" but the railway and, by extension, this
part of Norfolk. If there's anything you think ever needs to be
discussed, either ask Lao to let me know, or tip me off and I'll stop by.
And the same applies to your activities at the "emporium" too.'
'Yes, it must seem odd that Lao Weng, and myself, are so
secretive. It's not that there's anything illegal about what we do
– far from it – it's just that without considerable preparation it
would be greatly misunderstood. When we were working on
the restoration of the mill together Lao Weng "fast tracked" me
in a way he says he's never done with anyone else, as he thinks
my experience of making pots and other craft activities means I
was already very close to the underlying principles of Daoism.
'What I hadn't understood before is that Daoism isn't about
dualisms – the yin and yang which everyone has heard about –
but the greater unity which lies behind, beyond, underneath –
whatever figure of speech you prefer. And Lao Weng's retreats
are not just mind games, they are very much practical
experiences of what he calls "dual inner cultivation", but which
is really about exploring the undifferentiated Dao from which
the dualism arises. But I think I'm beginning to say too much!'
'So what Lao teaches is some sort of Chinese version of alchemy?' the
management tentatively enquired.
Sal smiled briefly then frowned.
'Lao Weng would not be happy to be termed a "teacher". He
frequently reminds his friends that he has but little more
understanding than they do, and all he can offer is hints about
how to explore in accordance with the Dao.
'To some extent such remarks are Lao Weng's usual overlymodest way of speaking about himself. He certainly does have
an awareness and understanding that is unlike anyone who
comes to the long weekends. But the reality of his retreats
means that no one ever feels they are being "taught". Instead his
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"friends" are offered hints and the most gentle of suggestions or
advice, usually phrased as a question. If it is a way of teaching
– and in some sense it is – then Lao Weng's retreats are as
unlike a schoolroom as is possible to get!
'I suppose "alchemy" is as good a way of putting it as any,
although please don't think we're trying to convert base metal
into gold or anything else that involves chemicals and lab
apparatus! Forget mercury, prima materia, and all the esoterica
of Western alchemy. Chinese "alchemy" – if that is indeed the
right name – is about the co-mingling of ching and shên by
means of controlling the ch'i or "cosmic vitality"'. Not that I
suppose these Chinese words mean much to English-speaking
people. None of them translate exactly into Western concepts.'
'Forgive me for asking what must seem like a vulgar question,' the
management interrupted. 'But why do Lao's friends want to do this?
What are they hoping to gain?'
'Oh', replied Sal, 'That only really makes sense to someone
who has learnt to see the world in a Daoist manner. I'm not
sure I'm able to summarise it accurately, still less in words
which would shed much light. But once you think of the whole
of creation as being the Dao, then the "alchemical process", as
we seem to have named it, is one way of attempting to
experience undiffentiated Dao. The ultimate aim is known by
the expression 'Return to the Source'.
The management raised their eyebrows, without speaking, but in a way
which encouraged Sal to continue.
'There is a Buddhist expression which describes the attainment
of Nirvana – I assume you are aware that this is ultimate aim of
most Buddhists – as if a rain drop has fallen into the sea. Well,
for a Daoist there is no sense of something small entering into
something essentially boundless. Instead the mind of someone
who has returned to the Source – or the Dao – has become one
with the Source. It is something more than merely a mystical
experience.
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'So much as someone like me, who has not learnt to exist in
that state of mind for more than a matter of moments, it is like
becoming at one with whatever creative processes one is
involved with. For me, making pots, of course. With more
experience, as with Lao Weng, the whole of one's life can be
the "creative process".’
The management nodded. Not long after Lao had shared his 'secret'
name for the old mill – the Abode of Mysterious Origination – he had
felt if he and the whole railway had been part of that Abode where
everything seemingly originates. So what Sal was trying to explain was
consistent. Although that did not mean that the management felt they
understood to any significant extent.
As if reading the management's mind, Sal said 'But it's really not
something to be thought about too much. It's something that is to be
done and experienced.'
A small light flashed on in the management's mind. So, that's why Lao
referred to his retreats as 'secret and sublime'. The 'secret' made sense
– at least some of his 'friends' were in need of being kept away from
the prying eyes of media – and the 'sublime' was what they were
willing to part with good money for. And, in all probability, the
method of attaining the sublime (didn't Sal just say it was called the
Return to the Source?) needed to be kept secret too.
Lao seemed to have split the finances into two: pay upfront for what
was needed to meet 'essential running costs' and then make a donation
afterwards if the 'sublime' was, well, sufficiently sublime. Seemingly
so, if the size of the donations was any indication. Though, no doubt
Lao's abilities to include 'friends' whose finances were less well
lubricated no doubt meant that those who could not afford to make a
donation were never asked to contribute more. Nifty!
The Property Manager was asking Sal more about the Return to the
Source. Sal replied that
'It's just experiencing everything as flow, as emergence, as
ever-evolving, spontaneously happening all by itself. Lao
Weng's favourite way of describing it is "the realisation that
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water is at the bottom of everything". What he means is that just
as water always flows towards the lowest part of a valley, so
too the Dao flows "at the bottom of everything" too. It's all part
of why he calls the mill the "Valley Spirit Hermitage". And the
water flowing past the mill is part of the whole experience of
the retreats. But, in most respects, it's not literally about water,
that's only a figure of speech.'
The Property Manager seemed to be following this a lot better than the
management. She asked if Returning to Source is also a divination
technique – as much seeing what is about to happen as well simply
being in the midst of the flow. Or is divination something that is done
using the Yi Jing or I Ching?
'Well,' Sal hesitantly started, 'I'm not any sort of expert. I'm
mostly there to help Lao Weng's friends Return to the Source.
But I suppose the answer is "yes". Except it's less about
divination than enchantment.'
'How so?' asked the Property Manager.
'Well, the way Lao Weng sees things is that all forms of
divination are also forms of enchantment. They are just two
sides of the same coin. Lao Weng has talked with the most
experienced of his friends – the ones who have also studied the
Yi Jing and know the attributes of all 64 combinations of
trigrams – about visualising a specific Yi Jing hexagram as they
Return to the Source, in the expectation that this will make the
attributes come to pass. This is instead of visualising the waterover-fire hexagram, which is usually part of the Return to the
Source ritual.
'It is as if the hexagrams become "imprinted" on the flow, the
"valley spirit", or whatever name you prefer. I'm sure Lao Weng
would put it much more clearly. Though I'm sure he wouldn't
be happy if he knew I'd been trying to tell you! This is really for
friends who have been on many of his retreats. Indeed, only a
very few do the secret enchantment visualisation while in the
sublime state. So far as I'm aware it's the most secret of the
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ideas he imparts. There's of course much more to the ritual,
and especially the meditations to circulate the ch'i, so stating
just a little of what Lao Weng imparts isn't really going to add
up to very much.'
'How do you know so much if, as you said, you're not really an
expert?' asked the management.
'Well, because I'm there! For the Return to the Source I provide
the yin to the friend's yang. And I need to visualise the same
hexagram.'
'Sounds rather tantric to me,' interjected the Property Manager. Sal
visibly stalled.
'Well, Lao Weng is very keen to emphasise that the retreats are
based on Chinese alchemy, not Indian tantra. Not least
because it could easily be misunderstood.
'I'm sure it could,' replied the Property Manager.
'I'm sure Lao Weng would not want you to know so much. I
only began to tell you this and that because both of you seem
to understand more about Daoism than anyone I've met who is
not involved in the retreats. But it seems you know more than I
expected.'
'Or can put two-and-two together. But rest assured we won't let Lao
know we have any sort of inkling,' the Property Manager responded
before changing the conversation. 'Do you know who comes on these
retreats? From the accents we hear when they're in the railway car park
some of them seem to be American.'
Sal confirmed that some did seem to be based in California – 'They're
the ones who seem to be always travelling around the world, mostly
on business it seems.'
Sal then confided that
'The ones who have been coming on retreats longest – since
before they started to take place at the old mill – are from
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Toronto. They get very offended when people think they're
American!
'They also seem to have a lot of business interests, but they
aren't supposed to talk about those while on retreats. I only
know because I've also taken them on guided tours to local
places of interest – it helps to arrive a few days before the
retreats to overcome jet lag. Though more often than not they
spend a few days in London before coming to Norfolk. That
said, last time they followed Lao Weng's suggestion and
stopped off on the Suffolk coast for a couple of nights before
coming here.
'Some of them find it hard not to check their mobile phones
and deal with business matters. Lao Weng managed to buy a
mobile phone signal blocker to stop his friends surreptitiously
making contact with their work during the retreats. The only
reason I know is that if there's any sort of emergency then I
must switch off the jammer so one of us can call for assistance.'
'Well, it's not as if there's much of a signal around here in the first
place,' the management retorted. Then asked if Sal was able to sell
many of her pots at her emporium to Lao's friends.
'Well, most of them buy one of the tea bowls I've started
making. But they don't know about the emporium! None of us
can talk about the outside world.'
'But surely when they come back to the railway station to get their cars
then they see your name on the emporium,' responded the
management.
'But they don't know me as Sal! They only know me as Li Taoshih.
'We are all incognito and only use our Chinese cognomens
when on retreat. OK, the Toronto ones use their usual first
names when we're out and about. But they still call me "Li".
'And, as you know, my younger sister, Sara, is running the
emporium while I'm with Lao Weng. So they probably think
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Sara is really called Sal.'
Indeed, since Sal had become increasingly involved in Lao's retreats
then she'd asked her younger sister to keep her 'emporium' open
during shop hours. This meant Sara could also use the pottery studio in
Sal's absence, improving her skills. Seems the two of them both
needed to be around whenever the wood-fired kiln was in use as, for
the best part of three days and nights, someone had to be continuously
feeding it with wood.
There must be plenty of people who think Sara's called Sal, unless
they're told. But, although they were of a similar build and height, and
shared naturally curly hair, Sal was brunette whereas Sara was a
stunningly bright shade of auburn – and seemingly not dyed that way.
After leaving Sal the Property Manager said to the management
'So I see now why His Immortality the Old Gent was so keen to
offload the donations to the railway.'
The management confessed to having no idea what she meant.
'Because it means he can't be done by the CPS for living off
immoral earnings.'
'What?' the management said, in a louder than necessary tone of
voice.
'Well my understanding of Sal's remarks is that she is some sort
of "tantrika". I'm sure "providing the yin" is not just some
visualisation.'
The management suggested that the shape of Sal's teabowls would be
considered yin, and presumably these were part of the rituals.
'Maybe that as well. But the whole female body is also yin. I
think His Immortality's secret to his sublime retreats could be
considered, at least by those as profane as what I am, as "sacred
sex".'
'Sounds intriguing. Are you sure?'
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'I was keeping an open mind until Sal divulged her Chinese
name. To all intents and purposes it translates as "Priestess Li" –
Li is the most common of all names for Chinese women. So she
can hardly be some mere assistant to the retreats.'
'Is this something you have some prior knowledge of?'
'No need to get personal. I assume you haven't.'
'Well, there's nothing you could blackmail me about, let's put it that
way.'
'But back to matters of good governance for the railway. Lao's
donations may well be all above board and made in
recognition of "sublime secrets" or whatever. But they could
also be tantamount to bribes to keep a secret. Or payments for
"special favours" – though I'm assuming considerably more
than the nudge, nudge, wink, wink variety. Or some
combination of all three.
'Remember that when the Mill Fund was first mooted, Lao
specifically asked that Sal benefited as well as the railway. I
also seem to recall that he said the retreats couldn't happen
without Sal.'
'But if the scenario you are proposing were true, wouldn't the
donations be given to Sal as well?'
'Presumably Sal has no idea about the size of the donations.
Another reason why Lao wants them offered secretly to the
railway.'
The management and the Property Manager agreed that there was no
need to be too curious so long as everything was being kept suitably
secret. If the worst came to the worst then the railway management had
all the plausible deniability they might ever need. But perhaps they
ought to assist Sal more if the need or opportunity arose.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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thirteenth update
However, so far as the management could ascertain, Lao was looking
after Sal. She gave notice on her little flat and moved into one of the
nicer of the older cottages in Eaton St Torpid, where there was
sufficient room for her sister to have her own room too.
Which was handy as, not long afterwards, Sal and Sara seemingly were
taking it in turns to assist Lao with retreats. Although quite what that
really meant neither the management nor the Property Manager felt it
appropriate to contemplate. Sara's skills as a potter continued to
improve and it became difficult to guess who had made which of the
pots for sale in the emporium.
Over the winter Lao, with some help from the usual volunteers,
installed a wooden platform – the most rudimentary of lineside halts
(by agreement there wasn't even a nameboard) – where his friends
needed to alight for the old mill.
Otherwise very little else changed as the months turned into years.
Except that in the autumn clumps of chrysanthemums came into flower
around the old mill. Only the yellow and russet-coloured varieties but
with a wide range of sizes to the blooms. Rather than being lined up in
regimented rows they formed quite natural-looking clumps– clearly
Lao had learnt how to make them grow in a way which appeared so
effortlessly natural.
In spring and early summer, the area around the shrine where Great
Master Po Yuen allegedly resided came alive with an assortment of
peonies. And, at the end of the path leading away from the shrine, was
a bed of parsley.
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The mystery black cat
Marko arrived at the bar to find the music had been turned up quite
loud. The Eagles doing 'Hotel California'. Their jolly sing-along version
had never seemed so good after he'd heard a friend do a solo acoustic
guitar version, singing the lyrics as if it was an episode from Twin
Peaks – all creepy, mid-western small-town paranoia and what have
you. An unfamiliar face appeared behind the bar. No 'Hello' and not
even a smile. Marko ordered his usual non-alcoholic ginger beer. He
was perfunctorily asked if he wanted ice.
Marko only had one reaction to such sullen bar staff. Which was
excessive smiles and awfully jolly remarks. Clearly this was not what
the new barmaid wanted so he didn't push his luck. But she wasn't
going to go down well with Bill. Anything or anyone new was almost
anathema. And if it – or they – were not as good as the previous
incarnation then an extended bout of grumpiness was likely to follow.
What the heck. Bill made interesting company whatever his mood. For
reasons that Marko couldn't really fathom, he would never want to
miss these weekly early evening chats with his colleague. Although it
was handy that he needed to be at the swimming baths just over an
hour later.
Apart from insisting that the music was turned down, which certainly
didn't go down well with the barmaid, Bill seemed to cope well
enough with the new regime. Marko briefly thought that as Bill never
seemed to pick up on other people's moods – good, bad or indifferent
– then the sullen barmaid was probably not of any concern to him.
Actually, thought Marko after the conversation had started, Bill's
coping remarkably well. He was far more chatty than usual and had
kicked things off by saying
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'Seems everything's changing these days. I went to that
screening of railway films at The Alex, with the café providing
what they called "bacon baps and bubbles" as part of the ticket
price. Now I know I can seem overly-pedantic… '
'And some,' thought Marko, who just smiled instead of speaking.
'…. but it's only around Staffordshire and Cheshire that people
call bread rolls "baps". Where I came from in the East Midlands
they were "cobs". Anywhere in East Anglia they've always been
"rolls".'
'Could it be that the three words alliterate but "roll" doesn't?' enquired
Marko, trying to look as deadpan as possible, knowing that Bill could
think literally but struggled with any sort of idiomatic remarks or
alliterations.
'Well, yes, I did come to that thought myself. While I would
much prefer that a menu said 'fried bacon in a bread roll with
a glass of Asti Spumante' I suppose the young people today
think it's more fun when called a 'bacon bap with bubbles'. But
it still tastes the same either way. And I'm not convinced that
Asti Spumante is really the best combination with fried bacon.'
Marko just knew this was heading nowhere interesting. 'What films did
they show? Just lots of old steam trains puffing along?'
'No, Marko. The whole point seemed to be showing films
which were about railways but were entertaining in different
ways. It started with a scene from the Buster Keaton film called
Railrodder – I'm sure you've seen it.'
Marko smiled and nodded, 'Yes, many times.' Indeed, he'd known it
well since his early teens. And it was still one of the best comedy
sequences that master of silent cinema had produced. So much fun
from just one man and a so-called 'speeder'. Eat your heart out
Mr Bean – and Monsieur Hulot aussi, je pense. Bill meanwhile had
continued to itemise the programme.
'Then there was a selection of clips of footage of weird and
wonderful trains from the 1930s and 40s, mostly in America.
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I can see why they never succeeded commercially. Much too
much innovation to be able to finesse all the novel mechanical
parts. In the foyer were stills and other old photos of what had
been titled "The world's wackiest railways".
'Yes, now you mention it, I suppose alliteration was in the
forefront of the mind of whoever came up with the event. But
does "railway" really alliterate with "world" and "wacky"?'
Marko wasn't sure either, but it seemed almost good enough to count.
Bill had continued anyway.
'But after that the films were less serious. They showed the
sequence from near the end of the Wallace and Gromit film
when there is a chase scene involving something meant to look
like O-gauge Hornby toy trains. That seemed to amuse the
audience most of all.
'And the last was a fitting climax. It was a music video for a
tune by a composer and performer I'd never heard of – Anna
Meredith. The music was a bit formulaic but the way they'd
used Lego trains and tracks and managed to keep the turns in
time with the music was quite remarkable. At first I thought it
was computer graphics but then I realised it wasn't. It was
amazingly well-done in almost all respects. Although, if I'm
allowed to pass an opinion, it was the music which let it
down.'
'You should have been there Marko. Even I thought it was fun.'
Marko realised that for Bill to enjoy something enough to call it fun
was praise indeed. It had been on a Saturday evening and, truth to tell,
he'd simply forgotten to go along. Only sometime the next day did he
remember about it.
'Maybe there'll be something similar again if Cynthia thinks it was a
success', Marko remarked. 'Or was this mostly Lucia's doing? Things
will be very "normal for Norfolk" again when her training year has
been completed.'
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Top: Buster Keaton in
Railrodder.
Centre: The chase scene
from Wallace and Gromit.
Bottom: Anna Meredith's
Paramour.
'Yes
Lucia
was
certainly involved. I
think she set it up as
something
of
a
"leaving do" to say
farewell to all the
friends she'd made
since coming here.
She did ask where you
were.'
Oh bugger, thought
Marko. He really should
have been there… Even if
Cynthia tried to take all the
credit for the forthcoming
'Bling BC' exhibition,
Lucia was well aware this
had come about because
of
the
very
first
conversation she'd had
with Marko. And now
Cynthia has been devious
enough to time the
opening of the Iron Age torc-inspired show after Lucia's left. Talk about
trying to get all the credit at the expense of the youngster. Ouch! She'd
just gone down several rungs in his estimation. And she'd never risen
much above the basement at the best of times.
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'You OK, Marko? You seem to be less chatty than usual.' For Bill to
enquire after his state of mind was a novelty. 'No, no, all's well. Just
thinking that I need to have a quick chat with Lucia before she returns
to what passes for the real world. Do you happen to know what she's
doing next?'
'No, I didn't think to ask. And she didn't say.'
'I was wondering if she'd be able to come back and see the giant
puppets when they come to visit during the school holidays. They call
themselves the "Inspire-a-Nation All Puppet Theatre" and the video
clips online look great fun. I'm looking forward to seeing them
parading around Brindlecliffe – it should really transform the place.
Would be a great shame if Lucia went to all the effort of getting the
funding in place for that and then couldn't be there herself.'
'Is this a larger-than-life version of Punch and Judy?' responded Bill.
'I rather doubt it. Just about every part of the Punch and Judy script is
beyond the pale these days – a baby-neglecting, wife-beating main
protagonist who also attempts to kill a policeman, then a golliwog
called Jim Crow – for heaven's sake!, a crocodile, and goodness knows
who and what else. I've no idea how children brought up in the
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twentieth century ever grew up into law-abiding adults when their
seaside holidays included entertainment acting out such seriously
proscribed behaviour.'
'Yes, and I'm old enough to remember when the final scene of
the show involved Punch deviously preventing the hangman
from executing him. It seems times have moved on, Marko. But
somehow back then children did know that this was not the
right way to do things. So why can't they know that now?'
An interesting observation thought Marko, but somewhat
imponderable. 'I think these giant puppets are mostly based on
fairytale characters. I know one is called "King Crow" but I'm not too
sure about some of the others. They're not the most obvious characters
from folklore that's for sure.'
There were some heated voices at the bar. Seems a couple, who were
presumably tourists judging by their attire, were having difficulties with
the new barmaid. She seemed adamant that she was right. Marko got
the impression that she'd just tried to diddle them with the wrong
change from a twenty.
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Lavender Halt at night.
Bill was already talking about the trackside maintenance crew who
claimed to have seen two different unusually large cats.
'The first one I can almost understand. It was well over a year
ago on the track somewhere near the lavender place when no
one else was about. The chap – sorry I don't think he said his
name – was underneath a JCB trying to mend something, and
this lynx – complete with pointed ears, so there was no doubt
about what it was – was so close he kept throwing stones at it,
but the lynx didn't move away. The chap was genuinely
worried the lynx would pounce on his face while he was under
the JCB. And, whoever he is, he's a big bloke. I'd say over six
feet tall and around twenty stones. I can imagine he's faced up
to things a lot more scary.'
Marko just nodded. It was the first time he'd heard about a lynx.
'I know you've said before that all the local lore about socalled "phantom black dogs" on the beaches was most likely
smugglers putting the fear of the Devil into the locals, perhaps
by tying an old-fashioned lantern around the neck of one of the
sheep.'
Marko nodded again. 'Well to call them "Black Shuck" when the local
usage of the word "shuck" is to fool someone into believing something
that is not true is rather a give-away, wouldn't you agree?'
'If that is how the word "shuck" was originally used then it
might be the case. And I suppose a few lanterns tied around the
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The inspiration for the
fictional Lavender Halt.
An early 1960s postcard
of the hexagonal kiosk by
a layby on the main road
to Hunstanton which was
the start of Norfolk
Lavender.
necks of sheep just might confuse any Excise men taking an
interest in the smugglers, so acting as effective decoys.'
'Yes, indeed,' replied Marko, realising that Bill's reasoning was far
more convincing than just putting the fear of Old Nick in the locals.
'What I found even more puzzling is that only a couple of
weeks ago the same chap spent nearly five minutes watching a
much bigger cat when he was doing some trackside work not
that far from the new halt for the tide-mill and what have you.
Not just him on his own this time. There were three of them. A
young lad who'd only just started volunteering spotted it first,
about 150 yards away. There was also an older chap who was
seriously into birdwatching and he'd got a compact pair of
binoculars in his jacket. Good enough to make it clear that this
wasn't an Alsatian or Rottweiller or anything dog-like. It was
the same sort of size but definitely moving in a cat-like way.
And, unlike the lynx, jet black in colour.
'They said there was nothing phantom-like about it. Yet the
sheep in the field just seemed to ignore it. Which I'm sure
wouldn't be the case if it was a real animal, especially a dog.
'The chap was adamant it was a black panther. I find it hard to
imagine that such a creature could live in the English
countryside.'
'Actually,' interjected Marko, 'of all the big cats a black panther – or,
more correctly, a melanistic leopard – just might. Leopards are the only
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species of big cat which hunt alone. All the others, such as lions and
tigers, hunt in packs. So, if a lion or tiger escaped – or was deliberately
released – it would struggle to survive unless there were several of
them. But a leopard on its own could thrive. And in the wild they are
very good at adapting. What they are also very good at is shrinking
down and not being noticed. For such a large animal it is surprising
how little cover they need when hunting.'
'What would they eat in this country? Seems the cat that was
seen wasn't interested in the sheep.'
'From what I recall from my boyhood passion for all the varieties of big
cats then I seem to think one medium-sized deer a week would keep a
leopard contented. And, failing that, a couple or so rabbits a day. And
Norfolk has plenty of those.'
'Hasn't it just. And hares. So you're inclined to think that there
really is a black panther – or leopard – prowling around?'
'Well, from what you said, the sighting seemed reliable enough. I've
certainly no reason to think it couldn't be true. And a prowling cat
could take full advantage of the railway's trackbed as this means being
able to cover a considerable area of ground without jumping too many
hedges or fences. Not forgetting that the trackbed has more than
enough cover on each side most of the way. So if anyone was likely to
encounter such a cat then it would be the track maintenance crews.
'Well, it's likely to put the tourists off when word gets out.'
'Let's hope it doesn't. Humans aren't a prey species. Such cats –
however many might be out there – would rarely be seen because they
do their best to avoid people. They have an incredible sense of smell.
So not only do they know where people are and have recently been
but, more importantly for them, they know where people rarely, if
ever, set foot. And the spinneys and clumps of undergrowth near the
railway are exactly the sorts of places where a big cat would go for an
uninterrupted chill out when not hunting.'
'You make it sound like several such cats have happily gone
feral and might even be breeding.'
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'Given how many sightings are known throughout the country –
though they rarely make the local papers, which is more than a little
curious – then the only reasonable expectation is that at least a few
dozen have been breeding for several generations. And this would
neatly explain why the British ones are black, while in the wild such
colouration is a rare mutation. If there were only a few initially, and
most of them were black, then a normally recessive gene would breed
"true" almost all the time.'
'The opposite of why most domesticated sheep are white and
only a few revert to black?'
'Yes, so far as I understand such matters, then probably so.'
'Presumably these animals – or, more likely, their ancestors –
were released into the wild after the Dangerous Wild Animals
Act of 1976.'
'Good guess. But intriguingly there were plenty of sightings well before
then. The best guess by cryptozoologists who have studied the reports
in detail is that the ancestors escaped from Victorian travelling
circuses. They kept a wide range of creatures in wooden cages on the
top of horse-drawn carts and went from town to town. It only took one
of the carts to topple over because it got too close to a ditch, or a
wheel broke, or such like and the animal in the cage was very likely to
escape.'
'Would that fit with the leopards being more likely to be black
than normal pigmentation?'
'Seems reasonable. But no way to prove it now.'
'Let me know if you hear of any more sightings of out-of-place
big cats. I find this quite intriguing. And, until you said, I didn't
know there were such people as "cryptozoologists". Do they
have a society I could join?'
'Couldn't tell you if they have. Probably just use social media in this
day and age. But you keep me posted too, if news of any more
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sightings around here reaches you first. After all, you heard about the
lynx and the panther before I did.'
'Yes, Marko. I will.'
'But, as you know, right now I have to dash over to set up for the diving
training at the swimming baths. And I'm running tight on time yet
again.'
'Hope the training session goes as well as usual, Marko. See
you here again next Tuesday.'
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The stockcheck
The Management was sitting in his office and chatting to the Property
Manager over their ‘trademark’ mugs of black coffee and strong tea
respectively. It was well into September, the kids were back at school,
and the tourist season was winding down after what had been a
generally successful summer. Although the success was, they agreed,
in large part because of Marko’s ability to solve any number of
unexpected problems when trying to schedule services. The
Management resolved to thank him generously when they next crossed
paths.
The Management was feeling quite relaxed as the annual stock check
had been completed nearly a week ago and so the auditors could soon
finalise the accounts. Always a major milestone to have passed in the
course of each year. Although there had never been anything more
than some ‘honest errors’ in the figures sent to the auditors. Frankly, the
Management and the Property Manager were chatting over the
chances of getting some time off during early October – it was
important they didn’t take leave together, as the Property Manager was
the designated deputy for the Management – and were swapping notes
on suitable places to go for an autumn break. The Management was
waxing decidedly lyrically about Northumberland when the Property
Manager managed to interrupt him and said she fancied somewhere
much warmer, such as Cairo.
She stopped mid-sentence when there was a gentle knock on the door.
But no one strode in. ‘Come on in,’ called out the Management in a
friendly tone of voice.
‘So sorry for interrupting,’ said the slightly concerned-looking part-time
Finance Manager. ‘But I thought you might want to know that the
auditors want to check on stocks in the gift shop. Seems there’s been a
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Eaton St Torpid station after dusk. The General Manager and the
Property Manager have offices on the first floor.
Marko once referred to them, in their presence, as 'The General' and
'The Prop'. But only the once, as he had to come back for his nose in
the morning. So to speak. The gist of the latter's response was that she
was happy to be called 'The PM' but was nobody's prop... And she
also also made Marko aware that calling someone a General when
they're not is also bad form.
large number of books that have been ordered and delivered but, so far
as they can tell, nothing like as many have been sold. And they’re not
showing on the stockcheck figures.’
Before the Management could reply, the Property Manager asked ‘Any
idea how many we’re talking about?’
The Finance Manager looked surprised that the Property Manager had
responded when she’d been looking at the Management all the time
she’d been speaking. She continued to look at the Management to see
if she should answer.
‘Why do you ask?’ the Management said to the Property Manager.
‘Because I’ve been meaning to get someone in to check the
floor in the stock room. Remember when we restored that
goods shed there was rather a lot of rotten timber holding up
the loading dock? And it’s the loading dock which is used as
the store room. Hopefully all the repairs mean it’s still hunky
dory. But the thought of lots of books on less than perfect floor
joists gets a little interesting.’
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‘Oh, the auditors thought it might only be two or three thousand
books. And, of course,’ continued the Finance Manager, ‘they might
not be there. Either they’ve been sold or there been some serious
shrinkages.’
‘Shrinkages’ was a nebulous term suggesting either customers or staff
had carelessly damaged stock, or the stock had been careless enough
to wander off the premises without going near the till.
‘When are the auditors hoping to visit?’ asked the Property Manager.
‘Well, they would like to come this afternoon if possible. James could
get here for two. But later if necessary.’ The Finance Manager
continued, ‘But he did say it would be better if the person who did the
stock check wasn’t aware of the visit in advance.’
‘Yes, I see,’ the Management contributed to the conversation, and
paused to dwell on the possibility the shop manager could have
created a fraudulent stock report. Although, knowing her as he did, his
natural inclination was to think this situation was down to
incompetence. The Property Manager had once referred to the shop
manager as ‘nice but useless’ and he had to admire her for a very neat
character assassination. The shop manager had got the job almost by
default when the previous, rather good, shop manager had retired and
they couldn’t recruit anyone more suitable. But any claims to have the
right skill set for the role were certainly a prime instance of mis-selling.
While the Management was briefly mulling over the developments, the
Property Manager was already in detailed discussions with the Finance
Manager. ‘That’s fine,’ the Property Manager said, ‘I’ll phone the shop
manager and tell her I’m bringing someone along to work out the best
way to survey the timbers under the floor of the stock room for rot. That
way she’ll know we need to access the stock room this afternoon, but
not have any clue as to the real reason why. So warn James he’s going
to be a surveyor for the duration. Although only a trainee surveyor, so
he doesn’t need to know anything.’
Smiles all round. The Finance Manager simply said ‘Perfect.’ It was her
catch-phrase whenever anything had been agreed.
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The Management said, ‘If it’s OK with you both then if there is
anything untoward about the stocks then it might be a good idea if you
come back to my office afterwards.’
To which the Property Manager retorted ‘You’re joking!’ If there’s
anything “untoward” I’ll be on the phone and you can get your legs in
motion toot sweet and get yourself over to the stock room with
unaccustomed haste.’
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Two o’clock came and went without the Management getting
distracted from his conversation with Marko. Marko was the
Operations Manager but, among many other things, had to liaise with
the head of the workshop, Bill Wainwright, about maintaining and
repairing the rolling stock. Bill could be a bit difficult, especially when
it came to any changes to his plans and schedules. Strictly off the
record, Marko was passing on to the Management some helpful hints
about ‘getting on’ with Bill.
Then the phone rang. It was the Property Manager. ‘James and I are
very concerned about the state of the, ahmmm, floor.’ After a suitable
pause for emphasis she continued, ‘Could you get over here. With a
camera if possible. Though the camera on a phone would be good
enough.’
After offering his apologies to Marko, the Management strode over to
the gift shop. It was only downstairs and a few hundred yards away
from the station itself. The Property Manager was outside with the
smartly-dressed young accountant. ‘This is James. He’s the trainee
surveyor,’ the Property Manager said. Then continued in a much
quieter voice. ‘At least for this afternoon. He’s learning fast but just
don’t ask him any smart-arse questions about surveying. Right?’
‘Right,’ replied the Management. ‘ Can you give me some idea of the
“problem”?’
The Property Manager looked at James, who looked at both of them
before starting ‘Well, I can’t speak about the state of the floor. But
there’s in excess of two thousand more books in the stock room than
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have been declared on the stock report. And the rest of the stock report
appears to be a little, how can I say, “imaginative”?’
‘Can’t be more exact, I’m afraid,’ added the Property Manager. ‘The
whole place is a shit tip. I think you need to take lots of photos of the
state it’s in, in case there needs to be disciplinary proceedings.’
‘Oh, strewth!’ thought the Management, trying hard to mask any facial
expressions. ‘Nice but useless’ is one thing, but having to deal with
serious incompetence is never nice.
‘All I’ve told the shop manager so far,’ reported the Property
Manager, ‘is that the floor is creaking under the weight and we
need to get some of the floorboards up to check everything’s
sound.’
‘Is the floor creaking?’ enquired the Management.
‘Yes. But only when three people stand close to where the
books are. I think it would creak a lot more loudly if it was
about to fail,’ replied the Property Manager.
‘Very reassuring,’ responded the Management, in a tone of voice
which suggested he was anything but reassured. ‘Do we need to
arrange for the stock to be moved out?’ he continued.
‘Yes. But I hadn’t got as far as thinking where to. Any bright
ideas?’
‘Not off the top of my head,’ responded the Management.
‘OK, we’ll work on that later,’ was the Property Manager’s reply.
‘Onwards and upwards and all that. We can’t stand here all afternoon
chatting. Follow me into the stock room.’
The Property Manager turned towards the shop leaving the
Management and James to exchange glances behind her back. Which
included raised eyebrows. And wry smiles. The Management got the
impression that James had formed a good opinion of the Property
Manager in the short time since they’d met. Didn’t take anyone long to
come to that recognition, thought the Management.
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Cook books. More cook books. And yet more cook books. Between a
hundred and two hundred of each title. Maybe as many as thirty
different ones. ‘James thinks they’ve been bought in from a remainder
dealer so there’s little chance of them being on sale or return,’ the
Property Manager whispered as quietly as possible. On top of some of
the unopened cartons were a variety of guidebooks to the local area.
They’d been untidily dumped and several covers were dog-eared as a
result. In fact, a quick glance suggested that most of them were
damaged, and seemingly not because of careless customers. ‘These
used to be among the shop’s bestsellers. Why aren’t there any on the
shelves out in the shop?’ the Property Manager said, very sotto voce.
The shop manager was manning the till. Which meant that any
conversations in the stock room might carry to where she was
standing. So the three of them maintained the cover story of trying to
work out the best way to lift the floorboards, while moving stock
around and giving James a chance to quietly write down a list of what
seemed to be there, while the Management took photos as requested
by either James or the Property Manager. It was a bit physical but the
place actually looked less untidy after they had finished moving most
of the stock around.
It was rather dustier in the stock room than might be reasonably
expected so, in turn, they used the sink in the small kitchen area to
wash their hands. The Management was the last to swill his mitts.
‘Seems the U-bend might be partially blocked,’ he remarked to the
Property Manager.
As if to confirm she’d been listening all along, the shop manager’s
voice popped up. ‘Oh, it’s been like that for ages. Just make sure the
tap’s turned off properly. Else the sink overflows onto the floor. Makes
a right mess. Especially if it’s been dripping all night.’
‘And presumably the wet rot that causes is making a right mess of the
floor joists underneath too,’ let out the Property Manager faster than a
speeding bullet. ‘So we’ll need to lift this vinyl flooring to check what’s
under here as well.’
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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A few days later and the Property Manager popped her head around
the door of the Management’s office. ‘Just been thinking,’ she said.
Always an ominous remark thought the Management, who smiled as
sweetly as he could.
‘Our shop manager has a hand in arranging stocks in the shop part of
The Alex,’ stated the Property Manager. ‘It’s so there’s some sort of
collaboration rather than out-and-out competition. I’m just wondering
if Cynthia has got more cook books than she knows what to do with…‘
‘Oh dear! I hope not,’ replied the Management. ‘Tell you what. I rather
fancy one of their café’s fancy pastries for my elevenses. Would you
care to join me? Assuming Cynthia’s manning her fortress today.
Perhaps we should phone to check.’
The Management was fully aware that the arts centre was in no way
like a fortress. But Cynthia herself could provide all the ‘fortifications’
needed to defend it, if push came to shove. Not a woman he’d ever
found easy to get on with, least of all if there was the slightest
disagreement.
The coffee and pastries were up to the usual high standard. Afterwards
the Management and the Property Manager wandered as nonchalantly
as possible over to Cynthia.
‘Oh, gawd, yes!’ was her response. ‘The bloody cook books. Seems
your shop manager reads nothing but naff cook books. And thinks
everyone else should too. I had to tell her several times that just
because we have a caff then it doesn’t mean all our customers are
budding Delia Smiths. Or Gordon Effing Ramsays. Or whoever. She’s
insistent that she’s selling these books. But I’m not sure she
understands that stocking something isn’t the same as selling it. “It’s
only worth stocking if people buy it” I’ve said to her many times, but
I’m not sure she gets it.
’As I understand, they come from a remainder dealer who gives her a
good price if she takes several hundred. Oystercatcher Books I think
they trade as. Whoever runs their sales desk has clearly got her down
as a sucker.’
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Well, thought the Management, seems Cynthia understands more
about retail than our shop manager. But if you run an art gallery, I
suppose you need to be pretty good at the selling side of things just to
stay in business.
There followed a broader discussion about whether the railway’s shop
manager was, in all other respects, keeping the two shops in some sort
of ‘harmony’. Seems the shop manager wasn’t keen on stocking the
work of local craftspeople, such as Sal the potter, but Cynthia had no
worries as she said she just dealt with the artists direct.
But the Management turned to the Property Manager and commented
that perhaps they needed to check why such crafts were no longer on
offer in the railway’s shop. ‘I just assumed that the makers couldn’t
keep up with demand,’ said the Management, ‘as they are quite a big
part of the shop’s turnover.’
‘Or were, if they’ve all been discontinued by the manager,’ responded
the Property Manager.
‘Might be one reason why takings are down by over a third compared
to last year, despite at least as many visitors,’ replied the Management.
Turning to Cynthia he said, ‘Clearly all this is in strict confidence. But
I’m well aware that your business and the railway are rather joined at
the hip. So if our shop manager says or does anything which you think
I might be interested in knowing, then I’d be most grateful for a phone
call or whatever. Indeed, I’d always be happy to come and check on
the quality of the Danish pastries if that helps start a conversation. Rest
assured I won’t say or do anything which drops you in it in any way.’
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
James issued a memo which attempted to re-value the stock at the
shop. He suggested that nothing need change as most of the stock
which hadn’t been declared on the shop manager’s stock check should
be written off. So the actual value of the stock as originally listed was
about right. But the shop manager did need to be told that future stock
checks must list what was there as it was for the accountants to decide
what – if anything – should be written off because there could be tax
advantages from deferring any write-down to a later tax year.
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Wouldn't be a gift shop if
it didn't sell fridge
magnets, would it?

The Management and the Property Manager had several discussions
about the best way forward. The stock room needed to be much, much
tidier and cleaner. And the next stock check needed to be done
correctly. And then there was the rather tricky issue of why the
turnover had dropped so significantly. Yes, the shop manager had
unilaterally stopped re-ordering from local craftspeople as ‘They didn’t
make the sort of things that customers might want’. Which, translated,
seemed to be, ‘They didn’t make the sort of things that she herself
might want.’
As ever, the Property Manager was the first to make a constructive
suggestion. ‘I’m genuinely going to go ahead with checking the floor
timbers. Especially after the insight into the frequent overflows from the
sink. I’ve had that sorted, by the way. Too many coffee grounds from
whoever uses a cafetière. There’s now a notice which says “Coffee
grounds must go in the bin not down the sink” – I put it up myself. And

Campbell's Soap. It's
north-west Norfolk –
everywhere sells lavender
toiletries. Just get over it.
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at the bottom it says ‘By order of the MGT’. Hope you approve of my
obscure intertextual reference.’
‘If I knew what an “intertextual reference” was then no doubt it would
have my full approval,’ the Management responded cagily.
The Property Manager simply ignored the Management’s ignorance.
‘What I’ll do is arrange for a couple of hefty volunteers to move the
stock around for the surveyor. And, more importantly, put it back in a
neat and tidy order, with all the dust hoovered up. I’ll be supervising
the volunteers, not “Slack Alice” the shop manager. And, with the
agreement of our accountant, I’m inclined to put most of the cook
books in a skip and send them off for recycling.’
‘You and I can then make a visit to “inspect” and pass comment on
how much better it all is,’ the Property Manager continued. ‘I’ll get
either our Finance Manager or even James to give me some sort of
analysis of what’s been selling before and after since the former shop
manager retired. Maybe that way we can see why this last season’s
turnover was duff. Strongly suspect it’s the lack of the local crafts and
local guide books.’
‘I wonder if we ask Sal, the potter, if she can shed any light?’
responded the Management. ‘Her work used to be in our shop,
although it seems now only her own “Emporium” and The Alex have
her work.’
‘Good thinking. You’re in line to be promoted to a batman if you keep
this up,’ was the Property Manager’s irreverent retort.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Sal simply shrugged and said that the shop manager had told her there
seemed little point in the railway’s gift shop stocking her pots when
Sal’s ‘Emporium’ was only a few hundred yards away.
‘But you aren’t able to keep your “Emporium” open all the time there’s
visitors, unlike the railway’s shop,’ observed the Management.
‘Yes, that’s true of course,’ observed Sal. ‘And before the previous
manager retired then I sold almost as much work through the railway’s
shop as I did myself. I know the shop gets a discount, and all that, but
it was still an important part of my income at the time.’
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Over one of their mid-morning mugs of black coffee or strong tea the
Management and the Property Manager came to the same
understanding about the shop manager. Yes, there were good enough
reasons to issue a written warning. But nevertheless it seemed unfair
when both of them – and add Cynthia at The Alex to that remark –
realised the shop manager clearly needed more supervision to be able
to do her job effectively. Without any prompting, the Property Manager
took on the role of being her ‘mentor’, with the intention of offering
subtle suggestions rather than out-and-out demands.
Clearly if the obsession with ordering cook books manifested again
then something less subtle was needed. But the Property Manager felt
sure she could get across the difference between selling and stocking.
Though she needed to bring the Finance Manager ‘on board’ to get
there. The shop manager may have avoided a written warning. But in
future all order numbers for the shop would be issued by the Finance
Manager, who would want to know the full details. And be expected to
consult with either the Property Manager or the Management if
anything didn’t match up to her idea of ‘Perfect’.
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Sir Henry’s bequest
The Property Manager and the management had just completed an
‘informal’ visit to the railway’s gift shop. The manager was still rather
grumpy about all ‘her’ cook books being taken away in a skip for
pulping, and continued to whinge about needing to get order numbers
from the Finance Officer every time she ordered stock. The Property
Manager had rather pointedly remarked that ‘It seemed the least
intrusive way to prevent serious problems arising again.’ The manager
had never been told that if this arrangement had not been devised then
she would have been given a final written warning.
Things were, at least for the time being, all on an even-keel. But the
Management did find it tricky to bite his tongue in these situations and
was very grateful for the Property Manager’s ability to find the right
words by way of response. Mostly to turn the corner after a tricky few
minutes he suggested to the Property Manager that it might be
necessary to do some quality control on the Danish pastries at the art
centre’s café.
If nothing else the short stroll from the railway’s gift shop to The Alex
was pleasant exercise, at least when the weather was as mild and calm
as today. It was not as if the time was ‘wasted’ – the two could talk over
all sorts of matters while walking, especially the more discrete one’s
which were best discussed without any risk of someone being within
earshot.
And it was just such a matter which the management wanted to raise.
‘Have you been in touch with Hubert lately?’ he enquired.
‘Yes, only a couple of weeks ago. Still strange, to put it mildly.
Bit beyond even “Normal for Norfolk”.’
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‘”Harmless but unusual” I seem to recall one of relations warning us.’
‘That’s preferable to his loathsome nephew Gerald telling me –
clearly with great personal satisfaction – that one of Hubert’s
pastimes was to lie naked on the lawn in a northerly direction
revealing the badly-tattooed Roman numerals of a clock-face
tattooed around his private parts. According to Gerald, if
Hubert thought about Jean Harlow he could tell the time with
astounding accuracy.’
There was a short pause while the management absorbed this familial
insight. ‘Well I’m not sure that I would believe Gerald in almost any
situation. The one he told me was that Hubert’s claim to fame is always
trying to be a gentleman. So he offered his seat to a lady. In a public
lavatory.’
‘And I assume this wasn’t because the lady accidentally
wandered into the gents.’
‘I assume not. But didn’t ask.’
‘Best not to, eh? But Hubert seems to have settled in to the
“assisted accommodation” the executor of his brother’s estate
arranged. Though I get the impression that the staff who do the
assisting are somewhat unsettled by their resident.’
‘They should count their blessings,’ retorted the management with a bit
of a grin. ‘At least they didn’t have the pleasure of assisting his late
older brother.’
In truth, the management had never needed to speak with Sir Henry.
It had fallen upon the Property Manager to deal with him. The railway
was still at a formative stage and small strips of land needed to be
acquired to restore the trackbed or provide access – sometimes only for
the duration of the trackbed restoration. Predictably, the railway did
not have the financial resources to acquire the land or even the
wayleave. But the Property Manager had worked out that most of land
owners involved saw the advantages of having the railway up and
running so advantageous ‘deals’ were usually fairly easy to set up. In
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all honesty, in pre-Beeching days almost all this land had been part of
the railway and had simply been ‘snaffled’ back, by fair means or
otherwise, in recent decades.
Sir Henry’s estate included several of these small parcels of land. None
of which had been re-acquired legally. Or, if they had, no supporting
documentation had survived. Even by his generally rather
commendable solicitors.
To say that Sir Henry had a very irascible temperament would describe
him only an improbably good day. Almost certainly, the Property
Manager soon concluded, he had not been remotely sober for several
decades. But the Property Manager played him at his own game and
matched his ‘bluster’ almost to the same extent – while avoiding
sharing his more colourful vocabulary and frequent xenophobic or
misogynic turns of phrase.
‘Did I ever tell you that once when Sir Henry and I were trading
rude remarks like troopers – and he had all the Officers’ Mess
banter off to a tee, unsurprisingly after his career in the Tank
Corps – he invited me to join one of their bridge-playing nights.
Or it might have been canasta or rummy.’
‘Did you ever take him up?’
‘Not likely! I don’t think my liver would ever be the same
again. I just told him I was hopeless at card games but I’d take
him on at chess if he liked.’
‘And?’
‘I don’t think chess was one of his interests. Not that anyone
could play well with his customary state of inebriation.’
‘Was this when he put you in contact with his legal team?’
‘No. He never put me in touch with anyone. I made contact
with his solicitors myself. Though it’s true I told everyone at the
railway that Sir Henry had put me on to them.’
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‘Yes, that’s how I recall you saying.’
‘Not that such a scenario was ever likely to happen. But it
sounded better. What did happen was that by the time the
documents for the land to be gifted to the railway had been
drawn up for Sir Henry to sign, the solicitors were also trying to
get him to revise his will. He’d fallen out with everyone in his
family and wanted to disinherit them. “Give it all to Bovington
Tank Museum” had been the gist of his instructions.’
‘More probably a version of the sentence with f–‘s and b–‘s included,’
observed the management.
‘No doubt. His solicitors knew this would be contested by the
family… ‘
‘Quite rightly.’
‘… so were keen to get Sir John to agree to something more
realistic.’
‘But surely a will which bequeathed everything to the railway was
likely to be contested too?’
‘Which is why the solicitors and I had a long chat. Mr Barm
realised that Sir Henry had spoken of me as someone who
knew what I was doing – well, no doubt the original utterance
had some b–‘s and f–‘s in it – and so just might be able to get
some sense from Sir Henry. So we worked out a cunning plan.
Which just happened to benefit the railway instead of the tank
museum.’
‘So that very generous bequest was all because you, shall we say,
“dealt with Sir Henry” in a way which endeared you to him?’
‘Well all it took was the right sort of banter. To be honest it’s
fun trading insults with a very experienced and battle-hardened
trooper,’ said the Property Manager with a big but rather wry
smile.
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‘Did he actually serve during the war in the tank regiment?’
‘Seemingly not during the Second World War. If I understand
correctly he did see active service in Korea and a few other
places “east of Aden”. But it was, shall we say, difficult to cut
through the booze and the BS.’
‘Can image. What I can’t begin to imagine is being inside one of those
machines when the weather outside is decidedly hot and there’s a real
risk of being attacked by the enemy. Little or no chance of getting out
alive. Would drive anyone to drink if they did.’
‘I guess what really gets to such soldiers is seeing the mortal
remains of fellow soldiers who “fried in action”, if I’m allowed
an insensitive pun. Especially if they were friends.’
‘Doesn’t bear thinking about. Would explain Sir Henry’s fondness for
drink. PTSD hadn’t been invented when he was demobbed. But going
back to Hubert, I’m still not sure why the railway is responsible for his
ongoing welfare.’
‘Simple. Mr Barm was firmly of the opinion that any challenge
to a new will from Gerald or Ralph was most unlikely to stand
ground as they were in such deep disgrace with Sir Henry there
had long been a codicil to the previous will disinheriting them.
So he wanted Sir Henry’s will to simply state that the railway
would get the house and the land. I did say that given Sir
Henry’s prevailing insobriety then he probably wouldn’t notice
that it said Whittlecreek and Eaton St Torpid Heritage Railway
and not Bovington Tank Museum.’
‘What did Mr Barm say?’
‘I don’t think he did. I seem to recall he just smiled
enigmatically and moved on. What he suggested was that if the
railway signed an agreement in advance that, in the event of Sir
Henry’s death, some of the bequest would be placed in a trust
to look after Hubert and any other dependants still alive then
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there needn’t be a more complicated will which Sir Henry
would never agree to.’
‘Smart thinking by that solicitor. But it’s not how it worked out. The
railway didn’t get the house and the land. We only got the money.
Though rather a lot of it. I dread to think how we’d have got things
moving so quickly without his inheritance.‘
The two of them had almost reached the front door of The Alex. But
the Property Manager stopped before speaking.
‘Well strictly the railway did inherit the house and the land. But
after Sir Henry had drunk his last barrel of whisky, or whatever
his final tipple might have been, I had a chat to Mr Barm, who
– predictably enough – was the executor of the will. We agreed
that the railway didn’t need a county house needing vast
amounts of restoration, nor the garden with all the
maintenance. And least of all we didn’t want to manage
several hundred acres of dubious farmland in the hope of
making any income.
'So, even before probate had been granted, the ever-discrete
Kempton’s estate agents had offered the property quietly to
people on their books. The price they got for the land was what
might be expected, although they didn’t do so well with the
house. But it was a whole lot better than using up my time
managing a near-ruin when I had enough to do sorting out
several of the railway’s own lesser near-ruins.’
‘Indeed.’ Another pause while the management allowed these
revelations to sink in. ‘But, as the most senior member of the railway’s
management shouldn’t I have been involved in all this at the time?’
‘Seems not,’ smiled the Property Manager. ‘As the railway
didn’t own any of this property while Sir Henry was still alive,
it was not a matter for the railway’s management. After all, Sir
Henry’s will could have been drawn up without anyone from
the railway being aware. And, as the preparatory agreement
related to matters which a Property Manager might reasonably
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be delegated to deal with, then it was all above board if there
was only my signature on the relevant document.
'And the house and land had already been sold by the time
probate was granted, so the railway simply got all the dosh, less
what was needed to sustain Hubert's mortal coil.’
‘Hmmmm. Smart moves as well as smart thinking.’
‘I fully accept that it would be “good governance” for the sale
of the house and land to have the approval of the trustees. But
no one in their right mind would have objected. And Mr Barm
and myself needed to move quickly. I did check that there’s
nothing in the railway’s constitution which prevents the
management team from making “operational decisions”. Even
ones involving unusually large sums of income… ‘
‘Perhaps “good governance” ought to include reviewing our
constitution – or at least our management procedures – to put a limit
on managerial “freelancing”. I’ll add it to the bottom of my job list.’
‘Just in case you were wondering – although you seem to have
got yourself side-tracked by burying things at the bottom of
your “to do” list – Mr Barm and myself, in my “private
capacity” are the trustees of Hubert’s trust fund. Sadly Sir
Henry’s wife, Florrie, died before him so the provisions for her
welfare instead came to the railway.
'So, before this moment, the railway management was not even
aware this trust fund existed. And has no need to remain aware,
if you don’t mind my suggesting. Though as and when Hubert
permanently joins his mystical friends on other planes, the
residue of his trust will be gifted to the railway.’
‘Hmm. Yet more smart moves and what may well be smart thinking.’
‘It’s all right, I haven’t made a habit of what you deem
“freelancing”. But just think. If the deal had gone sour and
Ralph or Gerald had contested things then the railway
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The Primitive Methodist
Chapel, Eaton St Torpid,
prior to conversion to
'The Alex'

management had perfect deniability. I’d have got the sack and
whoever was left standing could then sort out the
consequences with completely clean hands. And as the house
and land had been sold and the railway quickly spent most of
the money, then any contest to the will would have won
nothing back.’
‘Well I’m rather glad things didn’t work out that way. But it does
explain why the railway owns Hubert’s flat. I’d never really understood
before. Makes sense.’
‘We can’t stand outside The Alex all day gawping at the door.
I thought we came here to test out the pastries!’
‘Yes, yes! Just taking my time to digest what you’ve just told me.’
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Fount of all knowledge
Marko was sitting back listening to Bill talking. And wondering if Bill,
against all the odds, had found himself a lady friend. Not that he’d
mentioned anyone. And such a woman would have to be very special
indeed to cope with Bill’s meticulous adherence to his daily and
weekly routines. But seemingly someone was bringing changes to Bill’s
life.
But perhaps Marko was being a bit too hard on his colleague and
Tuesday evening drinking companion – although Marko himself
predictably only sipped non-alcoholic ginger beer.
But Bill had indeed changed his routine. At least on one Thursday a
month. And quite radically too. Not only was he going to the monthly
meetings of the Eaton St Torpid and District Local History Society –
itself a major innovation – but, because their meetings took place in
the waiting room of the railway’s station at Eaton which was just along
from the Jackdaw Works where Bill was workshop manager, he didn’t
catch the bus home to Brindlecliffe after work then another bus back to
get to the meeting.
Instead of eating his evening meal at home, Bill was buying fish and
chips from near the seafront then walking along the prom for a while.
Marko didn’t like to think whether this would become an unvarying
part of his routines even in the winter when even a short walk on the
promenade would be challenging.
Anyway, seems the history group’s talk the previous Thursday had
filled Bill with enthusiasm and new-found awareness about the twelfth
century churches and carvings of north-west Norfolk. From what Bill
had said the society’s speaker finder had noticed that there was to be
an exhibition about Romanesque carvings at The Alex so had booked
something of an expert on the subject to give a talk.
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Now there were several things about Bill which Marko admired. One
was his ability to recall conversations in almost exact detail. And it
seemed he had the same ability to recall talks with the same precision.
Listening to Bill was, Marko mused, like being there but without the
photos on the screen. But seemingly it wasn’t the appearances of things
which most appealed to Bill, but the overall context. That too, Marko
realised, was quintessentially Bill.
Truth to tell, Marko was learning fast too. He nodded and went ‘Yes’ in
all the right places so Bill kept up what was to all intents and purposes
a monologue.
‘Norfolk possessed over seventy religious houses in the twelfth
century, a surprising large number, even allowing for Norfolk
being a bigger county than most. All the major ones were
monastic foundations. So, apart from the cathedral, they were
sold after the Reformation in the sixteenth century and became
ruins or completely disappeared. One of the ruins is the
Cluniac priory near here at Castle Acre.
'One of the few Romanesque parish churches – so nonmonastic – to have survived more or less intact, although
heavily restored, is the one at Friars Ambling.’
Marko leant forward – this was where the railway was planned to
extend to connect with a short section of two-foot gauge track at a
proposed sand mining museum. But Bill didn’t speak any more about
Friars Ambling.
‘Did you know Marko that quite a large number of
Romanesque carvings have survived?’
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Two twelfth century fonts in Norfolk.
Left: Sculthorpe. Right: Castle Rising.
Marko shook his head – for once Bill was looking towards him, though
avoiding making eye contact.
‘Among the most common are fonts. Most of these in Norfolk
are square or basin-shaped and only rarely decorated, always
with low-relief arcading. But here in the north-west of the
county, there are several which are much more sculptural.
Rather rustic depictions of Old and New Testament scenes can
be identified, as can the Labours of the Months. Back then
there must have been something quite special about the
churches hereabouts, although it’s not at all clear what or why.
‘But what I hadn’t fully realised before is that, although
Norfolk’s geology is complex and quite varied, there is no
freestone. Anything suitable for carving into a font would need
to be sent by boat from as far away as Ancaster, Barnack or
Clipsham. Indeed, it may have been easier to ship from Caen in
Normandy. Either way it would have been very pricey.
‘Well Marko, I suppose the reason I wasn’t aware of the
absence of freestone is because in this corner of Norfolk there
are some passable building stones. There’s the distinctive
‘gingerbread’-colour carstone which forms a narrow deposit
running south from here in Brindlecliffe.
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‘Another Lower Cretaceous deposit, but of grey quartzite,
provided most of the stone for Friar’s Ambling castle. And
there’s a ferruginous conglomerate which can be used for
rubble walls.
‘The only stone from around here suitable for carving is the
more solid chalk known as clunch. But this can only be used
inside churches as it quickly weathers.’
Marko could empathise with Bill. This was indeed exciting and
insightful. At least to people like Bill and himself. Bill took a sip of his
beer and resumed the conversation at a slight tangent
‘By the way, Marko, I’ve been intending to ask you what you
know about the paranormal vigils at Friars Ambling. Seems the
chap who is custodian there has been running several of them.
He goes by the nickname of ‘”Norman Castle” because his first
name is indeed Norman and the ruins are twelfth century. But
don’t ask me what his surname really is as I don’t know, other
than it’s not “Castle”.’
‘No, that would be a fine example of an aptronym if ever there was!
Yes, I’ve met Norman twice now since we’ve been trying to plan for
the railway extension to Friars Ambling. I’m blowed if I can remember
his surname either. To be honest all Norman has said to me about the
vigils is that he gets good results during these vigils every time. And lots
more than the usual “orbs”. Even “phantom voices” on an old-school
Revox reel-to-reel tape deck. Seems a really interesting chap.'
Marko continued ‘I know the Property Manager is still trying to sort out
how best to link up between our plans for railway halt, the two-foot
gauge line to the proposed sand mine museum, and the existing ticket
office and shop for the Friars Ambling ruins. She wants make sure the
railway gets space for a café on “our land” and not on theirs. But of
course it’s not “our land” unless they release it. And probably wouldn’t
release it if they suspected we wanted to build a café.’
‘I think that’s just the sort of tangle that the Property Manager
finds most interesting. But that might prove to be a tricky one,
even for her.’
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‘Well, in this case she’s already said she does need help. Or so it
seems. I’ve been drawn into it to come up with “operational” reasons
to acquire enough land for a run-around loop and siding. In the event
we won’t need a siding so can use the space for the café.’
‘Was that your idea or hers?’
‘Well a bit of both. The PM asked if I could come up with some
plausible scenarios. The most obvious one is a run-around loop. And I
can easily justify a siding to park a spare loco in case one breaks
down.’
Bill frowned. Clearly this remark had rankled him. Rather too
emphatically he said
‘Well the locomotives don’t break down very often Marko.
When Nellie had a problem with the cylinder lubrication two
weeks ago it was because the driver hadn’t followed
instructions. He was told the Silvertown mechanical lubricator
was playing up and needed priming with oil at the start of every
trip. Seems he just forgot. So the motion ceased up.
‘It was only because you said you couldn’t run to schedule
without Nellie I rather reluctantly allowed her to continue in
use rather than spend a few hours replacing the seal. I make
sure we always have spares as that design of automatic
lubricator is prone to leaks. It’s much easier than re-bushing the
motion. As you know that took several days.’
Marko was well aware this was a touchy point. And Bill was right to
stand his ground.
‘If only the loco driver had remembered! I wouldn’t have been faced
with the job of persuading the charabanc driver to come in on his day
off and drive the old bus over to rescue the passengers. He has to be
the most cantankerous of all the people involved in the railway.
I wonder why he even keeps the job if he dislikes it so much? Took me
longer on the phone to sweet talk him to coming in than it did for him
to drive to where Nellie was stuck.’
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Nellie on a good day just after leaving Whittlecreek station hauling
the 'Lazybeach Special' towards Eaton St Torpid.
‘Must admit he’s not someone I have any dealings with. But I
do recall at least two people saying his way of welcoming
passengers on board the charabanc was unusually abrupt.’
‘Anyway Bill, back to Norman “Castle”. I’ve now done some sketches
of the track layout so I’ll see if the PM wants to pop over for a meeting.
If so I should get a chance to natter with him about the other matters –
he’s a fount of fascinating facts. Though I can’t promise it will be
before we meet up again next week.’
‘No Marko, there’s no urgency. I am just curious. And as you
mentioned it, I do hope the two-foot gauge line does get the goahead fairly soon. I rather look forward to the workshop
making some simple rolling stock to run on it. Three-foot gauge
is, as you know, even more interesting. But two-foot gauge
projects would be ideal for the less experienced members of
the workshop. And we do need to pass the skills on – we’re all
getting older. But there is no way anyone could gain all the
expertise quickly. There has to be lots of training
opportunities.’
‘Well I’m pleased to hear you have younger folk willing to learn.
Perhaps you should explain this to the management when you next
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have a meeting. I doubt if he’s realised that the two-foot sand mine
project could benefit an “apprenticeship scheme”.’
‘Oh Marko, it’s not an official apprenticeship scheme, the sort
where you get government grants.’
‘Well if there’s money available then perhaps we should offer it as an
official apprenticeship scheme. Do you think that would work?’
Bill didn’t answer. Marko realised it because Bill was thinking that
through. ‘Well, if you think it would work,’ Marko continued, ‘then it’s
definitely something to discuss with the top brass.’
Marko stood up to take his glass back to the bar. Bill knocked back the
last inch or so of his beer and also stood up. ‘Marko, it’s always good
to chat with you on Tuesday evening sessions. I hope your underwater
training at the baths goes as well as usual. I’m sure it will.’
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Parrots of the Giant’s Causeway
Marko had left the office in plenty of time for his weekly meet up with
Bill. The plan was to clear out any hitherto unread emails over a
coffee. But, for once, there was already a couple sitting on the far side
of the bar. And, as they turned round to see who had entered, it was
clearly Cynthia from The Alex and Tony Gumley, the sculptor.
Tony smiled and said, ‘Just when we thought we’d got the place to
ourselves… What brings you here Marko?’
‘Just my usual Tuesday evening meet up with Bill Wainwright before I
go off to the baths to set up for the underwater training session. More
to the point, what brings you two here? Not your usual hang out.’
Cynthia curtly said that ‘The sooner the cricketers who took over the
Station Inn get bowled out the better.’
‘Know exactly what you mean,’ responded Marko ruefully. This was
the pub little more than a stone’s throw from his office. In the summer
it was too full of tourists, but was had been a handy watering hole in
the ‘off season’. It was also an easy stroll from The Alex too.
After ordering himself a coffee from the bar he took up Tony’s
invitation to join them. While he had been at the bar Cynthia had
started – or maybe resumed – making a series of rather derogatory
remarks about Yorkshire people and their tendency to be tight with
their pennies.
‘You’d better be careful there,’ Marko interrupted. ‘I’m from God’s
Own County myself.’
‘Ah no you’re not!’ retorted Cynthia. ‘I distinctly remember you saying
you were born in Middlesbrough. You’re just picking an argument! Or
is that just Smoggies’ way of being friendly?’
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Marko smiled. He hadn’t heard ‘Smoggies’ for a long time. It was
generally only used by fans of opposing football teams.
'You lookin' at me? I am indeed from Middlesbrough. And that makes
me a Yorkshireman. By ‘eck it does that!’ Allowing a short pause for
emphasis Marko continued ‘Apart from between 1974 and 1996, when
it was part of Cleveland, then Middlesbrough has been part of the
North Riding. Though strictly since 1996 it’s been a unitary authority
within Yorkshire.’
‘Bloody counties which keep moving about!’ Cynthia retorted with
what may have been mock anger. Or may have been more genuine.
‘Why didn’t they just keep the old ones? Most of the ones created in
1974 – like Cleveland and Humberside and Avon – were cast into the
oblivion they came from little more than twenty years later.’
‘Isn’t that area also known as Catherine Cookson country?’ enquired
Tony, attempting to defuse some of Cynthia’s ire.
‘No, Tony,’ replied Marko in a friendly voice. ‘I know why you’re
confused. But that’s just to the north – the area officially known as
South Tyneside. Middlesbrough is however in Captain Cook country,
according to the road signs.
‘In Ant and Dec money I’m a celeb,’ continued Marko enigmatically.
‘One of my mates at school lived in the cottage next door to the church
where Captain Cook was baptised, and a couple of hundred yards or
so from the site of the tiny cottage in which he was born.'
‘Didn’t know that Captain Cook was a real person,’ remarked Cynthia.
‘I thought Robert Louis Stevenson invented him for Treasure Island.’
Tony and Marko both broke into loud laughter. Cynthia looked
bemused. Tony was the first to regain his composure and looked to
Marko and said ‘A little knowledge is a dangerous thing.’ Turning to
Cynthia he simply said ‘Wrong captain. Wrong story. Wrong author.’
As Cynthia still didn’t seem to twig, Marko helped out by saying ‘Ah,
that’ll be the same Captain Hook as the one who captained the English
Test Cricket team – you know, Tony, Captain Alastair Hook.’ More
guffaws from the two chaps and Cynthia still looking bemused. And
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then the lights came on in her eyes. ‘Oh, yes, it was Captain Hook in
Treasure Island,’ she confidently stated.
This time Tony and Marko could hardly contain themselves. Eventually
Marko was able to say ‘I think I’d better ask Tinker Bell to have a little
word with you Cynthia,’ at which Tony laughed even more before
asking ‘Is Captain Alastair Hook also from Teesside Marko?’
Rather sternly Cynthia said ‘Well I’ve no idea what you find so funny,
but I do know that Alastair Cook – Sir Alastair Cook – is from
Gloucestershire.’
Quick as lightning, Tony said ‘Oh, not much difference. That’s just
south-west Teesside to anyone from up there isn’t it Marko?’ To which
Marko replied, ‘Careful old chap, that could be fighting talk if anyone
from the Teesside Liberation Army is in earshot. You’ll be reassured to
know I was never a paid-up member of the TLA.’
‘Hey – I’ll have you know that back in the late 70s I was a member of
the Front for the Liberation of East Anglia – otherwise known as the
FLEAs – which had its own flag. Though in truth I think they just
adopted one designed at the end of the nineteenth century for a bunch
of “exiles” in London.’
‘That’s the one with three crowns in a blue shield on a St George's
cross isn’t it?’ asked Marco. ‘We were thinking of flying it from
flagpoles at the stations. But seems it’s a bit contentious because of the
St George cross.’
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Cynthia’s face revealed that she felt well left out of the banter. ‘The
problem with you Marko is that you’re too much like a polymath.’
‘Poly Math?’ responded Tony. 'Wasn’t that the name of Long John
Silver’s parrot – the one who kept trying to divide eight into pieces?’
‘Well it might have been,’ deadpanned Marko, ‘ But it’s been dead –
and gone – a long time. It is no more.’
‘No! No!! And no!!!’ hammed up Cynthia. ‘I may have been naughty
but I don’t deserve you two doing the full Monty about dead parrots.
Enough’s enough for one evening.’
‘We’d better not mention Parrots of the Caribbean then had we
Marko?’ said Tony, winking at his comrade-at-arms. Any opportunity
to wind up Cynthia without her taking serious umbrage was always
worth the time and trouble.
‘No, certainly not, Tony,’ said Marko, smiling. ‘Why would someone
called Jack Sparrow have a parrot on his shoulder anyway?’
‘Captain Jack Sparrow, if you please,’ said Cynthia sternly. Even more
sternly she said ‘He didn’t have a parrot.’
‘Ah!’ said Tony theatrically, leaning back and looking up towards the
ceiling. ‘It all comes back to me now. The Parables of the Pirate’s
Parrot. You know them Marko – “The beak shall inherit the earth” and
“The parable of the three pieces of eight”. Can you remember any
more Marko?’
Marko said ‘Was one of them “Blessed are the parrot-seed vendors”?
Perhaps not. But I do remember at school we studied an old and really
long poem. It was written by a chap called Michael Drayton and called
The Curates of the Poly Olbion. It describes a parrot's journey through
England by successively sitting on the shoulders of numerous clergy.’
‘Is it just me,’ enquired Cynthia, ‘or has this conversation toppled a
long way the other side of being beyond ridiculous?’
At this point Bill Wainwright arrived. ‘Must be six o’clock exactly,’ said
Marko. ‘Good evening Bill. Get yourself a drink and join us. We were
just being entertained by Cynthia’s faultless knowledge of pirate
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captains.’ Tony broke into yet more laughter, briefly choking as he’d
just taken the last swig of beer from his glass.
In the event Cynthia and Tony opted to take their leave and make their
way to respective homes. So, as usual, Marko and Bill settled down for
a natter. Just for once Marko had taken up Bill’s offer of ‘another bottle
of pop’ – the non-alcoholic ginger beer he always drank while Bill
himself sipped his way though a pint of bitter.
In contrast to the manic humour of Tony versus Cynthia, Bill was at his
most obsessive. He’d just got his hands on a slim booklet published in
1983 called The Giant's Causeway, Portrush and Bush Valley Railway
and Tramway Company Limited. Bill brought the copy out of his
briefcase – something he didn’t usually bring to the Tuesday evening
meetings – and almost reverentially removed a protective brown
envelope.
Typical for such monographs about minor railways there was a
detailed account of the construction, the rolling stock and the
inevitable demise. And lots of old photographs, all in black and white.
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No.2 coach of the Giant's Causeway, Portrush and Bush Valley
Railway and Tramway. This vehicle has been restored and is
displayed in the Ulster Transport Museum, Cultra.
Bill kept apologising that he’d never realised that this had been one of
the few three-foot gauge railways in Britian, so was an exact match for
the Whittlecreek and Eaton St Torpid line. And, similarly, it ran along
the coast and most of its passengers were tourists. Though it has to be
said that the main attraction on the northern tip of Ulster was the
Bushmills whiskey distillery, something north-west Norfolk could not
match.
Bill drew his chair round so Marko could see the pages more easily.
Although famous as one of the first electric-powered tramways in the
country – and with its own hydroelectric generator at that – Bill’s
enthusiasm was for the two small steam locos in their protective
wooden ‘sheds’. And, more especially, for the fairly diminutive
coaches which were drawn by either the trams or the locos.
‘Marko, do you think there are any operational reasons to have
such a loco, or even a couple more coaches like these. I’ve no
idea if we could get the funding. But as you are well aware
children really like tram engines as they think they’re all called
“Toby”.’
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Sir Toby Persverence
Wickam – Whittlecreek
and Eaton St Torpid
Heritage Railway's
'coffee pot' boiler
single-cylinder steampowered track
maintenance vehicle.

‘But we have Sir Toby. Isn’t he more or less a tram engine?’ responded
Marko.
‘Well, in some ways yes. But Sir Toby is very much smaller and
wasn’t built to draw passenger coaches, just a lightweight
trailer carrying equipment for the permanent way team.
Whenever Sir Toby is used for shunting anything around the
workshop he’s just too light and there’s a real risk of
wheelspin.’
‘Thinking sideways for a moment, Bill. Although I know it’s out of
action at the moment awaiting a new drive chain and sprockets, but
our friends over at Etwell with the ten inch line have a very basic carengine powered loco in a simple wooden body designed to look like
“Toby the Tram Engine” from the railway stories series.’
Marko knew from previous experience that if he referred to the series
of books as the ‘Thomas the Tank Engine books’ then Bill’s ingrained
pedantry would correct him.
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‘And,’ he continued, ‘with all due respect to the steam locos and the
team which keep them running, there are times when for operational
reasons we need something which can get moving in a matter of
minutes and has enough ooomph to recover a steam loco and its
passengers. Waiting a couple of hours for a boiler to get up to steam
isn’t really an option.
‘Also there’s parts of the line where it could be tricky to get close
enough with the old charabanc. Which needs someone with a PCV
licence to drive it. Which, at least at the moment, narrows down the
options to one chap who may be able but is rarely willing.’
‘Well Marko,’ began Bill hesitantly. ‘I do understand why an
internal combustion powered locomotive could be helpful. But
they’re not really my thing – my experience is all with steam
locomotives.
'But there's every likelihood that some of workshop's
volunteers would be happy to utilise their knowledge of
repairing and modifying cars and make something suitable. It’s
not the sort of project where I would need to get closely
involved, so it could be almost entirely delegated.’
‘Well Bill. You’re obviously keen about this – and I also like the idea of
some extra carriages. Wouldn’t take me much time or effort to produce
a list of how they would help with operations, especially during the
quieter months. Though I have to say it would be a much shorter list if
the loco isn’t infernal combustion. Have you got the time to draw up a
bill of materials and an estimate of costs and time?’
Marko knew this was a rhetorical question. If Bill was too busy during
the working day – as he may well be – then he would simply work on
such a ‘pet project’ in the evenings.
Bill nodded to indicate he was in agreement, but seemingly already
working out things in his head.
‘That way,’ continued Marko, ‘you and I can put forward a proposal to
the management and see if we can get our hands on a bit more of next
year’s budget.
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‘And,’ Marko continued in a slightly more excited tone of voice, ‘try to
make the rolling stock look as near as possible like relevant vehicles on
the Giant’s Causeway line. That way I’m confident the marketing team
could promote this as a significant new development and bring in a
new mix of visitors. Though if I suggest we also need to have a replica
of the Giant’s Causeway and a whiskey distillery I doubt if I’ll be taken
seriously.’
‘No Marko. You won’t.’
‘Not even if the distillery also kept parrots?’ Marko threw in this remark
on a total whim, knowing Bill wouldn’t have the slightest idea why it
amused Marko himself.
‘I can see that your suggestion could help in several key ways,’
continued Marko enthusiastically. ‘In my mind’s eye I can already see
the bullet point PowerPoint presentation to the management:’
•

something new to promote

•

something with even more appeal to children

•

a instantly-available backup loco “just in case”

•

a loco easier and cheaper to operate in spring and autumn

‘And – last but most certainly not least… ‘
•

ideal for shunting around the workshop and carriage
sidings.

Bill looked towards Marko and smiled. Marko realised that Bill was
rarely given enough credit for what he had achieved for the railway
over the years. Quite right for him to feel appreciated.
‘We need to have another chat about this next week', Marko
continued. 'Or pop along to my office during working hours if you
prefer. But time to get myself into the deep end. At the baths.’
‘Yes, indeed Marko. Hope the training session goes well.’
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Hanging Day
Marko had no idea if Bill would arrive at six. Bill had been off work
yesterday and today but Marko didn't know what ailed his colleague.
Nor had any way to contact him at home – so far as Marko was aware,
Bill only used email on the computer in his office. But, knowing that
Bill was a stickler for doing exactly the same every weekday evening,
if Bill was well enough to stroll to the Le Strange Arms then he might
appear at the usual time. And would be more than a little miffed if
Marko wasn’t there.
Frankly, Marko thought, while I’ll be happy to see Bill if he turns up, if
he doesn’t then I’ll just crack on checking I’ve not missed any emails.
And, if necessary, read the Brindlecliffe ECHO! at a slower speed than
usual. I need to kill an hour or so before I go to set up for the
underwater training session at the swimming baths and the bar is as
good a place as any.
By five-past-six Marko had almost read the ECHO! and realised that
Bill was unlikely to appear. Only something as dramatic as hell
freezing over would make Bill late for a meeting. It was just the way he
was.
But a few moments later there was a draught as the outside door to the
bar was opened. But it wasn’t Bill. Instead a very grumpy-looking
middle-aged man almost stumbled through the inner door. Marko
thought he’d seen him before but couldn’t initially place him.
‘Excuse me if I’m wrong,’ Marko said to the new arrival. ‘Are you Jim?’
‘Yes. Why do you ask?’
‘You’re the artist and sculptor Jim Pepper then?’ Marko replied as more
of a question than a statement.
‘Fraid so. Today I rather wish I wasn’t.’
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‘Well, certainly looks like you’ve had a rough day. What’s your tipple?
By the way I’m Marko Cheney, from the railway. I think we’ve crossed
paths at The Alex the odd time.’
‘”Crossed paths at The Alex” indeed – that sums up my day to
a tee. Only not in the way you used the phrase. Yes, a pint of
the Adnams would go down a treat. Thanks very much for the
offer, um – is it Mark or Marko?’
‘Either will do nicely. Most folk call me Marko.’
Over the next ten minutes or so Marko managed to get some details
from Jim. Seems today was the day when his exhibition of
Romanesque carvings in colour was to be set up in the main gallery at
The Alex. The curator, Cynthia Smythe-Smith, had seen some of the
work before and been rather dismissive of the quality. When he’d
unwrapped the framed works she made an assortment of rather
derogatory remarks. Jim had to acknowledge that some of the putdowns were at least passably amusing, such as when she’d said ‘This
has been advertised as a major exhibition. All we have is a small
exhibition by a reluctant artist. That’s not an exhibition, it’s an
inhibition.’
Marko tried hard not to laugh out loud as clearly Jim had been
offended. But it did sum up Cynthia’s ability to serve up cutting
remarks for all occasions. Jim then made it clear he had no problems
that Cynthia was known for dating attractive women considerably
younger than herself – not that any of them were seen more than once
or twice. But Jim then confided to Marko that ‘Cynthia would be much
easier to get along with if she wasn’t one of those lesbians who tries
too hard to be like a bloke.’
This time Marko couldn’t prevent himself chortling. Jim clearly was not
second-best to Cynthia’s abilities to conjure up sharp rebuffs. Marko
attempted to broker a middle ground by noting that Cynthia was
indeed overbearing at times.
To which Jim responded. ‘Yes, difficult much of the time. But
necessary to get on with. If possible. At least for an artist with few, if
any, other opportunities to exhibit in Eaton St Torpid.’
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Two works from Jim Pepper's 'Romanesque Cravings in Colour'
inhibition.
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Jim continued ‘And it’s not a matter of doubt among any of the local
artists that the only reason The Alex does so well – and so the artists get
sales – is not because of Cynthia but because visitors to your railway
"kill time" before getting the train back to their cars. But best not to ever
mention this to Cynthia. She’d argue you blind that every bit of the
gallery’s success was down to her.’
‘I can imagine’, responded Marko. After a few more minutes of banter
Marko thought Jim seemed to be relaxing a little so ventured to ask if
there was a particular problem setting up his exhibition. To which Jim
replied,
‘Well, other than repeatedly crossing swords with Cynthia, the
real problem was that the biggest of the pictures came away
from the wall just after we both thought it was safely screwed
up. But only on one side. So the frame started to bend and the
glass shattered. Cynthia’s language was nothing if not
inventive. I’ll give her full due and say not a lot of blokes could
swear that well.’
Marko grinned. He didn’t find that at all difficult to believe.
‘And, to cap it all, right at that moment your Property Manager
came through the lobby. She obviously heard the crash and
popped her head into the gallery to ask if everyone was alright.
I suppose I’d do the same. And congratulated me on my use of
English language. Before I’d even thought I said “Wasn’t me –
that was Cynthia.”
‘What did “The PM” say to that?’ enquired Marko.
‘She didn’t. Cynthia replied instead.’ Jim then paused.
‘Go on then… ‘
‘Well, she said not to tell anyone. But seems I’ve all but told
you, without really thinking about it.’
‘All seems a bit odd. I can see that a colourful vocabulary wouldn’t go
down well if it had been the vicar who arrived at the wrong moment.
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But neither you nor the PM have ever taken holy orders. So far as I’m
aware.’
‘Not bloody likely,’ responded Jim, deliberately being
provocative.
‘By the way, I like your nickname for the railway’s Property
Manager. She’d make a much better Prime Minister than
anyone we’ve had running the country in recent years, if her
abilities to make things happen for the railway are anything to
go by. How the hell she got Sir Henry to bequeath his estate to
the railway is beyond most people’s understanding. Mine
included.
‘Though I seem to recall “The PM” didn’t initially understand
why it wouldn’t be a good idea to have a prominent plaque
somewhere on one of the stations commemorating Sir Henry’s
bequest.
'I took her to one side and explain that very few, if any, of the
locals regarded Sir Henry and his family with anything less than
total disdain. And often for many and various very good
reasons. So a plaque would most likely attract repeated
vandalism. To her credit the PM immediately understood.’
‘Anyway, what about the damaged picture?’
‘Well thankfully the picture itself was unscathed. As it happens
I had enough mouldings and glass in the workshop so I popped
back and knocked up another frame. By the time I got back
Cynthia was still sweeping up the glass. Although I presume
she’d done something else in the meantime.’
‘But I can see why you arrived here looking mildly distraught,’
suggested Marko – thinking that he’d better add ‘mildly’ even though it
wasn’t really true.
‘Yes, just needed a pint and a sit down. Somewhere where
Cynthia was most unlikely to show her face. Very pleased you
recognised me – I wouldn’t have done the same.’
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Odd, thought Marko. There’s not too many other blokes of my short
stature in this part of the world. But then realised he was sitting down
when Jim arrived, so this wouldn’t be too obvious.
‘I would have gone to the old Station Inn – whatever it’s called
now... ’
‘The Wicket and Bails’ helped Marko.
‘Thanks. But since it got taken over by those two cricketers it’s
not worth going in. What with big screen TVs on every wall,
rather dodgy quality beer, and a cook who can’t even manage
to check if chips are ready before serving them.’
‘Yes. I’ve been caught out there myself. Well it is almost right next to
“the office”. Interesting story from one of the bar staff at The Talbot in
Whittlecreek. We got chatting about the recent decline of the Station
Inn and I mentioned something to the effect that there’s a reason why
county cricket teams don’t have amateur players any more. And was
going to make the corresponding observation about pubs with parttime landlords. But I never needed to say that. He just broke into a big
grin and said “Isn’t there just!” Seems he was working at the Station Inn
around the time the cricketers re-branded it as the Wicket and Bails.
Must have left within a couple of weeks. With a very clear impression
of the new landlords’ abilities. Or lack of.’
‘Just to put you right Marko – though I’m not disagreeing for
one moment with that very apt observation – one of the
cricketers also plays for the English international teams as a
bowler.
‘Ah! Not much of a cricket fan myself. A bit too busy playing
underwater during the cricket season. Strewth! That reminds me – I’m
supposed to be setting up for the training session at the baths. Must
dash! Hope you sell lots of your work at the exhibition. I’ve got an
invite to come to the opening. And I’ll try not to forget this time, like I
usually do!’
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Let's. Not. Go. There.
Really.

‘Oh bother’ the Property Manager said out loud, when rather late in
the morning she looked at her diary. Why didn’t I look at my diary
properly yesterday? How am I supposed to know everyone’s birthday
unless I check my diary in advance? And, of all people, it’s Bill
Wainwright’s birthday today. He will be offended if he doesn’t get a
card until tomorrow. Such a stickler for getting everything right himself,
he simply can’t understand that other people aren’t always such
perfectionists.
The Property Manager had a well-practised routine for this unfortunate
situation. Well, strictly two routines. Plan A was to go to the railway’s
gift shop a short distance away and buy one of their greetings cards.
But the Property Manager knew that Bill himself used the shop to buy
cards. So Plan B was to go to The Alex arts centre and see if their cards
included anything which might be suitable for a very ‘blokey bloke’.
And one not likely to get the irony of receiving a card with pink roses
on the front…
The Property Manager had no sooner walked through the main door of
The Alex and there was a loud crash and the sound of rather a lot of
glass tinkling to the floor. A string of guttural oaths, several of them
with painful anatomical implications, ensued. Rather cautiously she
stepped into the main gallery space, even though it had been cordoned
off. ‘Is everyone alright?’ she asked.
Cynthia, the gallery manager was with Jim Pepper, hanging some of his
work before the official opening that evening. All was not going well –
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a large framed work had become partially detached from the wall,
breaking the frame and the glass.
In an effort to lower the palpable tension the Property Manager
congratulated Jim on his inventive use of expletives. To which he
smiled wryly and said, ‘Not me – that was the “lady” here.’
The Property Manager picked up the very ironic use of the word ‘lady’.
And Cynthia scowled at the both of them. Using a deeper voice than
she did normally she growled ‘Not a word. Not to anyone.’ And, after
a pause, ‘Neither of you.’
It dawned on the Property Manager that on a bad day Cynthia didn’t
always pass as a ‘lady’. Quite consistent with the way she stood in a
manly way with her rather large feet apart, toes almost pigeon-footed.
And her less-than-feminine demeanour.
To be fair the Property Manager had put all this down to Cynthia’s ‘war
wound’, as she called it. When the Property Manager had once asked
which war Cynthia had served in, the reply was ‘’Don’t be a silly. It’s
just a figure of speech. It’s my hamstring injuries which still play up.’
Seeking to make friendly conversation, the Property Manager then
asked how Cynthia had damaged her hamstrings. The reply was ‘Oh I
used to play sport professionally, until both my hamstrings began to
play up and I was forced to retire in the early 1990s.’
When the Property Manager asked her which sport there was a
dubious ‘Ummm’ before Cynthia said ‘Hockey’. ‘Really? I didn’t know
there were professional women hockey players in the early 1990s,’
responded the Property Manager. Which led to a withering look…
Many weeks later, when the England field hockey team had made the
news because of some notable international victories, the Property
Manager asked Cynthia what she thought. And got very little by way of
response. ‘But I suppose that the changes to the offside rules and all
that since you were playing professionally have made the game very
different.’ Cynthia’s response was a very muted ‘Oh really?’ and the
Property Manager got the impression that Cynthia knew very little
about hockey. At least anything since the early 1990s. And probably
for some considerable time before.
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Cynthia's 'holy relic'.

This was consistent with Cynthia’s office. For someone running an art
centre there was a surprising amount of football memorabilia. And,
curiously, nothing about hockey. Her favourite mug was emblazoned
with the crest of Stoke City football club. And on the walls were framed
programmes from Stoke City matches in the early 1990s. And some
from Port Vale in the late 1980s. The nearest the Property Manager got
to an informative reply to her questions was that Cynthia ‘still had a
soft spot for Port Vale.’ Well, someone has to support the underdogs,
thought the Property Manager. Cynthia had already moved their
conversation on to something entirely different.
But one evening – when she’d nothing better to do – the Property
Manager Googled for the history of Stoke City and Port Vale. She
wasn’t sure why, but simply wanted some clues to why Cynthia had an
interest in two decidedly obscure football clubs. The overt reason was
obvious – Cynthia had said she’d grown up in the Potteries and
couldn’t help take an interest in the two ‘leading’ football clubs. Well,
thought the Property Manager, ‘leading’ only in the Potteries, never in
league football terms.
Idly scrolling through far more information than seemed plausible, it
seemed Stoke City did have a run of good luck – or, maybe, good
management – in the early 1990s. A winger called Ken Smith was
instrumental in scoring goals and creating many chances for teammates to score too. But he had injury problems and was forced to
retire. And, with that, the team’s run of ‘luck’ seemed to peter out.
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A search on ‘Ken Smith footballer’ caused the Property Manager to pay
more attention. Seems before playing for Stoke City he’d been at Port
Vale. No great surprise, a lot of players at that time did swap between
the two adjacent teams as their careers either developed or declined.
And there he was… a very grainy photograph from a newspaper of the
time. Relatively short in height – no great surprise for a winger – and
rather gracile in build, apart from muscular thighs. And a face which
for all the world was a much younger version of Cynthia.
Could Cynthia Smythe-Smith once have been Ken Smith? ‘Let’s not go
there,’ was the Property Manager’s initial response. But like a dog with
a bone, she couldn’t stop herself gnawing away at the thought. The
outburst of expletives in a decidedly manly voice was certainly
confirmation. As was her unusual stance – if this wasn’t simply a way
of alleviating some of the pain of her hamstring injuries. And, thought
the Property Manager, it is certainly consistent with Cynthia’s very
blokeish way of challenging anyone who disagrees with her.
The Property Manager had, hitherto, put this less-than-desirable
personality trait down to the well-known rumours that Cynthia had
girlfriends, not boyfriends, so might be expected to be rather butch in
her interpersonal skills. But, out of genuine curiosity, the Property
Manager typed a few words into Google. Which led to a Wikipedia
article which informed her that over a quarter of transsexual women
identify as lesbian.
She struggled to get her head around that one. Why would a bloke
who goes to a very considerable effort to ‘pass’ as female still want to
go to bed with women? ‘Let's. Not. Go. There.’ she thought. ‘Really.’
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Extroduction
As Britain does not need yet another heritage branch-line railway the
Whittlecreek and Eaton St Torpid Heritage Railway's rolling stock is
more Rowland Emett (1906–1990) than Sir Nigel Gresley (1876–1941).
Before closure in the 1960s the track was standard gauge. However, in
keeping with Emett's eccentricities, for the heritage railway the track
was re-laid at three-foot gauge (notwithstanding that Emett's
illustrations were ostensibly of standard gauge railways… )
In the future the Whittlecreek and Eaton St Torpid Heritage Railway
may extend south from Eaton St Torpid to Dodd's Hill Staithes,
Canidringham (pronounced locally 'Canidrum' or 'Conundrum') and
Friars Ambling Halt (where a sand mining museum is planned,
complete with a short two-foot gauge mineral line). Sadly modern
developments mean the line could not be reinstated as far south as
Bishop's Snoring, nor Brindlecliffe to the north. An eastward extension
from Whittlecreek to Effing, Hawston, Chipstead Market, Pentewiddle
Cove and Etwell-juxta-Maris is not considered cost-effective. And
anyway the trackbed nearest Etwell-juxta-Maris is already home to a
magical light railway.

Next page: 'For all you know we might be Clapham Junction.'
Rowland Emett riffing off the blacking out of place-names on all signs
during the Second World War when there was a risk of the Germans
invading. And could almost be Whittlecreek – although the river in this
illustration runs much closer than the Heacham River does to
Sedgefield station.
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Top: The real world
inspiration for
Whittlecreek station.
Left: The real world
location of Eaton St
Torpid station.

Above: More inspiration for Whittlecreek station – Wells and
Walsingham Light Railway's terminus.
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The Hunstanton and West Norfolk Junction
Railway – a very short history
The route of the Whittlecreek and Eaton St Torpid Heritage Railway
occupies the trackway of part of the Hunstanton and West Norfolk
Junction Railway, with some minor additions.
The rising popularity of north-west Norfolk as a destination for
Victorian holidaymakers was key to the construction of a railway from
King's Lynn to Hunstanton. Until then Hunstanton had been a small
fishing settlement to the north of the subsequent town. Since 1846 the
principal landowner, Henry Styleman Le Strange (1815–1862), had
been developing 'New Hunstanton' as a bathing resort (akin to Hove,
Brighton, Tenby, Ventnor and many others) with upmarket villas and
other facilities for visitor and residents. However, Henry Le Stange died
suddenly, at the age of 47, less than three months before the railway
opened.
The same year as the railway opened, 1862, Sandringham House and
nearly 8,000 acres of land were purchased for the Prince of Wales
(later Edward VII) as a country home for him and his fiancée, Princess
Alexandra of Denmark. The combination of sensibly-timed trains to
London (complete with a first-class dining car serving prestigious
menus) and 'royal patronage' nearby made Hunstanton into a 'des res'
location in the 1860s onwards. For many years the Lynn and
Hunstanton Railway provided massive returns for investors.
In 1866 the The West Norfolk Junction Railway opened, running from
Heacham (an intermediate station between King's Lynn and
Hunstanton) to Wells next the Sea. This failed to generate similar
amounts of traffic and struggled to make much profit. Passenger
services ceased in 1952. The massive storm of 1953 badly damaged
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the line from Holkham to Wells and it was never reopened. Freight
services on the remaining line continued until the end of 1964.
In 1962, the centenary of the opening of the Lynn to Hunstanton
railway, John Betjeman was filmed by the BBC travelling along the line
and commenting on the stations and settlements along the route.
The shenanigans by Dr Richard Beeching to 'fiddle the books' to make
it appear that branch lines were carrying insufficient passengers meant
that the line from King's Lynn to Hunstanton closed in 1969.
While Beeching is synonymous with the 1960s railway closures the
real villains get overlooked. The Minister of Transport who appointed
Richard Beeching to head British Railways was Earnest Marples.
Previously Marples was Managing Director of Marples Ridgway, a road
construction contractor. Repeated concerns at the time about possible
conflict of interest were ignored by the Prime Minister, Harold
Macmillan, who seems to have been in the thrall of the road lobby.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Whittlecreek and Eaton St Torpid
Heritage Railway web site
More information about the Whittlecreek and Eaton
St Torpid Heritage Railway, its rolling stock and
locations is online. Also artworks from a number of
former exhibitions at 'The Alex' can be viewed. Not
to mention multifarious oddities.
Don't forget to visit the gift shop before you leave.
www.indigogroup.co.uk/west
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Remembering Off the Rails
The management happened to be living in Avebury while the docusoap The Manor Reborn was being filmed. The discovery of some postmedieval graffiti on one of the Tudor fireplaces during the manor's
makeover led to an introduction to Lucy A. (long-since Lucy B.) who
regularly provided interesting insights into the filming process. The
management's only formal contribution to the filming fell to the cutting
room floor no sooner than it had been recorded. However one of the
opening sequences has a decidedly similar-looking person walking out
of the mist…
The fictional Le Strange Arms was envisioned before knowing there
was indeed a hostelry of that appellation. All being well none of the
pubs in this work of fiction have any resemblance to pubs in what
passes for the real world. Any such correlation is unfortunate and
wholly fortuitous.

The Great Annulus
Helen Czerski for 'What your toaster can teach you about the
Universe': www.bbc.co.uk/ideas/videos/what-your-toaster-can-teachyou-about-the-universe/p07tqgsb?playlist=universal-wonders
A different Helen for the alternative toponym.
Ian for the Barker recollection.
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The snorkel trail
Ian: you know which bit was 'borrowed' from you.
'St Neots firm builds "seaside town" at HQ to inspire staff'
www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-cambridgeshire-50678151
'Whale carcass washes up on beach near Hunstanton'
www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-norfolk-50706874

The mystery big cat
Mick really did do the wicked version of 'Hotel California'.
And another friend did see a lynx and 'black panther' in very similar
situations (including the other witnesses). But not in Norfolk.
Anna Meredith's Paramour is well worth watching. Visit
youtu.be/yjmZLaymJU8
'Giant puppets parade through city centre'
www.bbc.co.uk/news/av/uk-england-tyne-47840846/newcastlepuppetry-festival-gets-under-way
'Should Punch & Judy be banned?'
www.bbc.co.uk/news/av/uk-44988800/punch-judy-harmless-fun-ortrivialising-violence
Mystery Big Cats:
www.hoap.co.uk/catalogue.htm#MBC
Explore Phantom Black Dogs:
www.hoap.co.uk/catalogue.htm#ExPBD

The Valley Spirit Hermitage
The entirely fictional account of the management meeting 'Lao Weng'
was inspired by John Blofeld's Secret and Sublime: Taoist mysteries
and magic (published in 1973) and a sequel, The Chinese Art of Tea
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(published 1985). Both are well worth tracking down and make
absorbing reading. Blofeld recounts how, in the 1930s, he was put at
ease – while his mind was 'read' – while waiting for Daoist masters to
conclude their meditations.
Some additional information about the management's interests in
Daoism can be found online:
www.hoap.co.uk/taking_a_whirlpool.pdf
www.hoap.co.uk/the_process_of_reality.pdf
The 'magical railway' really exists: www.wwlr.co.uk
Thanks to Phill for insights into 'pee-ways'.

Sir Henry’s bequest
Guess who found all the scripts of Vivian Stanshall’s Rawlinson End
online. Thanks to Robin Kok and, above all, the greatest of the
Bonzo’s.
https://robinkok.eu/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Rawlinson-End.pdf

Fount of all knowledge
All you need to know, and much more, about Norfolk's Romanesque
carvings is online at www.crsbi.ac.uk/resources/countyprefaces/norfolk/
If you are interested in Romanesque fonts in other parts of Britain then
visit www.greatenglishchurches.co.uk/html/norman_fonts.html
‘Norman Castle’ (so nicknamed) was indeed once the custodian of a
twelfth-century castle in north-west Norfolk.
Norman now lives where sand suitable for making glass was extracted
until the early twentieth century.
Colin was born there and recalls playing in the former sand mines in
the 1950s. They've long since collapsed or the entrances been filled
in. Sadly Colin died in 2021.
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Parrots of the Giant’s Causeway
Thanks to Nigel for revelations about FLEA and to Ian from the ‘Boro
for geographical insights and pre-packaged parrot puns.
Belated awareness of the Giant’s Causeway tramway is because of
Anthony. John McGuigan’s 1983 booklet is an invaluable source of
information. Part of the line has been restored and operates as the
Giant's Causeway and Bushmills Railway.

Hanging day
Thanks to Ian (again) for the inhibition.
More of Jim Pepper's artwork can be seen at the end of Medieval
Carvings in Colour, a free-to-download PDF available online at
www.hoap.co.uk/mcic.pdf

Let’s not go there
Credit to Ian for the greeting cards plot twist. No, you didn’t suggest it.
But it only came to mind because of you.

Extroduction
The management would like to thank the assistance and
encouragement of Colin, Ian, Judi, Michelle, Nigel, Phill and others.
Stanley C. Jenkins' book The Lynn and Hunstanton Railway and the
West Norfolk Branch (published by Oakwood Press in 1987) has been
invaluable.
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